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Abstract

The Musical Politics of 1920s Berlin  explores the tangled relationship between 
aesthetics, politics, and spirituality through a close study of four exemplary musical  
works and their iconic composers. The Threepenny Opera represents a pinnacles of the 
exceptional collaborative relationship between the composer Kurt Weill and the  
playwright Bertolt Brecht. Jonny spielt auf, the first opera to incorporate jazz, was  
composed by Ernst Krenek; Wozzeck, composed by Alban Berg, is widely considered to  
be the one of the most successful atonal operas ever produced. The song “In Praise of  
Illegal Work” is an exemplary political song from Brecht and the composer Hanns Eisler,  
an avowed Marxist whose politically-motivated work exists in an accessible but modern  
idiom. The politically-fraught and violent environment of Weimar-era Berlin witnessed 
the shattering of boundaries between the aesthetic and political realms – artists politically 
mobilized and politicians acted as a vocal force in cultural debates. This young  
generation of composers strove to integrate their work into the public sphere of social  
function and political discourse. In their related politico-aesthetic projects, fundamental  
tenets of music's relationship to the social, political, and spiritual realms were reexamined  
and often overturned. Through a close examination of this unique historical moment, I  
seek to explore fundamental questions of art's relationship to power. 



Introduction

Politicized Art and Aestheticized Politics:
 The Weimar Republic's Tangle of Understanding

General trends . . . can hardly ever be explained satisfactorily by  
one reason or by one cause alone. The historian is in most such  
cases confronted with a very complex historical situation where 
he is almost at liberty, and that means at a loss, to isolate one  
factor as the 'spirit of the times.' . . . Caution in handling  
generally accepted opinions that claim to explain whole trends 
of history is especially important for the historian of modern times,  
because the last century has produced an abundance of ideologies  
that pretend to be keys to history but are actually nothing but  
desperate attempts to escape responsibility. - Hannah Arendt1

Weimar-era Germany and its synecdoche Berlin encapsulate the crises in 20th  

century existence – there was a spreading nihilism as faith in God reached a nadir while  

economic conditions worsened, accompanied by rising levels of social unrest and a  

wildly tumultuous political situation. Certain cities experience historical moments that  

resist assimilation into our world's ongoing narratives of conflict and progress. These  

periods become mythologized, as the exceptional quality of their existence shifts our  

understanding from the unsatisfying activity of historical analysis to the engagement of  

anecdote and wonderment. Weimar-era Berlin was an extremely violent city with an  

exciting and unique culture. It shattered boundaries between the aesthetic and political  

realms - artists politically mobilized and politicians acted as a vocal force in cultural  

debates. Music was revolutionized by a young generation of composers as they strived to  

1 Arendt 12, 18.



integrate their work into the public sphere. 

My exploration of these composers' lives, alongside analysis of selected  

exceptional musical works that they produced, is intended as more than a musicological  

venture. The music composed and performed during the Weimar era is a window into the  

period's sociopolitical condition. This is true in the broader theoretical sense – that  

culture and politics are interdependent operations – and in the concrete reality of the  

Weimar Republic, which maintained a rousing debate over the relationship between  

politics and music. During the centuries preceding the creation of the Weimar Republic,  

there was little questioning of where the intersections of the social, political and aesthetic  

might lie within music. It was a silenced discourse amid the enormously important  

revivals of social, political and aesthetic thought in post-Medieval Europe. The  

assumption that these intersections existed in music at all, much less were capable of  

being analyzed and interpreted, was an outlandish consideration during the Imperial  

period of nineteenth century musical Romanticism. Even today, when such matters are  

crucial to contemporary theory in the visual arts and film, they are still commonly absent  

in discussion of music. Whether it is music's ability to viscerally impact its listeners in a  

manner that defies easy articulation or its fundamental linkage across cultures to  

variegated concepts of spiritual understanding, the artistic medium often finds itself  

consciously, even insistently, excluded from a type of analysis that would somehow lower  

it from its heavenly, ineffable Beauty or Truth.

Yet, in the first decades of the twentieth century, a wild modernist gushing of  

writing concerning questions of function, aesthetics and politics began surfacing en  

masse – in mass-circulation newspapers, academic journals, and magazines of all sorts.  



World War I disrupted this ongoing cultural revolution, and the Weimar Republic that  

arose in its wake witnessed a unique resolution of the artistic crises of modernism. The  

massive expansion of musical resources and techniques, already underway (particularly  

in Vienna and Paris) in the decades preceding the war, became intimately linked with the  

overt politicization of aesthetics during the Weimar years. C omposers tried to resolve a  

plethora of urgent questions: What should the social function of music be? The political  

function? How can composed music divorced from the spirituality that had fundamentally  

supported the western concert tradition exist, much less have meaning or purpose? What  

is the appropriate compositional approach for confronting new musical recording and  

production technologies? What are the consequences of the large-scale dissemination  

that this technology has made possible for the musical establishment? And for the  

musical object as commodity? Are the concepts of the work of art or aesthetic value  

relevant?

This unprecedented discourse was publicized and polemicized in a proliferation of  

radical theater and through the new medium of the radio. The debate balked the dogma of  

German Romanticism's established ideology – what  Carl Dahlhaus calls “art religion.” 2 

Composed music began consciously seeking wider and economically diverse audiences,  

and confronting issues of industrialized life. There was an immediacy to this general  

attitude – often vaguely referred to as the “Weimar spirit” - sparked by the political  

tumult of the period and a slowly forming explicit acknowledgement of the power music  

could have in serving political ends. The autonomy of music was questioned in a manner  

considered sacrilegious by more conservative factions of the musical establishment. In 

2 Dahlhaus, “The Idea of Absolute Music,” 88. He describes “The art religion of the nineteenth century”  
as “the belief that art, though created by humans, is revelation.” (88)



this thesis, I will be focusing on the young, innovative, and socially-engaged composers  

that matured during the Weimar period. In their own way, each of them confronted the  

artistic struggles to create and engage in an environment as fraught and politicized as the  

Weimar Republic's. 

The Composers

Kurt Weill's life is iconic of the Weimar “outsider” 3 – a provincial Jew who 

studied composition, was at first enamored with the Germanic tradition and its musical  

grandiosity before loudly rejecting it, and then formed a social vision of music that led  

him to embrace an aesthetic modernism coexistent with musical accessibility. He was  

jolted to celebrity status with the unexpected triumph of Die Dreigroschenoper [The 

Threepenny Opera], a collaboration between himself and the playwright Bertolt Brecht.  

The musical play “captured the hard-boiled and alluring street-smart cynicism that today 

is often associated with the Weimar Republic.” 4 The pair's most ambitious project was 

realized in 1930 with the opera Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny [The Rise and 

Fall of Mahagonny], but Brecht and Weill's collaboration disintegrated slightly before the  

Republic that had embraced them. Weill was forced to flee his nation after the rise of the  

Third Reich. 

Hanns Eisler succeeded Weill as Brecht's primary musical collaborator. Eisler had  

been a student of Arnold Schoenberg's, the exceptionally divisive and influential post-

3 The idea that the Weimar republic is a unique example of the positions of a nation's “insiders” -  
politicians, the media, the upper-class – suddenly being occupied by social “outsiders” - ethnic and  
religious minorities, artists, the lower-classes – is the general thesis of Peter Gay's Weimar Culture: The  
Outsider as Insider. In this book, he also promotes the “Weimar spirit” notion mentioned above. 

4 Kaes, “Music for Use: Gebrauchsmusik and Opera,” 569.



tonal composer, before becoming an adamant Marxist. He discovered an understanding of  

politics that was inseparable from his artistic work. Eisler loudly rejected his former  

teacher in a string of essays deriding the false apoliticism, institutionally-prescribed  

classism, and aesthetic snobbery of music's avant-garde. He composed many instrumental  

works, but his compositional vision is most transparently realized in the numerous  

political songs that he created with Brecht. 

Ernst Křenek is another representative figure who, through his compositions,  

strove to reconcile a complexly modern aesthetic tendency in his early works with the  

desire to create socially-engaged and broadly relevant music. He was Czech and, like  

Weill, found his way to Berlin as a talented music student; as a foreigner, he was as much  

of an “outsider” as the Jewish Weill. Another biographical detail they share is a sudden  

rise to celebrity. For Křenek, it was his opera Jonny spielt auf – the first opera to 

incorporate jazz – that achieved massive popularity upon its premiere in 1927, insuring  

the financial security of its composers. After Jonny, Křenek continued his flurry of  

experimentation in different harmonic languages and musical styles. 

The fourth composer I consider, Paul Hindemith, is a closely associated with the  

Weimar-era trend of rejecting lofty musico-aesthetic ideals for an utilitarian conception of  

music. He coined the neologism Gebrauchsmusik  [Music for use] as a means of 

describing new music intended to be socially functional – that is, music that consciously  

exists as more than its immanent aesthetic dimension. Examples of Gebrauchsmusik 

include compositions for film and radio, and pedagogic music for children. Although 

Hindemith later resented his association with the word, Gebrauchsmusik  became an 

important concept closely aligned with broader trends in the Weimar Republic attempting  



to synthesize artistic, social, and political activities. Towards the end of the 1920s, Kurt  

Weill would adopt the word to describe his own work. Hindemith was also the first  

conscious musical proponent of neue Sachlichkeit [New Objectivity], a critical term that 

originally applied to an anti-Expressionist painting style which emphasized the forms of  

concrete, everyday objects represented in a direct manner. Hindemith strove to realize  

this idea in the musical medium. Of these four composers, Hindemith had the most  

ambivalent relationship towards politics, firmly delineating his social conception of  

music from the overtly political work of the other composers I examine. His operatic  

masterpiece Mathis der Maler was written in 1935, two years after the end of the Weimar 

Republic. The same utopianism that had seen endless potential in “social music” was  

redirected in Mathis der Maler towards emphasizing music's spiritual dimension – one  

that unavoidably interacted with politics, but didn't directly engage it.

1920s Berlin emerges repeatedly as the symbolic locus of this loosely-defined  

social music movement. In the first years of the Weimar Republic, many talented young  

composers – of bourgeois background and provincial or foreign upbringing – flocked to  

Berlin and underwent connected processes of aesthetic and political radicalization. The  

bleak economic situation and volatile politics of the early Weimar years were condensed  

in the capital city, where a post-war burst of creative energy across the arts existed side-

by-side with social tumult. Weill, Eisler, Hindemith, and K řenek would have been 

constantly reminded of abject poverty – disabled war veterans and prostitutes, many of  

them children, were a daily sight. They were surrounded by the city's ominous,  

omnipresent crime. Daily robberies, political and not-so-political assassinations, anti-

semitic attacks and random violence in an environment of widespread unemployment and  



astronomical capital inflation were just part of life in Berlin. Some of them embraced the  

city more than others; Weill's work is deeply connected to the city he loved, but Křenek 

hated living in Berlin and moved away in 1923. As the screenwriter Willy Haas recalls:

The fewest Berliners I knew were real Berliners . . . to become a Berliner  
– that came quickly, if one only breathed in the air of Berlin with deep  
breath . . . I loved the rapid, quick-witted reply of the Berlin woman  
above everything, the keen, clear reaction of the Berlin audience in the  
theatre, in the cabaret, on the street and in the cafe, that taking-nothing-
solemnly yet taking-seriously of things, that lovely, dry, cool and yet not  
cold atmosphere, the indescribable dynamic, the love for work, the  
enterprise, the readiness to take hard blows – and go on living. 5

As students and young men in an unfamiliar city, these composers absorbed  

widely from Berlin's vibrant cultural atmosphere, including its cabarets and radical  

theater scene, and discovered the broad possibilities that collaborative art had to offer.  

The widespread questioning of art's presuppositions – a phenomenon emerging in various  

forms across 1920's Europe – attained a particularly political dimension in Berlin. In their  

confrontation with this, Weill, Eisler, Hindemith and Křenek all arrived at different  

musical solutions. They arose as icons of a new, adamantly anti-romantic and  

unprecedentedly political movement in music. There were many other intriguing 

composers that confronted the same artistic conundrums as Weill, Křenek, and Eisler. The 

Weimar-era's abundance of talent (along with its roller-coaster-like fifteen-year existence)  

resulted in a plethora of composers struggling to carve out their own aesthetic-political  

path. Noteworthy individuals who, unfortunately (and despite their relevance), I cannot  

adequately discuss include Stefan Wolpé, Erwin Schulhoff, Erich Korngold, and Josef  

Matthias Hauer. However, Alban Berg and his ground-breaking atonal opera, Wozzeck,  

comes up as a link between the consciously political music of 1920's Berlin and the pre-

5 Gay, 129. Originally published in Die Literarische Welt.



World War I Viennese avant-garde.

Berg was a proudly Viennese composer. Born in 1885, he is older than the other  

composers I profile, and he is the only one that didn't migrate to Berlin. Anton Webern  

and Berg were Arnold Schoenberg's most prized students; together, they came to be  

known as the “Second Viennese School.” 6 Berg and Webern closely followed 

Schoenberg's technical innovations and, alongside their teacher, became influential  

pioneers of atonality. These three composers experimented broadly with the musical  

possibilities lying beyond the final reaches of late-romantic tonality. Their music was  

broadly misunderstood and detested by Vienna's concert-going public. But in 1925,  

defying expectations, Wozzeck premiered at the Berlin Staatsoper and went on to enjoy 

lasting, international success. The bleakly macabre opera's  popularity far surpassed 

anything composed by Berg's influential teacher. 

The historical existence of the Weimar Republic, along with the antecedent and  

consequent Germanic regimes, are a clear (and often disturbing) repudiation of the  

common misrepresentation that sees music as apolitical, only emotionally  

communicative, functionally transcendental, and/or insurmountably subjective. One of  

the most disturbing and indisputable examples of this is the place of musical propaganda  

in the rise of the Third Reich, and its continuing importance to the Nazi regime. Their  

manipulation of certain musical folk traditions in evoking provincial nostalgia and  

xenophobia is well-documented, and the high place that Richard Wagner and the German  

Wagnerian tradition held for the Nazi top brass has made the question of whether that  

music is now stained an ongoing matter of debate in the international musical  

6  The respectable name was a reference to the late-18th-century “Viennese School” of Wolfgang  
Amadeus Mozart, Joseph Haydn, and Ludwig von Beethoven. 



community.7 

The music I explore in my thesis 

was ritualistically slaughtered by the  

National Socialists, who in 1938 presented 

an exhibition of “Entartete Musik”  

[Degenerate music] after the success of  

their “Entartete Kunst” [Degenerate art] 

visual arts exhibition-spectacle. “Entartete  

Musik” specifically targeted and 

demonized the composers associated with  

the so-called “Weimar spirit” of urbanity  

and impropriety. The exhibit, organized by Adolf Ziegler 8, was divided into seven 

sections. One was dedicated to Weill and Křenek, grouped together because they had both  

utilized elements of jazz in their compositions. Schoenberg received the dubious honor of  

having an entire section of the exhibition dedicated to him; the operas and oratorios of  

Hindemith were also the sole subject of a section. Berg and Eisler were lumped in with a  

batch of composers including Franz Schreker and Ernst Toch in a section dedicated to the  

“minor Bolsheviks.”

7 See the chapter on Wagner and Hitler in Arnold Perris' Music as Propaganda, 45 – 66. He concludes: 
“Neither the bigoted views of those nineteenth-century-philosophers whom Wagner admired nor Hitler's  
crimes against humanity have disappeared into the shadows of history. Thus both actions resound in  
Wagner's music for some listeners who cannot separate Wagner from Hitler, or Lohengrin and Walküre 
from the Brown Shirts and the Third Reich. Is this not what Hitler wished? His propaganda has  
conquered those listeners! . . . The association of Hitler's Kultur with Wagner's music dramas cannot be  
ignored, for it truly exists. But two can be separated. If they are not, the musical glory of Richard  
Wagner cannot be enjoyed. This, too, truly exists.” (61)

8 Ziegler was a painter who became a professor at the Munich Academy in 1933. He became a Nazi  
functionary – first, Senator of the Fine Arts at the Chamber of Culture in 1935; in December 1936, he  
was appointed president of the Chamber of Art in 1936 by Joseph Goebbels. In this position, he  
arranged the “degenerate” exhibitions.

Illustration 1: National Socialist  
Propaganda Poster



Method

Walter Benjamin, an iconic figure of the Weimar period himself, worked towards  

a new method of historical representation. In his necessarily incomplete excavation of  

19th century Paris' written ruins, Walter Benjamin illustrated a new approach towards  

understanding those enigmatic geo-historical moments, which seem to encapsulate that  

elusive essence of Zeitgeist [spirit of the times] in such a way that the very linearities of  

history are disrupted. He toiled for over a dozen years, until his death, on an unfinished  

tome entitled Der Passagen-Werk [The Arcades Project] – a massive assemblage of 

quotations, images, commentary and criticism attempting to truthfully depict the city’s  

dizzying existence at that historical moment. In 19 th century Paris, Benjamin perceived a 

myriad of subjects that conglomerated into the creation of the bourgeoisie’s fantasy of  

capitalism. Of his project, Benjamin writes, “The subject of this book is an illusion  

expressed by Schopenhauer in the following formula: to seize the essence of history, it  

suffices to compare Herodotus and the morning newspaper.” 9 Using a technique akin to 

Sergei Eisenstein's dialectical form of montage in film, Benjamin sought to have the  

underlying presuppositions of cultural documents – fashion advertisements, tabloid  

papers, fiction, poetry, academic writing – expose themselves through the juxtaposition of  

these objects with each other and his own commentary. Benjamin's massive, fractured  

work was a foray into the incomplete nature of knowledge and a refutation of the desire  

by politicians, philosophers and historians to impose convenient and false narratives on  

historical periods. His project was a large influence on my own approach towards this  

9 Benjamin, “The Arcades Project,” 14.



investigation, as it's uniquely suited to confront the intersections between politics and  

culture that were of such primary importance to Benjamin's own time, the Weimar  

Republic.

The traditional limits of musicology and music theory, already subject to vigorous  

criticism, appear particularly limiting in the treatment of a period that overthrew the very  

demarcations between 'the Social' and 'the Aesthetic' that create these disciplinary  

divisions. It is essential to draw on resources across disciplines, incorporating elements of  

sociology, critical and political theory, and historiography. Two technical analyses,  

informed by Schenkerian and post-Schenkerian musical theory, are contained in an  

appendix for those interested; I wanted to keep the body of the text free from discipline-

specific jargon and graphical musical interpretations so that it is accessible to a general  

readership. Where possible, I try to illuminate discussions of other musical works with  

analytic examples. The aesthetic insights provided by selected close musical analyses are  

inlets into questions of harmonic language, of the use of musical vernacular, and of the  

relationship between music and text. They can also be useful in assembling a larger  

picture of the relationship between the period's music and its sociopolitical environment.  

This type of analysis is performed with an awareness of its pitfalls. As Adam Krims  

summarizes: 

The very act of close reading has itself come under scrutiny in the past  
few years within the world of musical scholarship . . . It is not uncommon  
to find music theory reproached as 'essentializing' (Cusick) and 'pseudo-
scientific' (McClary), and to find close reading charged as 'pull[ing] us  
back toward the aestheticism and transcendentalism of earlier ideologies'  
(Tomlinson).10 

However, Krims goes on to recover close reading as a necessary tool. He writes:

10 Krims 2.



Even postmodern critiques of music theory suggest that whatever kind of  
practice music is in Western society, it performs certain social functions.  
In that case, some form of poetics is necessary: if cultural life is to be  
mapped, then it is important to recognize that representation . . . is not  
simply a what, but also a how. In the case of music, it is difficult to deny  
that the 'how' involves, at least, the particular arrangements of sound. To  
assert that talk about structure, form, unity, and the like are 'just discourse'  
is to miss the point: regardless of whether such terms have real referents . . 
. social action is profoundly affected by them . . . Setting aside musical  
poetics would be no less a mystification than the more traditional practice  
of treating musical poetics as socially isolated or autonomous: in both  
cases, the text/context dichotomy remains deeply inscribed in our  
scholarly practice.11 

In reaching this conclusion, Krims invokes Theodor Adorno, an important intellectual of  

the same generation as Weill, Eisler, and K řenek. Adorno was a colleague of Benjamin's,  

a composition student of Berg's and, during their shared exile in America, he co-authored  

a book with Hanns Eisler entitled Composing for the Films . Adorno utilized close 

musical analysis within a broader sociological framework – an approach that has had  

significant influence. Although this critical form is often attributed to Adorno (and,  

influenced by Karl Marx and Max Weber, he did utilize it in an uniquely interdisciplinary  

and intellectually complex manner), an integrative aesthetic/social approach to music  

criticism was adopted by a number of critics during the Weimar period, including Hans  

Heinz Stuckenschmidt. These writers rarely addressed music on its own terms, instead  

presenting musical works in larger ideological and cultural contexts. Of course, these  

writers were often composers themselves; the web of interconnections between the  

critics, artists, and intellectuals during this time deeply complicates the relationship  

between the musical works I am studying and their critical receptions. Again and again in  

attempting to understand the Weimar period we find a breakdown of critical distance. 

Particular emphasis will be given to four works mentioned above: Bertolt Brecht  

11 Krims 5-6.



and Weill's Die Dreigroschenoper (1927); Berg's Wozzeck (1924); Křenek's Jonny spielt  

auf (1926); and, Eisler and Brecht's “In Praise of Illegal Work.” Aside from their  

historical proximity, the first three works are bound together as musical-theatrical  

productions that can be classified as opera, although each of them stretches the  

boundaries of that form insistently, and the so-called operatic legitimacy of each of them  

has been called into question at one time or another. As dramatic products, each of them  

interacts with its text in interesting ways. Analyzing music set to a polysemous text  

requires a different perspective than the analysis of absolute music.12 Understanding how 

the musical and poetic lines are synthesized becomes a central consideration. In these  

works, the textual parameter assumes an overtly political form. As is the case with so  

much of the music produced during the Weimar period, musical aesthetics is inextricable  

from political considerations in these works.

I am utilizing analytic and interpretive approaches stemming from musicological,  

philosophical, and political thought in an attempt to reach an intellectually rewarding  

understanding of this vexing period of German history. The works being explored and the  

critical discourse surrounding them highlight rarely considered aspects of the intertwining  

relationship between aesthetics and politics, from the level of music's effect on the  

creation of individuals' world-view to the inherently political semiotic effect of numerous  

musical devices.13 In this historical exploration, notions of political and aesthetic  

12 The term “absolute music” is deeply problematic, being historically variable. As I return to in chapter  
one, the aesthetic and spiritual understanding of “absolute music” has changed numerous times in the  
German Romantic tradition alone while the term itself has remained. Here, I am defining absolute  
music as instrumental music existing without any social function, planned narrative, or intended visual  
association; music existing for itself, intended to excite a purely emotional response from its composer  
and audience. 

13 As examples of this unconscious signification, we can look at a lyrical waltz or a trumpet fanfare. Both  
of these are so firmly rooted in particular social contexts that the use of either of them has an immediate  
and not insignificant effect on how listeners, depending on their own economic class and social  
upbringing, will understand and respond to a musical work making use of a syncopated waltzing beat or  
a distinctive major-key or open-fifth fanfare motif. These forms retain their signification even when the  



radicalism and conformity present themselves as knotted and difficult to untangle but,  

nonetheless, enormously intriguing subjects. 

The greatest challenge in attempting an analysis that treats musical works as more  

than formal constructions - but also artistic and social efforts from political composers  

working in the context of a complex and ideologically-fraught historical moment – is  

trying to land at a nexus of meaning amongst so many different axes of discourse. I will  

end my introduction with a quotation from Daniel Barenboim discussing his recently  

deceased friend Edward Said. In my attempt to integrate music into a larger  

understanding of the human world and our history, I am trying to reach beyond  

impressionistic reactions, reductionism of artistic works to their economic and/or political  

situation, and reliance on formal analysis. To make this task less daunting, I find  

Barenboim's comment on Said's relationship to music helpful and inspiring:

Edward saw in music not just a combination of sounds, but he understood  
the fact that every musical masterpiece is, as it were, a conception of the  
world. And the difficulty lies in the fact that this conception of the world  
cannot be described in words – because were it possible to describe it in  
words, the music would be unnecessary. But he recognized that the fact  
that because it is indescribable doesn't mean it has no meaning. 14

musical devices are expressed in non-traditional instruments or within a larger musical framework. 
14 Barenboim and Said, x. 



Chapter One

Spirituality and Power in Western Music

What is called music today is all too often only a disguise for the  
monologue of power. - Jacques Attali15

Music . . . which concerns itself only with the undefined movement  
of the inward spiritual nature, and deals with musical sounds as,  
so to speak, feeling without thought, needs little or no spiritual  
content to be present in consciousness. It is for this reason that  
musical talent generally announces itself in very early youth, while  
the head is still empty and the heart has been but little moved, and  
is capable of attaining to a very considerable height in early years,  
before mind and life have experience of themselves. And again, as  
a matter of fact we often enough see very great expertness in  
musical composition, as also in execution, subsist along with  
remarkable barrenness of mind and character.” - G.W.F. Hegel 16

Musical Praxis and the Jongleur

The definition of music as a fundamentally poetic endeavor with aesthetic values,  

or poesis (the “emphatic concept of art,”17 which took root during the Renaissance) had  

become unquestioned fact among the educated class by 1800. The 19 th century's “art 

religion” did not exclude the possibility of functional music, but it did preclude the  

question: is music poesis or, as it had still been understood in the European Middle Ages,  

praxis?18 In other words, the established and dominant view of music as a poetic 

15 Attali 9.
16 Hegel 32.
17 Dahlhaus 235, “Schoenberg and the New Music.”
18 Dahlhaus 235, “Schoenberg and the New Music.” Here is a particularly insightful passage from the  

section: “The emphatic concept of art, which is pre-supposed by the dialectical method worked out by  
Adorno, rests on the historical process whereby the musical work and text become independent to form  



enterprise aspiring towards aesthetic perfection and spiritual transcendence – an escape  

from the mundane, earthly sphere for artist and audience – had stood, practically  

unquestioned, for more than three hundred years. The medieval conception it had  

supplanted understood music as a social activity wherein performer and composer were  

one and the same. In this model, composers interact with their audience directly,  

performing their own music (using short forms) and shaping its content to negotiate the  

relationship between audience and music-maker. This craft of entertainment coexisted  

with the sacred music of the Church. 

Who were these musician-composers that became extinct, taking an entire  

conception of music's relationship to society with them? Jacques Attali describes the  

jongleur – an entertainer, musician and singer who traveled constantly practicing his  

craft, indiscriminately providing his services at weddings and lord's dinner tables and  

village festivals. The jongleurs were of a much lower social rank than the aristocratic  

troubadours, who sang of adventures, love, and battle. The troubadours' subjects were  

“ceremonial, idealized, and ritualized to the point of virtual sacralization;” and, “the  

genres and styles of troubadour verse were also highly formalized and ceremonious.” 19 As 

an oral tradition, troubadours would often teach jongleurs their songs to perform. 

However, the stiff form of the troubadours' material underwent a transformation in the  

jongleurs' adaptation of it. Attali writes: “The jongleurs played from memory, an unvaried  

selection of melodies of their composition, either very old peasant dances drawn from all  

an 'opus perfectum et absolutum' – an emancipation, the beginnings of which do indeed reach back to  
the sixteenth century, but which first became accepted as a fundamental aesthetic fact in the general  
consciousness of the educated around 1800. (To this day the concept of a work remains foreign to  
Gebrauchsmusik, and the jargon phrase 'opus music' betrays a feeling of being different on the part of  
those excluded from artificial music.)”

19 Taruskin, “The Oxford History of Western Music,” 109.



over Europe and the Near East, or songs by noblemen or men of letters.” 20 The jongleur 

acted as the primary disseminator of music in society. The power contained in this role  

did not go unnoticed. Attali goes on:

In this precapitalist world in which music was an essential form of the  
social circulation of information, the jongleurs could be utilized for  
purposes of political propaganda. As an example, Richard the 
Lionhearted hired jongleurs to compose songs to his glory and to sing  
them in the public squares on market days. In wartime, jongleurs were  
often hired to compose songs against the enemy. Conversely,  
independent jongleurs composed songs about current events and satirical  
songs, and kings would forbid them to sing about certain delicate  
subjects, under threat of imprisonment . . . The feudal world, with its  
polyphony, remained a world of circulation in which music in daily life  
was inseparable from lived time, in which it was active and not  
something to be watched.21 

The storyteller and the jongleur, intimately bound up with each other, are both 

pre-modern types; the printing press is offered as a crude mechanistic explanation of the  

slow decline of the storyteller, and the musician-entertainer's simultaneous demise can  

also be explained away by the standardization of musical notation that makes the  

jongleur's traveling, relatively unskilled craft-like relationship to music inferior to a new  

type of well-trained, specialized musicians who live under the care of a noble. However,  

this change is indicative of a deeper shift whose explanation is more complex than the  

aristocracy's obvious motivation of eliminating a dangerous, anarchic element of society  

while consolidating power and ensuring the powerful medium of music is controlled  

within his manor. The replacement of jongleurs with musicians trained in church 

indicates a shift in consciousness and a move towards modernity. This claim is  

illuminated in a comment of Walter Benjamin's contrasting oral storytelling and the  

written novel:

20 Attali 14.
21 Attali 14-15.



The earliest symptom of a process whose end is the decline of storytelling  
is the rise of the novel at the beginning of modern times. . . The  
storyteller takes what he tells from experience – his own or that reported  
by others. And he in turn makes it the experience of those who are  
listening to his tale. The novelist has isolated himself. The birthplace of  
the novel is the solitary individual, who is no longer able to express  
himself by giving examples of his most important concerns, is himself  
uncounseled, and cannot counsel others. To write a novel means to carry  
the incommensurable to extremes in the representation of human life. 22 

The correspondence between literature and music in this instance is striking: The  

jongleur maps onto the storyteller and the composer onto the novelist. With the figure of  

the jongleur, the social utility of music presents the shared experiences of the community,  

uses festivity as a means to bond disparate groups or families, and acts as a mediator in  

an exchange between the peasants and the aristocrats. In contrast, the ascetic Baroque  

master or Classical composer or tortured Romantic genius all share the experience of  

isolation. The frivolity of medieval musical praxis gives way to a deeply spiritual 

understanding of musical composition. The hermetic, asocial compositional posture  

eventually becomes a prerequisite to the creation of capital-a Art. We can see antecedents 

to this as early as the 4th century in the interlinking of theological and aesthetic concerns  

presented by Saint Augustine. 

Saint Augustine, Music, and the Medieval Catholic Church

Augustine dedicated a six-volume treatise to music entitled De musica libri sex. It 

was to be one of “a series of works on the liberal arts;” he intended to reinterpret each of  

the disciplines “from a Christian perspective. 23 Volumes one through five of the work 

22 Benjamin, “Illuminations,” 87.
23 Brennan 267. Although it is known that Augustine completed large parts of this project, all that survives  

is the musical writings.



were dedicated to the discussion of meter in poetry (which he regarded as falling within  

the auspices of musical consideration). It is in volume six that he attempts an all-

encompassing theory of musical meaning. He begins with the physical production of  

sound and its physiological reception, building the theory step-by-step until he is able to  

incorporate the psychological and spiritual dimensions of music .24 Rather than 

presupposing a notion of aesthetic objectivity, Augustine conducts an impressive  

enumeration of “musical perception and understanding.” 25 He borrows from both of the 

Socratic traditions - at times performing lengthy exercises in logical proof and, at other  

times, embarking on open-ended philosophical rumination. I would summarize the  

conception of music to which he eventually arrives at as: overwhelmingly serious. 

Augustine elevates the musical medium 26 out of the space of bodily pleasure and into the 

heavenly sphere of religion and morality. Describing the sixth volume of De musica, Paul 

Hindemith writes:

The tenor of [Augustine's] doctrine is: Music has to be converted into  
moral power. We receive its sounds and forms, but they remain  
meaningless unless we include them in our own mental activity and use  
their fermenting quality to turn our soul towards everything noble,  
superhuman, and ideal. It is our own mind that brings about this  
conversion; music is but a catalytic agent to this end. The betterment of  
our soul must be our own achievement, although music is one of those  
factors which, like religious belief, creates in us most easily a state of  

24 Brennan 270.
25 Hindemith, “A Composer's World,” 4 . He explains: “According to Augustine, musical impressions are  

by no means simple reactions to external stimuli.” (4)
As Hindemith summarizes, Augustine broke the process of music's creation and reception into six parts.  
The first four are relatively straightforward: “the mere physical fact of the sound;” “our faculty of  
hearing;” “our ability to imagine music mentally [when it is absent];” and, “our ability to uncover  
previous musical experiences stored in our memory.” (4) Next comes mental activity where we,  
“subject the musical substance to an intellectual examination and judge its shape and grade.” (4) Finally,  
there is “the sixth degree on our scale of musical assimilation;” the aspect that Augustine (and,  
presumably, Hindemith) considered both the most important and the most challenging: “if we put our  
enjoyment of such knowledge [intellectual consideration of music] into the side of the balance that  
tends towards the order of the heavens and towards the unification of our soul with the divine  
principle.” (4-5)

26 For Augustine firmly establishes it as a medium in both of its meanings, clarifying music's purpose and  
metaphysical bearing as a means rather than an ends.



willingness towards this betterment. 27

Augustine's conception of music was, to state the obvious, religiously-inspired  

and theologically-guided, but the spiritual conception of music at which he arrives has its  

precedents in the writings of Plato and others from Ancient Greece. His attempt to  

categorize music's diverse aspects into a complete and immanently moral system is an  

early prescription of music as a spiritual enterprise that should not be taken lightly. This  

was not exclusively the domain of Christianity. The Roman statesman Boethius' 6th-

century treatise on music is another example. Richard Taruskin describes Boethius'  

Musica (an abstract ideal of music):

Boethius inherited two transcendent ideas from the Neoplatonists: first,  
that Musica mirrored the essential harmony of the cosmos (an idea we  
have encountered in Augustine); and, second, that owing to this divine  
reflection it had a decisive influence on human health and behavior. This  
was known as the doctrine of ethos, from which 'ethics' is derived.28 

These are all theories of deeply spiritual music – the ontological connotations present in  

the work of these thinkers distance their version of abstract music from the practices of  

the jongleur. In Augustine's work, we can see many of the intellectual foundations upon  

which the medieval Catholic Church built its musical-aesthetic doctrine. The tenets it  

prescribes are silently but triumphantly rejuvenated as the Catholic Church of the middle  

ages consolidated power across Europe.  

Major developments in the fourteenth century permanently changed the  

straightforward relationship between musicians, their audience, and the social function of  

their music. First, there was the branching out of Church music to include more  

instruments, along with its move away from the sole influence of Gregorian sources to  

27 Hindemith, “A Composer's World,”  6.
28 Taruskin, “The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 1,” 70.



include “melodies of popular and profane origin.” 29 This establishes the roots of 

Christianity's eventual pervasive control over music. The Church's extension into the  

territory of peasant culture becomes the first concrete exercise in Christianity's slow  

consolidation of European music. The appropriation of profane melodies in church music  

did not secularize the religious composition; instead, it permanently imprinted a trace of  

the (Christian) Divine on future performances of the formerly secular source material.  

Discussing this medieval dichotomy, Taruskin clarifies: “'Sacred' and 'secular' are not so  

much styles as uses. The distinction between them is at least as much a social as a generic  

one.”30 The social context of melodies was changed when they were adopted by the  

Church – despite fear from Church Fathers concerning the sinful potential of “titillating  

ditties,” this would have a much more lasting impact on the secular sources than on the  

Church's purity.31 

Early musical notation developed to preserve liturgical chants sometime during  

the 8th or 9th century, and it was refined over the next centuries for the purpose of  

communicating sacred music. The social dominance of religion is once again asserted in  

the selective utilization of notation. Taruskin describes “the earliest secular repertories of  

which we have direct knowledge”:

Stylistically, they are remarkably like the sacred repertories . . . Not that  
this should surprise us: if these secular songs were thought worthy of  
commemoration and permanence (that is, worthy of writing down), they  
must have had some transcendent or elevating purpose like that of the  
sacred.32

By the 14th-century written music had begun spreading rapidly between courts, with the  

people of the villages no longer an element of the musical exchange. Nobles began  

29 Attali 15.
30 Taruskin, “The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 1,” 106.
31 Fellnerer 580.
32 Taruskin, “The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 1,” 106.



buying trained musicians to perform specific musical pieces whose scores they now  

possessed. 

The aristocracy and the Church became the arbiters of society's music, and their  

consolidation of cultural power was efficient and totalizing. In this centuries-long  

process, the Church instituted laws of censorship, allocating music's purpose entirely in  

terms of its religious function and spiritual efficacy, redefining the art form to a segment  

of its former polymorphous existence. What quickly becomes evident, however, is that  

the institution accomplished its goals, not primarily through a self-policing inclination on  

the part of composers fearful of earthly punishment and heavenly judgment, but through  

the enforcement of strict technical-aesthetic guidelines. There was no grey area; the  

Church found enormous heretical and subversive potential in minute performance points  

- “In Masses that are chanted to notation the Nicene pattern must not be truncated but  

should be sung out to the end completely, maturely, and honestly,” is included in a decree  

issued from the Council of Basel in 1503.33 

No longer could two understandings of music exist side-by-side. A relatively mild 1528  

decree stated that “actors or mimes” were allowed to play instruments “neither in nor  

near the Church.”34

While the sixteenth century Church feared that sacred music was being effected  

and degraded by a wider drive towards secularization, processes of modernization  

alongside the Church's censure were bleeding the folk jongleur tradition to extinction. It 

had irrevocably changed the form of western music with the commissioning of long-form  

masses, and now their own music was developing beyond a conservative level of  

33 Fellnerer 578.
34 Fellnerer 579.



comfort. The 1528 Council of Paris recorded in terror: 

Ordinary titillating ditties should certainly not be heard in the churches under  
the pretext of musical chant . . . Let priests and clerics therefore so order their  
own singing that by the modest and decent dignity of their psalmody, by their  
calm and pleasing modulation, they should so soothe the ears of their hearers  
as to incite and rouse them to devotion and compunction, not to the lascivious  
titillation of heart and mind.35

It was the Council of Trent that issued the definitive detail-specific decrees on Church  

music, including decrees such as: “Musical compositions in which there is intermingled  

aught lascivious or impure, either by the organ or other instruments or by singing, should  

be kept away from churches altogether; liturgical laws must be observed with reference to  

sacred music.”36  Attali writes:

Musicians became professionals bound to a single master, domestics,  
producers of spectacles exclusively reserved for a minority. Within  
three centuries, from the fourteenth century to the sixteenth, the courts  
had banished the jongleurs, the voice of the people, and no longer  
listened to anything but scored music performed by salaried musicians.  
Power had taken hold, becoming hierarchical and distant . . . Since the  
courts had the means to finance resident musicians whom they held  
under exclusive control, the musicians acquired a new social position  
in Western society. 
Until that time, the musician had been a free craftsman at one with the  
people and worked indifferently at popular festivals or at the court of  
the lord. Afterward, he would have to sell himself entirely and  
exclusively to a single social class. 37

The influence of the Catholic Church over composed music in Europe clarified  

the social function of music in a manner where it could neither be debated nor  

questioned. Differentiation of musical genres was primarily decided based on the musical  

criteria of “function, text and texture”. 38 Yet, its authoritarian and increasingly petty  

35 Fellnerer 580.
36 Fellnerer 581.
37 Attali 15-6.
38 Dahlhaus, “Schoenberg and the New Music,” 33. He problematizes his attempt to create an approximate  

progression: “Anyone who embarks upon an attempt to design a system of genres which does not  
violate their historical nature comes up against a logical difficulty at a very early stage, namely that at  
different times in history genres are determined by changing points of view, with the result that the  



control over music was indicative of the institution's desperate situation; even as it  

ascended to become Europe's most powerful order, its precarious position unravelled,  

fueled by the Gutenberg Press and Martin Luther. The Catholic Church lost its  

monopolistic control over composed music, incapable of preventing the adoption of  

worldly subject matter. While the concurrent adoption of peasants' musical forms is often  

cited as another cause of the institution's slipping grip on total musical control, this seems  

like an arbitrary assertion; as mentioned above, sacred music had been appropriating folk  

material since at least the fourteenth century. 

Attali explains the fourteenth century process of sacred music slowly asserting its  

autonomy from traditional Church practices as “secularization.” 39 I'm inclined to see this 

term much more specifically. Attali is tracing a process of spiritual sublimation rather  

than secularization. He describes the origins of a musical tradition that would continue 

into the twentieth century, whereby a religious influence permeates and becomes  

inseparable from the Western musical tradition. A conception of music inextricably tied  

up with spirituality – in the case of Europe, a Christian spirituality reliant on a singular  

Divine God – is one of at least three ways in which music's metaphysical status can be  

envisioned, but since the Renaissance it has been the dominant one. As I've sketched  

above, this pervasive influence, far from being incidental, is embedded in the origins of  

Western concert music and has had an important part in shaping its tradition. Arnold  

order of main and subsidiary concepts becomes confused.” (33) He goes on to sketch a rough genealogy  
where the distinguishing criteria shifted from function and text to scoring and form during the 17 th 

century, were firmly established during the 18 th and 19th centuries, and disintegrate in the first decades  
of the 20th century. However, as Dahlhaus clarifies, this final disintegration was far from definite. For  
example, Arnold Schoenberg and Béla Bartók - two prominent representatives of the broad spectrum of  
musical modernism and post-tonality - retain sonata conventions in their string quartets. Even after  
creating his twelve-tone method Schoenberg continued utilizing the terminology of classical and  
baroque forms in the titles of his pieces; evidently, he had no interest in dissolving 19th-century genre  
categories or proclaiming a break with traditional formal conventions. 

39 Attali 15.



Perris makes the argument that “the music that is used to enhance a religious service . . .  

is music as propaganda.”40 Without even looking at musical specifics, this claim appears  

justified if we just consider the medieval Church's strict and controlling doctrine on how  

music should be properly utilized. The Church demonstrates that propagandistic uses of  

music are ingrained in the development of European modernity, and it would be the  

Weimar Republic that finally exploded the unspoken tensions of music simultaneously  

being invoked as wholly spiritual while being used as a tool of social control. 

As the Catholic Church's pre-eminent position began to crumble and sectarian  

splits multiplied, rising Imperial regimes and their aristocratic patrons assumed the  

primary economic support of seventeenth century composers. Compositional choice was  

greatly expanded, although religious and political concerns would persist. By the early  

nineteenth century, the institution of the concert hall and an audience drawn primarily  

from the bourgeoisie became the economic base of composed European music. However,  

it would be a mistake to accept these basic historical demarcations as concrete  

boundaries.  Specifically, the dogmas of Christianity, and Catholicism in particular, were  

explicit in many powerful institutions for centuries after the Catholic Church had ceased  

to be Europe's dominant power. These institutions – universities, state opera houses,  

judicial courts, and houses of congress, to give a few examples – for the most part did not  

consider themselves religious entities. They regarded their mission as primarily  

educational, political, cultural, or whatever else. Regardless, Christianity – in some cases 

its edicts, but in all cases its theological underpinnings – was exerting influence on these  

powerful institutions into the 20 th century. When the Jewish composer Gustav Mahler was  

offered in 1897 the directorship of the Vienna court opera, “the empire's top musical  

40 Perris 5.



organization,” it was on the condition he “accept pro forma baptism in the Catholic  

faith.”41 

Metaphysics and Romantic Ideology

In the theories of music described above, it is perceived as a transcendental  

medium between man and the Divine, be it the Judeo-Christian God or an ideal of  

Nature. This conception of music has numerous forms, but the one presented by the  

Catholic Church has been the most historically dominant. An alternative metaphysical  

relationship to music is present in, to give two examples, Pythagoras' cult and LSD-

influenced hippies, both of whom perceive music as the Divine. 42 This bears similarities 

to 19th- and 20th-century theosophic philosophies and the ideology underlying German  

Romanticism, with the most important distinction being its re-orienting perspective  

capable of seeing music as something other than a means. The singularity of music is  

41 Taruskin, “The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 4,” 7. Willing to accept baptism, Mahler  
assumed the post. Still, Taruskin remarks: “it nevertheless seems extraordinary that a Jew, however  
emancipated and assimilated, could have been thought as indispensable to the glory of Austrian music-
making as Mahler's talent and drive had made him in the eyes of the Viennese arts establishment.”  (7)

42 Pythagoras' cultic religious sect wandered the rural expanses of southern Italy, worshipping austere  
mathematical relationships and their incarnation in natural harmonic resonance. They “believed that  
mathematically well proportioned music could, in some way, communicate the unity and order of the  
cosmos to the soul of man and that morally desirable states might in fact be induced in the soul by  
means of suitable music.” (Brennan 271) They saw Perfection in the interval of the perfect fifth, which  
they rang on metal instruments that probably bore a resemblance to tuning forks. Interestingly, Brian  
Brennan invokes the Pythagoreans because he sees them as a historical precursor of Saint Augustine  
according to music a profoundly ethical dimension. Of course, the differences between Pythagorean and  
Christian ethics are immense; the other correlation he finds between them, that the Pythagoreans also  
believed music “was capable of affecting the soul,” (271) seems hardly unusual for the vast majority of  
the West's history. 
A contemporary example of a group equating music and the Divine is present within late-1960's  
American culture: music was central to that period's hippie movement, which became a prominent  
socio-cultural force with its vague anti-authoritarian, pro-love tenets. A faction of the subculture,  
heavily influenced by newly popular hallucinogens, came to idolize certain musical groups and grant  
them a God-like spiritual status. It seems that one group would achieve a primary, guiding influence for  
an individual – bands associated with this include The Grateful Dead, The Beatles, and Jefferson  
Airplane. The idolization of a certain rock band became a means of spiritual fulfillment, and a pseudo-
ascetic dedication to following one's band as they toured could be life's purpose.



paramount – nothing more is necessary. The creation of music is viewed as an entirely  

fulfilled end in itself, rather than as a transcendental medium towards some greater  

spiritual abstraction, and this understanding precludes  the quotidian use of music as any  

sort of social tool. By according music absolute power, this cultic relationship to music  

ultimately has the effect of robbing music of any meaning. By making it Everything, it  

ceases to mean anything. 

There is a third, open-ended metaphysical category that I will call secular music.  

This is music created outside of any meaningful relationship to God or, thinking in terms  

of the 19th century's “art religion,” outside of a belief espousing The Artist as Creator. 43 It 

is this third metaphysical stance that begins to spread through fin-de-siècle Europe and 

becomes an integral element of Weimar Germany's musical climate to an unprecedented  

extent, leading to the exploration of music as a medium: propagandistic, pedagogic, and  

political possibilities emerged. The aesthetic dimension of this secular break are immense  

– religion informs classical and baroque musical forms, as well as numerous melodic and  

harmonic motifs laden with spiritual significations. Loss in faith led, inevitably, to a  

search for meaning. If meaning could not be found in religion, perhaps it could be found  

in the human world. This is why a short metaphysical breakdown proves useful: The first  

two interpretations of music provided above determine the context of composition for the  

practitioner, sometimes consciously but usually unconsciously. If music has been  

43 The “art religion” of the 19 th century is an interesting example, navigating between the category of  
music as a transcendental medium and music as a spiritual or mystical goal. On one hand, most 
composers were still religious Christians, and the replacement of God with an Ideal, Infallible and  
Natural Art does nothing to change the medium's purpose of transcendence towards an object; on the  
other hand, the composed work can  assume the position of holy object whose actualization is a  
guarded, scheduled (pre-destined) and carefully prepared performance, and, for many of the Romantic  
composers and their decreasingly religious, dilettantish audience, music became a force of salvation that  
had no need for an accompanying and inconvenient piousness in the lives that it guided. A definitive  
categorization of  l'art pour l'art isn't particularly necessary; it is enough to show the extent to which  
supposedly secular music was in fact grounded in either a Christian or mystical world-view that  
discouraged any further social utility for its firmamental medium. 



axiomatically decided to be, respectively, transcendental or a manifestation of the Divine, 

then there is no need to seek out further social utility. 

By providing purpose to music and maintaining its legitimating existence in a  

sublimated, unspoken state, the Catholic Church and the christianity-influenced political  

institutions that followed it cradled concert music in an asocial and hermetic state. It is  

only when we begin speaking of truly secular music that we encounter the desperate  

search for meaning and purpose which that entails. If one is not inspired by heaven, then  

the only inspiration available is in our world. In order to understand the  break from  

history represented by the Weimar-era musical ideas of Weill and his peers, we're  

piercing the various aesthetic and theological beliefs that had been ingrained in Western  

concert music until their exposure and degradation in the decades immediately preceding  

the Weimar Republic. German Romanticism was an apotheosis of sublimated spirituality.  

In an eminently bourgeois gesture, many Romantics accorded ultimate importance to the  

Artistic Creator, whose divine inspiration was projected through abstract musical  

expressiveness in the form of the Beautiful. “The wide realm of the beautiful” (italics his) 

within art was how G.W.F. Hegel redefined the study of aesthetics. 44 Aesthetics was 

accorded to a primary space within the ideology of German Romanticism. It was firmly  

partitioned away from social and political concerns and imbued with the language of  

transcendence. Indeed, Hegel asserted of the aesthetic subject of study: “artistic beauty  

stands higher than nature. For the beauty of art is the beauty that is born – born again, that  

is – of the mind; and by as much as the mind and its products are higher than nature and  

44 Hegel 3. The word 'Aesthetic,' derived from Greek ('to perceive;' 'perception'), was first used in German  
by A.G. Baumgarten in Metaphysica (1739) and Aesthetica (1750). He defines it as the “science of 
sensory knowledge” but its meaning narrowed to the “science of sensory beauty,” which included nature  
as its subject. (Hegel 98)



its appearances, by so much the beauty of art is higher than the beauty of nature.” 45 Hegel 

retains the thoroughly spiritual conception of Christian aesthetics, but here it is reconciled  

with the sensuousness present in the concept of the aesthetic:

In art, these sensuous shapes and sounds present themselves, not simply for  
their own sake and for that of their immediate structure, but with the  
purpose of affording in that shape satisfaction to higher spiritual interests,  
seeing that they are powerful to call forth a response and echo in the mind  
from all the depths of consciousness. It is thus that, in art, the sensuous is  
spiritualized, i.e. the spiritual appears in sensuous shape. 46

Hegel's aesthetic ideas were, in many ways, reconcilable with post-Romanticism  

in music (although he specifically address music much). As a philosopher first, his theory  

of aesthetics was far more nuanced and balanced than the Romantics who understood art  

as life's spiritual fulfillment. Hegel explicitly acknowledges that, “the study of the  

beautiful in its separate nature and in its own idea may itself turn into an abstract  

Metaphysic . . . the Platonic abstraction must not satisfy us, even for the logical idea of  

beauty. We must understand this idea more, profoundly and more in the concrete.” 47 In 

the next sentence, he describes the “emptiness of content which characterizes the Platonic  

idea” as unsatisfactory to the modern mind. 48 In his views on content and form, he 

accords status to Aloys Hirt's idea of “the characteristic,” which “involves in the first  

place a content, as, for instance, a particular feeling, situation, incident, action,  

individual.”49  

Musical content, valued by Wagner and Friedrich Nietzsche (before and after his  

45 Hegel 4. In the next paragraph, he problematizes the above statement as determining “almost nothing.”  
So, he clarifies: “The mind and its artistic beauty, in being 'higher' as compared with nature, have a  
distinction which is not simply relative. Mind, and mind only, is capable of truth, and comprehends in  
itself all that is, so that whatever is beautiful can only be really and truly beautiful as partaking in this  
higher element and as created thereby.” (4)

46 Hegel 44.
47 Hegel 25. 
48 Hegel 25.
49 Hegel 21.



rejection of Wagner) as well, was a contentious subject in 19 th century Germany. Opposed 

to them, proponents of “absolute” music spoke of music's ability to transport the listener  

“to an artificial Paradise,” but only if it relinquished the shackles of plot and text –  

content as such – and restricted itself to instrumental music without dramatic intentions. 50 

Arnold Schering writes that, around 1800, “the pernicious spectre of dualism between  

'applied' (dependent) and 'absolute' music enter European musical awareness, leading to  

serious conflicts. Thereafter there is no longer a single concept of music, as previous 

generations knew it, but two.”51 This new ideal of “absolute” music is supported by  

thinkers like Ludwig Tieck, who imagines tones forming “an isolated world for itself.” 52 

He writes: “art is independent and free, it prescribes only its own laws, it fantasizes easily  

and without purpose, and yet it fulfills and attains the highest purpose, follows wholly its  

dark urges, and expresses the most profound, the most wonderful things with its  

dalliances.”53

It was the musical theorist Eduard Hanslick who most effectively expounded a  

narrow and historically influential conceptualization of “absolute” music and aesthetic  

perfection presented in a casual mixture of logical (in the strictest academic sense) and  

spiritual language. The term itself is often attributed to Hanslick, but it was, in fact,  

Richard Wagner who originally coined “absolute” music, but as a pejorative category.  

Carl Dahlhaus writes: 

The older idea of music, against which the idea of absolute music had to  
prevail, was the concept, originating in antiquity and never doubted until  
the seventeenth century, that music, as Plato put it, consisted of harmonia, 
rhythmos, and logos. Harmonia meant regular, rationally systematized 
relationships among tones; rhythmos, the system of musical time, which in 

50 Dahlhaus, “The Idea of Absolute Music,” 64.
51 Dahlhaus, “The Idea of Absolute Music,” 9.
52 Dahlhaus, “The Idea of Absolute Music,” 64.
53 Dahlhaus, “The Idea of Absolute Music,” 64-5.



ancient times included dance and organized motion; and logos, language as 
the expression of human reason. Music without language was therefore  
reduced, its nature constricted: a deficient type or mere shadow of what  
music actually is.54

Wagner strongly believed in the Platonic totalizing of music, as is evident in his  

theory of the Gesamtkunstwerk [Complete art-work]. Dahlhaus explains that: “'Absolute  

music,' according to Wagner, is 'detached' music, severed from its roots in speech and  

dance, and thus simply abstract . . . In order to truly be music in the unrestricted sense of  

the word, harmonia . . . must remain combined with rhythmos and logos.”55  In contrast, 

Hanslick's ideal of “absolute” music expunged language entirely. There could be no  

subject matter, no vocal accompaniments, no dramatic intentions in the music; instead,  

music's inner structure and (non-signifying) emotional resonances were raised to primary  

concerns. Hanslick was very specific about music's asocial nature; he believed the string  

quartet to be the ideal compositional form because of its supposedly self-contained, non-

referential nature. He wrote: “Music has no subject beyond the combinations of notes we 

hear, for music speaks not only by means of sounds, it speaks nothing but sound.” 56 To 

him, absolute music could be said to be “music that offered a glimpse of the absolute by  

being divorced from all textual, functional and programmatical concerns.” 57 

Romantic-era music theorists and philosophers argued widely over what defined  

“absolute” music and the relative importance of various musical dimensions. Dahlhaus  

writes: “The idea of absolute music – gradually and against resistance – became the  

esthetic paradigm of German musical culture in the nineteenth century.” 58 Underlying the 

54 Dahlhaus, “The Idea of Absolute Music,” 8.
55 Dahlhaus, “The Idea of Absolute Music,” 20.
56 Sandberger.
57 Sandberger, liner notes to “Intimate Letters.” It is interesting to see that Sandberger thus summarizes  

Hanslick's theories so as to explain how he believes Berg's Lyric Suite, as well as Leos Janáček's String  
Quartets no. 1 and 2, “would appear to transgress this generic function.” 

58 Dahlhaus, “The Idea of Absolute Music,” 9.



intellectual quarrels among the German Romantics, though, was an implicitly shared  

belief that the aesthetic worth of a piece of music exists independently of individual  

listeners. They believed that, while its reception might hinge on the subjective tastes of an  

audience, a musical work's aesthetic quality is an independent, even objective, value.  

Even though a piece of music will always fade from hearing, the Romantics created a  

way around this ugly, earthly reality by according aesthetics a timeless dimension. To put  

it another way, history could be frozen.59  Nietzsche countered this perception of “the  

whole opposition between the subjective and objective” as “altogether irrelevant in  

aesthetics.”60 With a bizarre inversion of perspective he writes:

The subject, the willing individual that furthers his own egoistic ends, can  
be conceived of only as the antagonist, not as the origin of art. Insofar as  
the subject is the artist, however, he has already been released from his  
individual will, and has become, as it were, the medium through which the  
one truly existent subject celebrates its release in appearance. For to our  
humiliation and exaltation, one thing above all must be clear to us. The  
entire comedy of art is neither performed for our betterment or education  
nor are we the true authors of the art world. On the contrary, we may 
assume that we are merely images and artistic projections for the true  
author, and that we have our highest dignity in our significance as works of  
art – for it is only as an aesthetic phenomenon that existence and the world  
are eternally justified – while of course our consciousness of our own  
significance hardly differs from that which the soldiers painted on canvas  
have of the battle represented on it. Thus all our knowledge of art is  
basically quite illusory, because as knowing beings we are not one and 
identical with the being which, as the sole author and spectator of this  
comedy of art, prepares a perpetual entertainment for itself. 61

Through rhetoric like this, Nietzsche destabilizes the agreed-upon nineteenth  

century limits of aesthetic discourse. Though the study of beauty assumed an overtly  

59 And, in a sense, it has been. This is evidenced by the ossified list of 'master works' by four or five  
'genius composers' (Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Wagner) endlessly performed and recorded, centuries  
after the deaths of the exalted individuals - who have assumed God-like status among admirers of music  
- that created them. New works are not performed, and if they are then the attendance tends to suffer.  
Many still accept Hanslick's theories and the musical tradition he valorized, thereby freezing music in  
an eternal and ahistorical state. 

60 Nietzsche 52. From The Birth of Tragedy.
61 Nietzsche 52.



metaphysical form in many thinkers, they followed a specific mold of metaphoric  

language and ascription of spiritual value to art. In blatant opposition to those  

conventions, Nietzsche is rudely disrupting basic ontological questions of objective  

reality as he critiques Arthur Schopenhauer's use of these very subjective/objective  

categories to value art. Near the end of The Birth of Tragedy, he returns to “leap into a 

metaphysics of art” by repeating the notion that “existence and the world seem justified  

only as an aesthetic phenomenon.”62 In this seemingly impossible intellectual corner, he  

turns to music:

It is precisely the tragic myth that has to convince us that even the ugly  
and disharmonic are part of an artistic game that the will in the eternal  
amplitude of its pleasure plays with itself. But this primordial  
phenomenon of Dionysian art is difficult to grasp, and there is only one  
direct way to make it intelligible and grasp it immediately: through the  
wonderful significance of musical dissonance. Quite generally, only  
music, placed beside the world, can give us an idea of what is meant by  
the justification of the world as an aesthetic phenomenon. The joy  
aroused by the tragic myth has the same origin as the joyous sensation of  
dissonance in music.63

Opposing Hanslick and his “absolute” music transcendental peers, Nietzsche  

recognized music to be at the cultural heart of the existential crisis he identified.  

“Absolute” music falls, for him, into the category of “Apollonian” music - one of the two  

fundamental attitudes towards music that he identified in Ancient Greece, the other being  

the “Dionysian.” He rarely mentions “absolute” music – the drama, particularly the  

tragedy, are clearly the forms by which he sees music realized. His musical ideal was  

“Dionysian,” but he envisioned this as a new attitude resulting from the dialectical  

sublation of the two ancient categories. Like Hegel, he points to lost times where the  

music and the music's relationship to the public was in much better shape than now. His  

62 Nietzsche 141.
63 Nietzsche 141.



description of contemporary music is bleak:

When in this essay I declare war upon Wagner – and incidentally upon a  
German 'taste' – when I use harsh words against the cretinism of  
Bayreuth, the last thing I want to do is start a celebration for any other  
musicians. Other musicians don't count compared to Wagner. Things are  
bad generally. Decay is universal. The sickness goes deep. If Wagner  
nevertheless gives his name to the ruin of music . . . he is certainly not its  
cause.64 

While failing in his attempts to closely analyze opera and never developing any  

sort of concrete principles of the Dionysian art-ideal, Nietzsche's engagement with music  

and aesthetics changed the rules of the game. He opens up modes of artistic engagement  

that do not fit the constrictive bounds assumed by the dominant, romanticism-influenced  

approaches to aesthetics. He readily interprets art in ways averse to the Romantics, often  

openly broaching large issues in off-handed remarks or classical asides. For example, he  

considers that “one might be tempted to extol . . . the radical tendency of Euripides to  

produce a proper relation between art and the public.” He continues: “But 'public,' after  

all, is a mere word. In no sense is it a homogeneous and constant quantity. Why should  

the artist be bound to accommodate himself to a power whose strength lies in  

numbers?”65 He tries to separate musical discourse from the straightjacket of technical  

formalism and the lasting influence of Christian categories, consciously distinguishing  

himself from Hegel and the Romantic aesthetic tradition, all tied up with the other-

worldly metaphysical absolutes that he despised. 

Nietzsche expresses a metaphysics of music in terms of the Will (following in the  

tradition of Schopenhauer). He exposes elements of German music's unperceived axioms  

of musical meaning – consequences of the Catholic Church's late-medieval control of  

64 Nietzsche 642.
65 Nietzsche 79.



music's dissemination. His other philosophical writings assumed an important place  

during the Weimar period, but his non-Christian metaphysics of music and views on the  

relationship between life and aesthetics were particularly enabling to the Weimar-era  

ethos of redrawing the lines defining concepts like beauty and civil participation. There is  

something destructive in Nietzsche's writings. He critiques brilliantly – be it an  

institution, established idea, or person – and had a willingness to engage in brutal  

arguments with intellectual opponents. But, the ashes remain; the best he can offer to the  

aesthetic conundrums he raises is a theoretical integration of opposing Grecian ideals of  

art. He had an open influence on the successive generations of composers. He tore down  

old ideas without constructing anything proper of his own; instead, he left to these  

composers the task of creating, not just new music, but new ideas of music.

Weltanschauungsmusik and fin-de-siècle Vienna

The philosophizing tendency of fin-de-siècle Vienna's music pushed the 

conventional limits of tonality to the points of contradiction and dissolution. The popular  

discovery of Nietzsche's writing during this time reflects, no doubt, on the psychological  

tensions and philosophical doubt of the period. Vienna's prominent citizens were  

confronting established knowledge with new modes of thought and artistic exploration,  

and the city's conventions were likewise being challenged. Richard Strauss and Mahler  

exemplify this musical moment, standing on the brink before romanticism's collapse.  

Mahler and Strauss stretched the tonal system to its breaking point. They experimented in  

aesthetic possibility – representing new subject matter and reveling in complexity at the  



limits of tonal expansion. In fact, Strauss wrote a tone-poem inspired and named after the  

philosopher's Also Sprach Zarathustra. These compositional innovations are central to  

the style Taruskin deems “maximalism.” He writes:

The cultural phase . . . was called the fin-de-siècle not only because it  
happened to coincide with the end of a century, but also because it  
reflected apocalyptic presentiments – superstitious premonitions of  
ultimate revelation and possible catastrophe – such as attend any great  
calendrical divide . . . What were the traditional ends given radically  
intensified or maximalized expression? . . . emotional expression, one of  
the prerequisites of romantic art. Another, from the very beginning of  
romanticism, was a sense of religious awe in the presence of the sublime.  
A third, sometimes an ally of the other two but potentially a subversive  
diversion (hence the most essentially 'modernist') was sensuality. 66 

In their way, these composers confronted the desperate striving to find meaning  

and purpose in life at the edge of a meaningless abyss. Mahler aimed, in his own words,  

to write a symphony “so great that the whole world is actually reflected therein – so that  

one is, so to speak, only an instrument upon which the universe plays.” 67 This existential 

search - driven by the meaninglessness and fear epitomized in Nietzsche's 1882  

comment, “Gott ist tot”68 - is a defining characteristic of the crisis in existence known as  

artistic modernism. But, during this period on the brink of the twentieth century, these  

composers still believed in music's transcendental possibilities. Taruskin writes:

At its peak, the maximalizing tendency in fin-de-siècle Vienna or early  
modernist music gave rise to a body of works to which the German  
music historian Rudolf Stephan gave the name Weltanschauungsmusik  
– roughly, 'music expressive of a world outlook,' or even 'philosophy-
music.' Such works, always of hugely ambitious dimensions, attempted .  
. . to deal with and resolve the metaphysical issues – questions that  
cannot be answered on the sole basis of sensory experience or rational  
thought – that had preoccupied philosophers (especially German  
philosophers) throughout the nineteenth century. The belief that music,  
in its word-transcending expressivity, was the only medium through  
which eschatological matters – matters of 'ultimate reality' – could be  

66 Taruskin, “The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 4,” 5.
67 Taruskin, “The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 4,” 6.
68 Originally published in Die fröhliche Wissenschaft  



adequately contemplated impelled the early modernists on their quest  
for new horizons.69

The multifaceted nature of German romanticism's aesthetics branched in multiple  

directions. The one represented by Mahler and Strauss became just one of the Weimar  

Republic's old guard traditions. Their romantic maximalism has little in common  

musically with the output of the Weimar Republic's radical composers, and Mahler's  

transcendent interpretation of music is diametrically opposed to the ideas of  

Gebrauchsmusik and Zeitoper [Opera of the Times]. Another tradition to rebel against  

was represented by figures like Busoni and Schoenberg. 

In the 1920s, most of the world was still uncomfortable with the radical aesthetic  

innovations of Schoenberg, but within the environment of the Weimar Republic he  

became an object of criticism for failing to acknowledge more of composition's  

newfound extra-musical aims. The theosophism of Schoenberg (and of others including  

Schreker) incorporated elements of art religion into an eccentric, eminently non-Christian  

(even anti-Christian) spirituality. Busoni's conception of music and meaning also aligns  

with German romanticism's doctrines in many ways (which I'll return to in chapter four).  

Even as Schoenberg attacked his peers who insisted on tonality and Busoni mocked the  

followers of “absolute” music, both of these progressive artists shared with their artistic  

enemies a romantically-influenced idea of music (evident in the spiritual language that  

crops up in their essays on music), as well as a fundamentally asocial understanding of  

their work. The Weimar-era composers were going to confront centuries-old traditions in  

the privileged reception of composed music. But, despite all the antecedents and  

intellectual stimuli that may have been present in post-World War I Germany, the  

69 Taruskin, “The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 4,” 5-6.



composers of the 1920s might not have experimented in the way that they did. An  

amalgamation of potentialities lie behind the reality, but the frenzied and weak political  

climate of the Weimar Republic was, no doubt, related to the political form that its culture  

would take.



Chapter Two

The Weimar Republic and Berlin

Liquor shops, restaurants, fruit and vegetable stores, groceries and  
delicatessen, moving business, painting and decorating,  
manufacture of ladies' wear, flour and mill materials, automobile  
garage, extinguisher company: The superiority of the small motor  
syringe lies in its simple construction, easy service, small weight,  
small size. - German fellow-citizens, never has a people been  
deceived more ignominiously and more unjustly than the German  
people. Do you remember how Scheidemann promised us peace,  
liberty, and bread from the window of the Reichstag on November  
9, 1918? And how has that promise been kept? - Drainage  
equipment, window-cleaning company, sleep is medicine, Steiner's  
Paradise Bed. - Book-shop, the library of the modern man, our  
collected works of leading poets and thinkers compose the library  
of the modern man. They are the great representatives of the  
intellectual life of Europe. - The Tenants' Protection Law is a scrap  
of paper. Rents increase steadily. The professional middle-class is  
being put on the street and strangled, the sheriff has a rich harvest.  
We have demanded public credits up to 15,000 marks for the small  
tradesman, immediate prohibition of all public auctions on the  
case of small tradesmen. - To face her hour of travail well prepared  
is the desire and duty of every woman. Every thought and feeling of  
the expectant mother revolves around the unborn. Therefore the  
selection of the right drink for the mother-to-be is of especial  
importance. Genuine Engelhardt Stout and Ale possess, above all  
other drinks, the qualities of palatability, nutritiousness,  
digestibility, tonic vigor. - Alfred Döblin, from the 1929 novel  
Berlin Alexanderplatz70

In Berlin on November 9, I witnessed the beginnings of revolution.  
Alas, she did not come, as Ferdinand Lassalle had envisaged her  
in his moments of giddiest ambition, in the shape of a radiant  
goddess, he hair flowing in the wind, and shod with sandals of  

70 Berlin Alexanderplatz is considered the first German novel to utilize the literary techniques of the  
English modernists James Joyce and Virginia Woolf. The novel's protagonist is the felon Franz  
Biberkopf, and the story begins upon his release from Tegel Prison. He tries to make it in Berlin “on the  
straight and narrow,” but repeatedly gets caught back up in criminal activity and backstabbed by former  
friends. Because of its grotesquerie, violence, and misogyny it is often considered a German  
Expressionist novel. However, it makes use of many elements – including, scientific terminology and  
precision; long, dry journalistic lists of the city's events; and, lengthy dialogic political diatribes – that  
are distinctly non-Expressionistic.  



iron. She was like an old hag, toothless and bald, her great feet  
slipshod and down at the heel. The German revolution was drearily  
philistine, lacking in all fire or inspiration. . . I have never in my  
life seen anything more brutally vulgar than those straggling lines  
of tanks and lorries manned by drunken sailors and deserters from  
reserve formations which trailed through the Berlin streets on  
November 9 . . . The republic that emerged from our revolution  
was, as I have said, flatly amenable. It was petit-bourgeois and  
philistine; its leaders the perfection of mediocrity. But at least  
there were no serious disorders. - Bernard Prince von Bülow, 
discussing the events of 1918's “November Revolution.”71 

A Political Clusterfuck

Weimar Germany was a weak democratic republic born from the ashes of a lost  

war. Its formation was contentious, and worth some elaboration as a demonstration of the  

fractious and volatile nature of the Republic from its origins. The ascendance of the  

liberal Social Democrats Party (SPD) to power occurred under dubious and undemocratic  

circumstances. The exiled Austro-Hungarian Emperor Kaiser Wilhelm II officially  

abdicated his throne on November 28, 1918 – 19 days after the declaration of the  

Republic by SPD leader Phillip Scheidemann. This declaration was “legitimated” the  

following day through an agreement between the German army's chief of staff, Wilhelm  

Groener, and the new (unelected) SPD chancellor, Friedrich Ebert. Groener agreed to put  

the military at the SPD-backed Republic's command on the condition that it would be  

used to crush any Bolshevik rebellion. These were terrifying days for a citizenry already  

beleaguered by the traumatic events of World War I. An eighteen-year-old Kurt Weill,  

then a student at Berlin's Musikhochschule , writes desperately to his brother Hanns Weill:

Although it can hardly be taken for granted that this letter will actually get  
to you, I don't want to leave it unwritten. Well, through the unbelievable  
stupidity of these 'melechs' [royalists] we've finally come to a point when  

71 von Bülow 56-9. Bernard Prince von Bülow was Chancellor of the German Empire from 1900 to 1909.  
The excerpted essay was originally published as Denkwürdigkeiten [Memorabilia].



every single minute we must deal with the outbreak of an uprising . . . 
Berlin is completely cut off from everything . . . After the tumultuous  
jubilation over the imminent armistice, on the very same evening an  
enormous tension and nervousness arose – caused by the events in the  
Northern cities and by the precautionary measures of the police – which  
now is widening by the minute, especially after the ultimatum to the  
Kaiser. So far order has been kept by brute force. 72

 A few days later, on November 12, Weill completes his report to his brother with a  

comment indicative of another dynamic that would come to define the short-lived  

Republic:

Saturday's great revolution broke forth with such an elemental force and  
fantastic speed that out there in the country you probably won't be able to  
understand it at all . . . I stayed close to the Reichstag all day, saw the 
surprise attack on the military barracks, the formation of the A. and S.  
[Arbeiter und Soldaten: workers' and soldiers'] councils, the speeches by  
[Karl] Liebknecht, [Johannes] Hoffmann, [Georg] Lebedour and others,  
and finally in the evening the heavy fighting at the Marstall. I was also  
present at the pitched battle at the Reichstag . . . The university is closed  
and I'd like to make myself available to the A. and S. councils. But the  
Hochschule is still open. I could fill volumes. But I'm too tired. 73 (italics 
mine)

This letter illustrates the Republic's urban/rural dichotomy, a basic social  

distinction that became exceptionally divisive – not just socially, but politically and  

aesthetically. After a mere few months of Berlin-living, Kurt Weill the student was  

already assuming a condescending urbane tone towards his older brother, and yet his  

letter clearly carries at least a grain of truth: the experience of living in dangerous and  

vibrant Berlin, in which the Republic's great intellectual, artistic and political battles  

would be fought, created a psychological chasm between the city's inhabitants and  

Germany's agrarian population. Despite the demographic reality that only 27% of the  

population lived in cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants and 46% lived in  

72 Farneth 20. Letter to Hanns Weill, 8 November 1918. 
73 Farneth 20. Letter to Hanns Weill, 12 November 1918.



communities with less than 5,000 people, rapid industrialization – along with the  

subsequent aestheticized urbanism - and the symbol of the “modern metropolis” (for  

which the neologism “Die Groȝstadt” came into popular usage) are closely associated  

with the cultural attitude of the Weimar Republic. 74 In the disparity between the 

demographic reality that “the populace of the Weimar Republic was primarily rural,  

living mostly in small villages and towns,” 75 and the political emphasis put on the cities 

by the SPD, we can observe one of the elements that the Nazis' would later capitalize on  

so effectively.

The Weimar Republic's legitimacy became even more tenuous during the month  

of December when they lost the support of the Independent Socialists (USPD), who allied  

themselves with the oppositional Communist Spartacist movement, led by a charismatic  

and articulate pair - Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht. The two groups formed the  

German Communist Party (KPD) – its founding congress concluded on New Year's Day  

1919. It was a formal end to the tentative socialist alliance that had existed during the  

summer and fall months of 1918 and been decimated by Ebert and Scheidemann's  

decision to accept a specifically anti-Bolshevik agreement in exchange for army support.  

In her founding manifesto of the KPD, Luxemburg didactically but cogently explains the  

difficult political relationships: 

The weeks that have elapsed between November 9 and the present day  
have been weeks filled with multiform illusions. The primary illusion of  
the workers and soldiers who made the revolution was their belief in the  
possibility of unity under the banner of what passes by the name of  
socialism. . . The workers have completely lost the illusion that had led  
them to believe that a union between Haase and Ebert-Scheidemann  
would amount to a socialist government. Ebert and Scheidemann have  
lost the illusion that had led them to imagine that, with the aid of  

74 Kaes, “Berlin and the Countryside,” 412.
75 Kaes, “Berlin and the Countryside,” 412.



proletarians in military uniforms, they could permanently keep down  
proletarians in civilian dress. The members of the middle class have lost  
the illusion that, through the instrumentality of Ebert, Scheidemann and  
Haase, they can humbug the entire socialist revolution of Germany as to  
the ends it desires . . . [the bourgeoisie] are quite agreeable to  
mystifications in the political domain where masquerades are still  
possible, where such creatures as Ebert and Scheidemann can pose as  
socialists; but they are horror-struck as soon as profits are touched. 76

The fracturing of the left - between radicalism and reformism, between violent  

revolution and parliamentarianism, between alliance with Russia and alliance with  

France, Britain and the United States - was represented by the rival KPD and SPD  

parties. The Spartacist movement collapsed with the assassination of Luxemburg and  

Liebknecht on January 15, 1919, just two weeks after her delivery of the manifesto to the  

KPD founding congress. The communists assumed a role as an important minority  

political party throughout the Weimar era, particularly as a cultural presence whose  

proponents included many successful artists and writers.

Four days after the assassinations of Luxemburg and Liebknecht national  

elections were held. They were convened in the small city of Weimar, which was to give  

the Republic its name. Purportedly, this was due to the city's cultural history and  

austerity; in actuality, it was displaced from its logical setting in Berlin because the  

capital city was in unsettled turmoil, overrun with politically motivated street violence. 77 

76 Luxemburg 44-45.
77 The liberal constitution that they signed contained a politically powerful clause that drew no particular  

attention at the time. Article 48 included the following paragraph:
“In the event that the public order and security are seriously disturbed or endangered, the Reich  
president may take the measures necessary for their restoration, intervening, if necessary, with the aid of  
the armed forces. For this purpose he may temporarily abrogate, wholly or in part, the fundamental  
principles laid down in Articles 114, 115, 117, 118, 123, 124, and 153.” (“The Constitution of the  
German Republic,” 48)
Article 114 begins: “Personal liberty is inviolable.” The president was given the discretion to suspend,  
amongst other things, the constitution's assertion of the right to free speech (Art. 118), the right to  
assemble (Art. 123), and the right to private property (Art. 153). ( The Constitution of the German  
Republic 49-50) The circumstances under which the president would be justified in suspending these  
basic rights were vague – what constitutes a “seriously disturbed or endangered” public order is never  
defined, and this ambiguity contained the juridico-legal seed of the republic's dissolution. Article 48  
contained the apparatus of what Carl Schmitt coined “the state of emergency” - a concept that assumed  



The sudden transition to liberal nation-state from the Austro-Hungarian Empire was  

accompanied by the humiliating terms of the Treaty of Versailles – the acceptance of guilt  

for World War I and the paying of reparations to the conflict's victors. 78 The tumultuous 

years that followed the undemocratic formation of the liberal democratic Republic were  

characterized by an intense economic depression and political volatility. It was a weak  

state with a police force incapable of sustaining order. 

Disillusion, Disaster, and the Aestheticization of Violence

In the stock of phraseology that lays bare the amalgam of stupidity  
and cowardice constituting the mode of life of the German  
bourgeois, the locution referring to impending catastrophe – that  
'things can't go on on like this' – is particularly noteworthy. The  
helpless fixation on notions of security and property deriving from  
past decades keeps the average citizen from perceiving the quite  
remarkable stabilities of an entirely new kind that underlie the  
present situation. Because the relative stabilization of the prewar  
years benefited him, he feels compelled to regard any state that  
dispossesses him as unstable. But stable conditions need by no  
means be pleasant conditions, and even before the war there were  
strata for whom stabilized conditions amounted to stabilized  
wretchedness. To decline is no less stable, no more surprising, than  
to rise. - Walter Benjamin79

great importance during the Weimar republic and in the subsequent creation of the Third Reich. 
78 “Article 231. The allied and Associated Governments affirm and Germany accepts the responsibility of  

Germany and her allies for causing all the loss and damage to which the Allied and Associated  
Governments and their nationals have been subjected as a consequence of the war imposed upon them  
by the aggression of Germany and her allies.
Article 232. The Allied and Associated Governments recognize that the resources of Germany are not  
adequate, after taking into account permanent diminutions of such resources which will result from  
other provisions of the present Treaty, to make complete reparation for all such loss and damage . . .
Article 235. In order to enable the Allied and Associated Powers to proceed at once in the restoration of  
their industrial and economic life, pending the full determination of their claims, Germany shall pay in  
such installments and in such manner (whether in gold, commodities, ships, securities or otherwise) as  
the Reparation Commission may fix, during 1919, 1920, and the first four months of 1921, the  
equivalent of 20,000,000,000 gold marks . . .” Excerpted from The   Treaty of Versailles, Part VIII,  
Section 1.

79 Benjamin, “Reflections,” 70. From One-Way Street in a section entitled: “Imperial Panorama: A Tour 
of German Inflation.”



The dispossessed remnants of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, only dissolved four  

years earlier, scathingly dismissed the new Republic. In an absolutely fascinating  

commentary for its unique interpretation of politics relationship to aesthetics, the  

aristocratic conservative Bernard Prince von B ülow wrote:

To any unbiased spectator of these events, to whoever watched it all in the  
one hope that the German nation might not perish, these first days of our  
republic were days of the return to chaos. Children could scarcely have done  
worse . . . In modern art, as it is called, there was for a time a certain vogue  
for dadaism, whose aim was a complete return to the lispings and gurglings  
of sucklings. The beginnings of the German Republic were a kind of political  
dadaism.80

This dismissive remark draws correspondences from the aestheticizing of politics that  

von Bülow describes to the Fascist's later use of a similar technique distorting political  

life (which I'll discuss below). Complementing this, there is the politicization of  

aesthetics primarily responsible for the unique musical legacy of the Weimar Republic. 

Neither the Communist Party nor the conservative nationalists acknowledged the  

legitimacy of the Weimar Republic's government. There was a devaluation of official  

politics and a widespread acknowledgement that the state was failing to address the  

country's pressing economic and social matters. Across the political spectrum, the  

aesthetic sphere became privileged during this time in a historically unique way. For the  

right-wing intellectuals of conservative nationalism 81 it was a means to confront the 

humiliation of Germany's defeat in World War I and transform it “into a victory of form  

80 von Bülow 58. The essay's ending is also noteworthy for its unintentionally chilling effect: “It seemed  
likely that there would be fighting in the Pariserplatz and the proprietor of the Adlon asked me to vacate  
our suite. He feared for the precious glass of his windows and wanted to keep the shutters closed. I  
decided to change my hotel . . . Next morning we were told that during the night Liebknecht and Rosa  
Luxemburg had been summoned before the court-martial of this division. Liebknecht had tried to  
escape into the Tiergarten on their way to the hotel, and had been shot. Rosa Luxemburg had begun to  
scream sedition at the top of her voice and a soldier had cracked her skull with a rifle butt. But we had  
noticed none of this.” (59)

81 A group that can be said to include the Austrian poet (and librettist for Richard Strauss) Hugo von  
Hoffmannstahl, the composer Hans Pfitzner, Ernst Jünger, and the philosophers Oswald Spengler and  
Carl Schmitt. 



and beauty. The beautiful form of the soldier emerging purged and intact from the hell of  

the trenches turned mass destruction into a redemptive experience.” 82 

Benjamin wrote that these conservative artists and writers were attempting  

“nothing other than an uninhibited translation of the principles of art for art's sake to war  

itself.”83 Violence and war, invoked as a self-actualizing end-in-itself, became a positive  

ideal for the young conservatives. As if the moral condemnation of Benjamin's comment  

was not apparent enough, we can compare it with the opening section in his Critique of  

Violence, which states: “It is clear that the most elementary relationship within any legal  

system is that of ends to means, and, further, that violence can first be sought only in the  

realm of means, not ends.”84 An essay written by the novelist and war veteran Ernst  

Jünger illustrates Benjamin's comment in very direct terms:

We are well armed for our journey, loaded with weapons, explosives, and  
lighting and signaling instruments, a proper, fighting, shock troop, up to the  
supreme challenges of modern warfare . . . Their faces in the shadow of  
their steel helmets are sharp, fearless, and smart. I know, they do not waver  
from the dangerous for an instant; they pounce on it, fast, sinewy, and  
smooth. They combine ardent courage with cool intelligence; they are the  
men who clear severely jammed shell with a steady hand amidst a  
maelstrom of annihilation, who fire a smoking grenade back at the enemy,  
who, locked in a struggle for life and death, read the intentions in the  
enemy's eye. They are men forged of steel . . . I am overcome with  
recognition: this is the new man, the storm pioneer, the elite of Central  
Europe. A whole new race, smart, strong, and filled with will. What reveals  
itself here as a vision will tomorrow be the axis around which life revolves  
still faster and faster . . . Far behind, the gigantic cities, the hosts of  
machines, the empires, whose inner bonds have been rent in the storm,  
await the new men, the cunning, battle-tested men who are ruthless toward  
themselves and others. This war is not the end but the prelude to violence.  
It is the forge in which the new world will be hammered into new borders  
and new communities. New forms want to be filled with blood, and power  
will be wielded with a hard fist. The war is a great school, and the new man  
will bear our stamp . . . Perhaps as well we are sacrificing ourselves for  
something inessential. But no one can rob us of our value. Essential is not  

82 Herf 33. 
83 Herf 32. 
84 Benjamin, “Reflections,” 277.



what we are fighting for, but how we fight.85 

Jünger glorifies violence in the very incarnation that Benjamin characterizes as  

unjustifiable. The soldier-writer's descriptions communicate strength and power; his  

imagery accumulates amid the calls of more violence. His writing strives for the  

transcendence promised in aestheticized violence. Benjamin provides an explanation for 

this aestheticism: 

[Fascism] sees its salvation in granting expression to the masses – but on  
no account granting them rights. The masses have a right to changed 
property relations; fascism seeks to give them expression in keeping  
these relations unchanged. The logical outcome of fascism is an  
aestheticizing of political life . . . All efforts to aestheticize politics  
culminate in one point. That one point is war.  War, and only war, makes 
it possible to set a goal for mass movements on the grandest scale while  
preserving traditional property relations. 86

He critiques the Fascists' manipulation of artistic representation, and the mass  

illusion of expression equating representation as not only specious, but dangerous.  

Benjamin recognizes that this ideology could only function at war and, going further, he  

charts the Fascists' method of concealing this truth through the propagandistic  

transference of artistic values into the political sphere, both obscuring truth and  

projecting a powerfully persuasive illusion of politics. Of course, the whole premise of  

literature like Jünger's requires a powerful distortion of one's own time in the trenches.  

The war experience depicted by young conservative artists such as Jünger stands in stark  

contrast to the psychoanalytic diagnoses of war trauma in the years following WWI. In  

1918 Ernst Simmel wrote:

When I speak about the war as an event, as the cause of illness, I  
anticipate something which has revealed itself in my experiences –  
namely that it is not only the bloody war which leaves such devastating  

85 Jünger, 19-20. 
86 Benjamin, “The Work of Art,” 41.



traces in those who took part in it. Rather, it is also the difficult conflict  
in which the individual finds himself in his fight against a world  
transformed by war. It is a fight in which the victim of war neurosis  
succumbs in silent, often unrecognized, torment . . . he departs from the  
arena of war as one branded with a so-called 'functional' illness, namely  
war neurosis.87 

The soldiers from the War became the distraught citizens of the young Weimar Republic.  

Simmel's description of the victims of war neuroses is a prescient acknowledgement of  

the deep scars the War would leave on the psychological makeup of the country. The  

period's literature and art are other venues rife with portrayals of the hopelessness,  

cynicism, and decrepitude that reflect the outlook of so many at the time – the novel  

Berlin Alexanderplatz is exemplary of this, as are the German Expressionist films I will  

return to later in this chapter. 

The hyper-nationalist, proto-fascist response to the war illustrated above claimed  

the music of Richard Wagner as their own, along with a particular interpretation of  

Nietzsche's writings.88 Jeffrey Herf makes a strong case for calling artists like Jünger  

“reactionary modernists” because their brand of Blutgemeinschaft [Blood Community] 

and premodern nostalgia existed alongside a seemingly contradictory acceptance of  

industrialism and modern technology. In this way, they paved the path for Hitler and  

Goebbels' “steellike romanticism.” 89 Obviously, Nazism could never have become a  

modern military threat if it didn't find a way to reconcile its irrationalism and demagogic  

invocation of an Edenic past of German ethnic strength with the utilization of modern  

technology and industry for the purposes of war. Thomas Mann described Nazism's  

87 Simmel, 7. 
88 If one so desired, the entirety of the Weimar Republic's history could be construed in terms of a battle  

over the correct interpretation of Nietzsche. The philosopher was utilized by artists, politicians,  
composers and intellectuals as diverse as Jünger, Benjamin, Heidegger, Grosz, K řenek, Goebbels and 
Adorno. 

89 Herf 3. 



paradoxes: “The really characteristic and dangerous aspect of National Socialism was its  

mixture of robust modernity and an affirmative stance toward progress combined with  

dreams of the past: a highly technological romanticism.” 90

Many – mostly, but not exclusively, conservatives - looked on the signing of the 

Versailles Treaty as a betrayal, a “stab in the back” 

to the military and the German nation. The phrase  

became a trope in right-wing polemics against the  

Social Democratic Party leaders that had signed the  

treaty. Its use can be traced at least as early as the 

testimony of General Paul von Hindenburg to “the  

constitutional assembly's investigative committee  

on the war in November 1919.”91 He was quoting 

an English general who said to him: “The German 

army was stabbed in the back,” referring to an  

agenda of revolutionary socialist leaders more interested in accruing power in a new  

republic than potentially winning the World War. 92 The idea, along with the related 

question of war guilt, were subjects of great debate during the years of the Weimar  

Republic. One critique of the “stab in the back” accusation was voiced by Willi Wolfradt,  

who wrote: 

A discussion is going on in Germany for and against the 'stab in the back.'  
A stab in the back from the rebellious homeland caused the army to  
collapse – no, the preponderance of enemy forces and severe mistakes on  
the part of the leadership were to blame . . . The lie that peace has  
increased misery, instead of ending it, prevails. 93 

90 Herf 2.
91 Kaes, “The Legacy of the War,” 5.
92 Von Hindenburg 16.
93 Wolfradt 16-7.

Illustration 2: George Grosz, "The  
Stab in the Back from the Right, as  
Again and Again the People Suffer  
for the Ruhr Struggle”



Wolfradt went so far as to argue that even if the German military had been double-

crossed to end the war that act should be regarded as a heroic deed, because the war  

desperately needed to be ended.

On the other side of the political spectrum, the Communists utilized a negative  

legacy of the war in their program. The Spartacus Manifesto , addressed not to 

specifically German workers but to the “international proletariat,” explicitly blamed  

World War I and its resultant carnage on capitalism:

Proletarians of all countries! This must be the last war! We owe that to  
the twelve million murdered victims; we owe that to our children; we  
owe that to humanity.
Europe has been ruined through the infamous international murder.  
Twelve million bodies cover the gruesome scenes of the imperialistic  
crime . . . The beast of capital that conjured up the hell of the world war  
is not capable of banishing it again, of restoring real order, of insuring  
bread and work, peace and civilization, and justice and liberty to tortured  
humanity . . . Socialism alone is in a position to complete the great work  
of permanent peace, to heal the thousand wounds from which humanity  
is bleeding, to transform the plains of Europe, trampled down by the  
apocryphal horsemen of war, into blossoming gardens, to conjure up ten  
productive forces for every one destroyed, to awaken all the physical and  
moral energies of humanity, and to replace hatred and dissension with  
fraternal solidarity, harmony, and respect for every human being. 94

This contrasts noticeably with Luxemburg's invocations of revolutionary violence and  

action on the streets in her manifesto for the KPD party, written the following year. She  

cites Communist uprisings put down by the military during December of 1918. It was  

precisely the mechanism by which the SPD gained control of the army that fractured the  

left. However, the fragile Weimar state faced its greatest threat in the military flexing its  

autonomy with a far-right nationalist political program. 

There were scores of political assassinations and numerous attempted military  

94 “Spartacus Manifesto,” 37-38. 



putsches. In 1920, facing an army rebellion led by conservative high-ranking officers, the  

ruling SPD Party issued an appeal for a general strike:

Ehrhardt's marine division is marching toward Berlin to force a  
transformation of the government. The Freikorps members who fear  
disbandment want to install reactionaries in high government positions. We  
refuse to buckle under to this military pressure . . . Workers, comrades! We  
would be ashamed before you, if we were to behave otherwise. We say no 
and no more! You must confirm our belief that we have acted in your interest.  
Use every means possible to negate the return of bloody reactionary politics.  
Go on strike, put down your work, and stop the military dictatorship. Fight  
with every means for the preservation of the republic. Forget your  
divisiveness. There is only one way to prevent the return of Wilhelm II: Shut  
down the economy! No one should work. No proletarian should assist the  
military dictatorship!95

This is hardly the type of document that would be presented by anything other than a  

government in peril. And, while in that instance the threat of military dictatorship was  

averted, its specter haunted the ruling government throughout the Weimar period. Two  

former officers of the Ehrhardt Brigade murdered Matthias Erzberger, a signatory of the  

Versailles Treaty, on August 21, 1921, and fled to Hungary, where they were never  

extradited. The next year, in a shocking blow to the possibilities of the Republic, the  

Foreign Minister Walter Rathenau, a Jew, was murdered by two army officers. 

The Wild and Dangerous Berlin Years

The old Berlin had been impressive, the new Berlin was  
irresistible. To go to Berlin was the aspiration of the composer, the  
journalist, the actor; with its superb orchestras, its hundred and  
twenty newspapers, its forty theatres, Berlin was the place for the  
ambitious, the energetic, the talented. Whatever they started, it was  
in Berlin that they became, and Berlin that made them, famous. -  
Peter Gay96

95 Social Democratic Party, 16. 
96 Gay 128.



Weimar-era Berlin was a city whose streets overflowed with hungry, homeless  

people - debilitating war injuries revealed many to be veterans, and child prostitutes  

solicited passersby while entire districts of the city could only be traversed at the risk of  

being robbed at knife- or gunpoint. Drugs were rampant: “If supply and demand  

determine the price of a commodity, how strong the yearning for cocaine must be in  

Berlin, where a kilo of cocaine, which cost sixteen marks before the war, is now offered  

at 17,000. That speaks volumes about cocaine addiction in our Sodom!” 97 The city's 

crime rates were staggering. Artur Landsberger reported that, “fifteen thousand people  

were already disappearing without a trace in Berlin annually,” (italics mine) that is,  

before things got worse. There were at least two murders a week. In his strange, pseudo-

sociological study from 1929, Landsberger wrote:

The tempo of development in Berlin is breathtaking. First came the inflation;  
then the radio broadcast tower, the police exhibitions . . . but the final touch  
was still lacking. Then – at last – on the first day of the year 1929 Berlin  
became a metropolis: the slums of Chicago and the gangsters of New York  
were pushed into the shadows by – the underworld of Berlin . . . uproars and  
cocaine are the sociological comforts of the metropolis . . . When the well-
situated bourgeois child slips out, he becomes a bohemian or, if he musters  
enough courage, a swindler . . . If the proletarian slips out of his class, he is  
forced to commit break-ins or skip out on checks, to become a pickpocket or 
a vagrant. He lacks the necessary education for the 'higher' crimes. 
Between the criminality of the bourgeoisie and that of the proletariat is an  
intermediary stratum of people unable to embrace either their class or  
criminality. They lack will in all respects: these are the passive elements who  
fail to find the strength to maintain themselves in their classes, who are too  
weak to commit a 'proper' crime. From among these people the bohemians  
are recruited, the gigolos, pimps, and prostitutes. 98

He goes on to describe the semi-legal 'clubs' and 'associations' of criminals that were  

flourishing in Berlin. Landsberger interprets these clubs as a positive influence: 

97 Schleich, “Cocaineism,” 724. Originally published in Das Tagebuch, October 29, 1921. 
98 Landsberger, “The Berlin Underworld,” 732.



One could never characterize the membership as a whole as criminals or  
pimps . . . Even if they are also linked to many similar associations in the  
country through the cartel of 'the ring,' it is nevertheless wrong to represent  
them as dangerous. On the contrary, insofar as they lend moral  
encouragement to their members, infuse them with their good and strict  
bourgeois code of honor, they do good . . . the ring associations are  
thoroughly apolitical. They could not care less whether Hitler or Th älmann, 
Seeckt or Scheidemann declares the dictatorship. They have better things to  
do tending to the life of the association. 99

This criminal dimension of Berlin is brilliantly depicted in Berlin Alexanderplatz, 

the political cartoons of George Grosz, and Die Dreigroschenoper. The representation of 

crime, however, becomes uniquely emblematic of the burgeoning medium of cinema.  

During the 1920s, Berlin emerged as a world capital of film. “German Expressionist”  

film became an internationally respected movement, producing many masterpieces,  

including Robert Wiene's The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1920); Friedrich Murnau's 

Nosferatu (1922); and, Fritz Lang's Dr. Mabuse: Der Spieler  (1922) and its sequels. 

These films share certain stylistic consistencies constitutive of expressionism: stark  

contrasts between black and white; houses and constructions that stretch forward and  

loom menacingly (like the ship mast in Nosferatu); and, an antirealist distortion of the  

perceived space, often used to grotesque effect. Dr. Mabuse depicts a criminal 

mastermind in Berlin with mysterious telepathic abilities and a mastery of disguises – he  

operates peripherally, often using his criminal associates or unwitting innocents to carry  

out his schemes. Lang's later film, M (1931) portrays the competing hunt between the 

city's police and the city's organized underworld to catch a rogue child-killer (Peter  

Lorre); the underworld is hunting him because if they get the unaffiliated criminal off the  

streets then the police will stop bothering them. 

99 Landsberger 733-4, “The Berlin Underworld.”



These films were piercing the dangerous, dreadful elements of life at the time.  

Their social commentary is only sometimes accentuated, but it is always present –  

inextricable from the subject matter of the time. The equivocation of organized crime and  

organized police echoes Die Dreigroschenoper, while the shadowy figure responsible for  

the mass corruption and crime of Weimar Germany's cities is a recurring symbol of the  

period (including an anti-semitic version of this myth from the Nazis). Another iconic  

film is The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari  – it captures the psychological terror and amplified  

existential crisis acutely affecting so many Germans during this time. Its macabre  

atmosphere and dark message was well-suited for Germany in the wake of the country's  

defeat in World War I, with ongoing crises of economics, national identity, spirituality,  

and politics. The film is told through the flashback of Francis, who recounts his and his  

girlfriend Jane's run-in with Dr. Caligari and the somnambulist Cesare. They realize that  

the pair are killing innocent customers of their traveling carnival show and in their  

attempt to investigate accidentally involve themselves in a dangerous game of cat-and-

mouse with the mysterious Dr. Caligari and Cesare. 

Francis hunts down Dr. Caligari, who has become the director of an insane  

asylum, and manages to reveal the truth and get the doctor committed, but in a twist  

ending it is revealed that the film has been a series of Francis' delusions and that he is in  

fact an insane asylum patient and Dr. Caligari is his doctor. The thick layering and  

ambiguity of Caligari's authority and Francis' powerlessness accompany the questions of  

who is a murderer, who is mad, who is sane. Ultimately, though, the search for truth and  

the resolution of the mystery with answers wouldn't matter; Caligari has power and  

Francis is powerless no matter who is sane and who is insane. This dug to the heart of the  



Weimar Republic's insecurities. Wilhelm Dilthey's idea of subjective Weltanschauungen 

[World-views] as the shaping force of individuals' realities was a popular philosophical  

concept during this time, contesting the legitimacy of rationalism and objectivity in favor  

of a restrained subjectivity. 

The creative explosion in film is 

paralleled in the fine arts (these two 

media often converged, as painters and 

sculptors would collaborate on the 

expressionist film sets and costumes).  

Individualistic young visual artists were  

creating an unique aesthetic of macabre, 

perverse beauty and grotesque  

psychological depictions of a pervasive  

alienation – from society, the 

environment, one's own body. 

Kathé Kollwitz's prolifically unique work in sculpture and lithography (among other  

media) stands alone, neglected by cultural history because of its uncomfortable  

relationship to other art; her thoroughly political subject matter and socially-motivated  

production places her outside the narratives of art history. Critics desperately tried to  

create movements and lump artists together into cohesive stylistic groups, a scholarly  

impulse that has never let up, but the unique outputs of artists like Otto Dix, Max  

Beckman and Grosz resists the critical impulse towards reduction and  

compartmentalization. Describing these painters novel artistic place, Carl Einstein writes:  

Illustration 3: Otto Dix, "To Beauty”



The poles of contemporary art are stretched apart to the breaking point.  
Constructors, abstractionists established the dictatorship of form;  
others, like Grosz, Dix, and [Rudolf] Schlichter, demolish the real with  
pithy objectivity, unmask this era, and force it into self-irony. Painting,  
a medium of cool execution; observation an instrument of relentless  
attack . . . Bourgeois reality – droning performance, mercurial swindle,  
and choking philistinism – is a laughable anachronism; this society is a  
treatment plant for nausea . . . If a German wants to represent reality,  
he no longer thinks of spring, flowerpots, and the chattily ordinary  
salon. Spring forces not only the still lifes of the charmingly  
marketable; bedsores, abortion, and multiplying venereal diseases  
work best of all; sweet spring satirizes malicious plots, outrages, and  
budgetary details; winter gets soiled by wet feet, black-market  
galoshes, overheated houses of fornication, and murderous price  
increases – these simply routine tidbits of the stinking panorama
Dix gives this era – which is only the caricature of one – a resolute and  
technically sound kick in its swollen belly, wrings confessions of  
vileness from it, and produces an upright depiction of its people, their  
sly faces grinning an array of stolen mugs.100 

There are many correspondences 

between the musical attitudes and styles 

exhibited by Weill and his peers, and the  

politico-aesthetic choices present in the work  

of Grosz and Dix, among others. Particularly  

in Grosz, who was peripherally connected to  

Weill through Brecht, we see a simplification 

of artistic texture and broad accessibility of  

style, and a concurrent emphasis on harshly  

cynical sociopolitical critique. This is  

analogous to the aesthetic process and  

political aims that Brecht and Weill undertake in Die Dreigroschenoper. The 

100Einstein 490.

Illustration 4: George Grosz, "For the  
Fatherland"/"To the Slaughterhouse"  
(Courtesy of Lewis 84)



politicization of Berlin's visual artists was symbolized in a series of art collectives and  

social groups during the Republic – they would repeatedly emerge with a bang and a  

manifesto, before silently collapsing a couple years later.

Berlin's Political Theater and the Novembergruppe

The politically and economically unstable Weimar Republic experienced a  

conscious and pervasive politicization of art, along with its troubling converse: a highly  

aestheticized political sphere. As an inherently public form and necessarily collaborative  

process, it is no surprise that the theater was the first artistic medium to recognize itself as  

a political force. Taruskin writes: “Cynical modernism born of postwar disillusion was  

nowhere more pervasive than in theater, hitherto preeminently the art of illusion.” 101 

1920s Berlin fostered a thriving community of radical theater. This artistic community 

changed the bounds and goals of theater as it explored the pedagogical and political  

facets of the medium. Its experiments fostered Brecht's influential theory of Episches  

Theater [Epic Theater], as well as Benjamin's model of a “Proletarian children's  

theater.”102  The expansion of theatrical form included the new technique of breaking the  

theater's “fourth wall.” Taruskin explains:

One of the main conventions on which theatrical illusions of reality  
depended . . . All illusion of reality would be destroyed the moment the  
players showed any awareness of the audience's presence, let alone addressed  
it directly. The only traditional genres in which the fourth wall could be  
breached were farce and satire, which made the least pretense to realism, and  
even occasionally mocked it. But what was an exceptional 'special effect' in  
traditional theater became ubiquitous, as an aspect of irony, after the Great  

101Taruskin, “The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 4,” 495. The chapter, which covers  
Prokofieff, Satie, Berg, Hindemith, Krenek, Weill , Korngold, and Rachmoninoff, is appropriately titled:  
“Lost – or Rejected – Illusions.”

102Benjamin, “Program for a Proletarian Children's Theater,” 232.



War, when artists became compulsorily self-conscious, and art had to  
advertise itself as art as a pledge of good faith.103

Brecht's theory, which included wide use of this technique, centered on the desire  

to alienate his audience. By jolting the audience's expectations and frustrating their  

unconscious desire for dramatic catharsis, Brecht hoped to force a newly thoughtful  

relationship between drama and audience – one that could fruitfully explore ideological  

and political issues. This theory is crucial to understanding the novel utilization of music  

in Brecht and Weill's collaborations, as they tried to create a new relationship between  

music and text to further their “non-Aristotelian” dramatic goals. 

Erwin Piscator's Volksbühne [People's Stage], first built from 1913-1914, became 

an icon of the revolution in German theater taking place during the early years of the  

Weimar Republic. Piscator was a crucial figure in moving the theater from its  

Expressionist period into an overtly political – sometimes, propagandistic - direction. The  

inscription on the front of the theater's building read “Art to the People.” The radicalism  

of Piscator's “Documentary Theater” was supported by an impressive variety of artists.  

John Willett writes: “Piscator's aim was to make the theater into a mixture of lecture hall  

and debating chamber, where the audience would see a socially relevant play supported  

by a wealth of documentary material and so be inspired to argue the issues out.” 104 For all 

its ideals, the Volksbühne was a problematic and conflicted entity. Its dramatic choices –  

“both the content and the construction of plays” - was “dependent on whatever political  

issues [Piscator's] Communist party-oriented theater was currently supporting.” 105 

The Volksbühne alienated the more conservative members of the theater's  

management, who  worried about the potential consequences of the theater's failure to  
103Taruskin, “The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 4,” 495. 
104Willett 151.
105Fuegi 191.



maintain anything even close to political neutrality. In 1927, financed by a nouveau riche 

industrialist, Piscator rented the “Theater Am Nollendorfplatz,” commissioned the  

Bauhaus founder Walter Gropius to design him a ' Totaltheater,' and recruited a 

“dramaturgical collective” that included the politician Franz Mehring, the writer Franz  

Jung, and Brecht.106  John Willett writes: “Piscator's aim was to make the theater into a  

mixture of lecture hall and debating chamber, where the audience would see a socially  

relevant play supported by a wealth of documentary material and so be inspired to argue  

the issues out.”107

The desire to locate music in new contexts pushed it towards its fruitful  

collaboration with the unique epoch of Weimar theater. Ultimately, it is theater and  

cabaret that came to define Weimar culture. This is indicative of the collective – whether  

Marxist, Socialist, or Fascist - outlook of many Weimar-era artists. The importance of  

(musical) theater to the Weimar culture is in accord with the general trend of  

transforming Parisian and Viennese modernism in a less individualistic and more  

collective direction. Rejecting the bourgeois connotations of opera and drawing on the  

“People's Theater” conception of Zeittheater, Weill formulated the Zeitoper – topical, 

contemporary opera whose content was drawn from relevant social issues. New opera  

“does not propose to describe but to report” and “must fall in line with that development  

evident in all artistic areas which today proclaims the end of the socially exclusive  

'aristocratic' art.”108 The anti-Wagnerian impulse gave music an autonomy that could  

either reinforce the drama through short, sharp gestural motifs, or comment upon it,  

ironically or sincerely. Zeitoper was directed towards “a new audience brought up on 

106Willett 167.
107Willett 151.
108Weill, “Zeitoper,” 572-4. Piece originally published in Melos in 1928.



'work, sport and technology.'” 109

In its language and socialist underpinnings, Weill's theory on opera reveals its  

indebtedness to the period's radical politics – which he exposed himself to through  

participation in art collectives and ventures like the Volksbühne, as well as the 

collaborative influences of Georg Kaiser and Brecht. In 1922, he joined the  

Novembergruppe [November Group], a collective of left-leaning German artists that took  

its name from the country's 1918 “November Revolution.” Initially a pan-stylistic  

organization of visual artists, mostly painters (including Expressionists, Cubists, and  

Futurists), their founding meeting was December 3, 1918 – when the Republic's  

legitimacy was still in open question.110  The Novembergruppe was a broadly socialist 

organization - they considered art a means to serve the general public interest, and  

advocated successful socialist. Their manifesto declared: “We stand on the fertile ground  

of the revolution. Our campaign slogan is: FREEDOM, EQUALITY, FRATERNITY!. . .  

We consider it our particular duty to gather together all abilities of value in the artistic  

sphere and to guide them toward the common good.” 111 

The organization went through a period of definition and decentralization in its  

formative years. In 1922, the collective loosened their aims and opened up membership  

to composers and musicians. Weill was accompanied by notable peers: Stefan Wolp é, 

Eisler, and the American George Antheil, to name a few. 112 Following his involvement 

with the Novembergruppe, Weill became an active contributor in the radical theater  

109Willett 167.
110Their founding members included Max Pechstein, C ésar Klein, the sculptor Rudolf Belling and the  

architect Erich Mendelsohn.
111“November Group Manifesto,” 477.
112Wassily Kandinsky and H.H. Stuckenschmidt also joined around this time. Peter Gay (105) asserts that  

Paul Hindemith and Alban Berg were also members, but Berg's membership seems particularly unlikely  
and I haven't found any source to confirm either composer's association.



movement discussed above. For the 1926-1927 season of the Volksbühne, he composed 

the music for Konjunktur, with text by Léo Lania. It was a social satire about the  

international oil business. Farneth writes: “Piscator’s direction of Konjunktur emphasized 

the major oil companies’ exploitation of the lower classes . . . The song ‘Muschel von  

Margate’ lampooned Shell Oil.” 113 The set depicted an Albanian oil rig. By the time it was  

ready to premiere, the theater was in serious financial trouble and the play's production  

needed to be kept quite simple. The Volksbühne collapsed shortly after Konjunktur was 

staged, ending an ambitious experiment that decimated the distinction between politics  

and art.

Simultaneous to the upheaval in the other arts, the musical environment in Berlin,  

with its three state-subsidized operas and influx of young, radical composers, was in a  

state of creative redefinition. The Krolloper under the direction of Otto Klemperer was 

the premier venue in Berlin for neue Musik. There was unquestionably a political element 

in Klemperer's programming for his opera house, as well as in the state's act of massively  

subsidizing the arts amid ongoing economic instability. The “bourgeois concert-hall”  

was, in theory, now economically accessible to the middle and lower classes. In practice,  

though, the audience’s demographics didn’t change drastically, and the older audience did  

not respond positively to Klemperer incorporating aesthetically avant-garde and socially  

aware music into his conducting regimen. He frequently premiered modernist fare and  

faced heavy criticism from the political right until the closing of the Krolloper in 1931, 

which would reveal itself as an important moment in the cultural decline of the Weimar.  

He tried, for the most part unsuccessfully, to acclimate the public to musical modernism,  

programming works by Hindemith, Křenek, Weill, and Milhaud. 

113Farneth 69. 



In a 1923 letter to his former teacher Busoni, Weill pinpoints elements of the  

correlation between the economic hyperinflation and the shifting goals of art. In the letter  

one sees Weill’s scorn for the aesthetic conservatism of the concert-attending bourgeoisie,  

desperately seeking escape from the world, clashing with the young modernist’s  

identification with the proletariat, which materialized into a new vision of social music.  

He writes:

Hereabouts it looked almost as if there wasn’t any hope at all; the transition  
from millions to billions was so violent, that even those who ordinarily are  
indifferent to money matters were stunned. But even now we have grown  
accustomed to our lot, and people have been grasping at new straws . . .  
Berlin has not changed much . . . One glance into the audiences of the  
concert halls makes one realize that Berlin will not give up its music. To be 
sure, a flock still gathers at the Philharmonic concerts; they try to look  
‘cute’ when it’s Mozart, ‘heroic’ when it’s Beethoven, and ‘severe’ when  
it’s Bach, beating the quarter notes with the left leg and tinkling the eights  
with the right hand. But what all their faces do have I common is a  
touching look of blissfulness, that despite of all that’s been happening  
they’re still able to sit in an illuminated concert hall and are allowed to  
listen to music. And so, a mere layman’s judgment is bound to be more 
naïve, more sincere, and of greater value to the artist, And at the box office  
on hears of fantasy prices for tickets (up to a billion Marks on Monday  
evening).114 

His search for a new audience is reflected in his involvement in the theater and on the  

radio.

The Weimar republic is a rare example of a nation-state lacking the usual means  

of social control and cultural hegemony that characterize the successful spread of  

capitalism. Those subtle and invisible methods by which state power is maintained were  

present, but uncharacteristically weak. The sociopolitical order wasn't supported by the  

dominant German cultural traditions. The police force exercised, on occasion, an  

autonomy from the government – not always for consistent reasons, either. There was  

114Farneth 32.



widespread police corruption connected to the thriving criminal underworld, particularly  

in Berlin, and there was an ideological independence that often asserted itself. Police  

officers and entire districts would discriminately maintain order, depending on the  

political allegiances of the involved parties; this disparity tended overwhelmingly  

towards an affiliation between police officers and conservative nationalism. 



Chapter Three

Wozzeck and Jonny spielt auf

Modernists live in the present with enthusiasm, an enthusiasm  
requiring audacity, high self-regard and self-consciousness (along  
with its complement, heightened alertness to the surrounding  
world), and, above all, urbanity in every meaning of the word from  
'citified' to 'sophisticated' to 'artificial' to 'mannered.' All of this  
sounds like the opposite of romanticism as originally defined – in  
terms, that is, of spirituality, sincerity, naturalness, spontaneity,  
naïveté, authenticity, pastoralism, and transcendence of the  
worldly, all being aspects or echoes of the original romantic revolt  
against the militant optimism of Enlightenment. Modernism  
celebrates every quality that Jean-Jacques Rousseau or Johann  
Gottfried von Herder reviled – and does it, moreover, with irony (as  
anything so self-aware must do), so that any attempt to reduce 
modernism to a set of core beliefs, or practices quickly turns into  
an exercise in chasing one's tail. - Richard Taruskin115

My persistent interest in the context of history has not prevented  
me from now attaching less importance to the awareness of  
continuity of tradition than I had earlier. This continuity impresses  
itself onto our minds and works very strongly even without our  
emphasizing it consciously: whatever happens in history seems to  
happen by necessity simply because we shall never know what  
might have happened instead. But this does not mean that to try to  
break the spell is not therefore worth the effort. It only means that  
we must try harder. - Ernst Křenek116

Wozzeck

Alban Berg's Wozzeck premiered at the Berlin Staatsoper on December 14, 1925 

and was met with an unexpectedly triumphant reception. It went on to international  

115Taruskin, “The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 4,” 2.
116Krenek, “Tradition in Perspective,” 38.



success – an unprecedented turn of events for an opera written in a difficult post-tonal  

harmonic language and portraying an unremittingly bleak view of humanity, cruelty and  

nature expressed in the source text . The opera depicts the travails of its hapless  

protagonist, Wozzeck117, a lowly-ranked, poor soldier. He is constantly demeaned: the  

plot's chief dramatic conflict is the sexual betrayal of his mistress Marie, the mother of  

his illegitimate child. An arrogant Drum Major violently seduces her; shortly after, he  

beats up Wozzeck to insure the wretch's complete emasculation.

In Wozzeck, Berg took the difficult route of choosing as his source material a  

nearly finished play by the enigmatic playwright Georg Büchner. The adaptation is  

extremely literal: Berg uses fifteen of the play's twenty-seven scenes, setting them almost  

word-for-word from the original text. Directly setting a literary text which, needless to  

say, was not written with the prospect of musical collaboration in mind, was an ambitious  

decision. Berg choice of Büchner's proto-expressionistic play, near-finished at the time of  

the author's suicide at the age of twenty-three, was part of a wider renewal of the tortured  

playwright. Gay writes: “The fame of Berg's opera gave fame to Büchner's play.” 118 After 

his death in 1837, Büchner went through a period of total obscurity, was rediscovered in  

the last decades of the nineteenth century, banned for a generation, and recovered into  

niche popularity during the first years of the Weimar Republic.  Gay explains:

The Büchner revival was always a republican, or a left-wing affair;  
whatever ultimate philosophical meaning could be forced on Büchner's  
plays, his sympathy with the poor, detestation of authoritarianism, and  
tough-minded realism about society made it impossible for patriots and  
reactionaries to use him . . . Carl Zuckmayer recalls that with the outbreak  
of the revolution, when the youth, filled with talent, excitement, and great  
need, looked for figures it could truly admire, Büchner became 'the patron  

117Actually a misspelling of Büchner's original Woyzeck, due to the the editor of the first published edition  
of the play (in 1879) misreading the author's difficult handwriting. (Taruskin, “The Oxford History of  
Western Music, Volume 4,” 508)

118Gay 65.



saint of this youth; a magnificent youth, rebellious, vital, and penetrated  
by the awareness of its public responsibility.' 119

The subject matter of Wozzeck stretches much further than the traditional limits of  

operatic tragedy. For one thing, Marie isn't introduced until the third scene and there is no  

119Gay, 63-4. The Zuckmayer quotation translated by Gay is originally from Als Wär's ein Stück von mir  
(1966).

Example 1: Wozzeck, measures 479 - 489, introduction of Doctor



on-stage interaction between her and Wozzeck until the beginning of the second act. In  

this scene, the audience witnesses Wozzeck grow suspicious of Marie's earrings (which  

we know were given to her by the Drum Major) while she lies to him. This is not a story  

of outside circumstances preventing an impossible love; rather, it is the disregard of  

Marie and the psychotic rage of Wozzeck that make their love impossible. The  

redemption of a romantic love is never at stake. Before the narrative concerning Marie  

and Wozzeck's relationship becomes active, Berg presents us with evident social criticism  

in the opera's opening scene. The composer places particular emphasis on Wozzeck's  

abuse by those of higher social rank. The Captain, his military superior, and the Doctor,  

who makes Wozzeck the subject of his cruel, inhumane experiments, are never given  

proper names – they are only referred to by their profession, as if they are symbols of  

respectable society's depraved hypocrisy. 

Wozzeck's pathetic status is immediately established: the opera begins with him  

shaving the military Captain while the man cruelly teases him. The Captain proceeds to  

chastise Wozzeck for being amoral (because he has an illegitimate child) and patronize  

him with advice. Our protagonist spinelessly agrees with everything the captain says until  

he's finally provoked to a small rebuttal on behalf of his son: “the Lord will think no less  

of him because of [his birth],” he says. Berg utilizes twelve-tone technique in the  

transition between Marie's initial terrified rejection of the Drum Major and the  

introduction of the coldly rational Doctor (illustration 4), who praises the pursuit of  

science and repeats the Captain's chastising of Wozzeck as he experiments on the  

defeated man. Use of the twelve-tone technique is established as a leitmotif of sorts.  

Throughout the opera Berg adapts the Wagnerian leitmotif technique to his modern  



idiom. Taruskin discusses Berg's use of leitmotifs within his description of the opera's  

compositional aims:

Unlike [Büchner's play], which made a studied attempt at deadpan  
reportage, Berg's musical treatment was highly manipulative: 'operatic' in  
the fullest (indeed, potentially derogatory) sense of the word, replete with  
authorial interventions in the form of orchestral interludes that commented  
on the action – in the Wagnerian manner, one might say, or like a Greek  
chorus – by the use of leitmotifs. Berg saw himself as exposing a social  
problem – that of society's ill treatment of wir arme Leut, “us poor folk” as 
Wozzeck calls his kind in the first scene, a phrase that reverberates  
thereafter as a verbal leitmotif. Not only did Berg give it a musical  
counterpart which could function much more freely in the opera's texture  
than a catchphrase can ever do in a play, but he bent every effort to acting  
as his title character's defense attorney, as he frankly put it in an essay on  
the opera, justifying his crime through 'an appeal to humanity through its  
representatives, the audience.'120 

Along with sampling his former teacher's new twelve-tone method, Berg 's indebtedness 

to Schoenberg shows up in numerous other places within the opera. In his exhaustive  

analysis of Wozzeck, George Perle points out the antecedent for Wozzeck's final interlude  

in the orchestral interludes of  Schoenberg's Gurrelieder – an early composition dating 

from before the composer abandoned late-romantic tonal chromaticism. 121 

The opera exists in the flexible harmonic language of free atonality (or post-

tonality), allowing it a wide range of expression and access to the toolkit of tonality when  

Berg deems it necessary, be it for purposes of signification and social association (for  

example, the working-class drinking song in the Brauhaus during Act two), evocations of  

romantic longing and yearning, or for other musico-dramatic reasons. However, these  

tonal references do not actually derive their structure from tonality, but rather from  

fundamental sets of atonal pitches. Therefore, the audience hears shades of popular airs  

eerily similar to familiar tonal music, but experienced with an element of distortion  

120Taruskin, “The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 4,” 508.
121Perle 3.



because Berg contextualizes these musical quotations within an atonal structure. 122 The 

expressionism of Wozzeck, its failure to conform to any single harmonic system but 

instead utilize a potentially chaotic mix of tonality, modality and atonality, supports its  

unique status as the only atonal opera to achieve a level of popular and critical  

recognition (and which now occupies a place in the Western musical canon). 

Berg carefully navigates a path of innovative techniques and stunning inner-

musical complexity that could still be transparent enough to appeal to a general audience  

unfamiliar with the Second Viennese School's brand of modernism. His use of leitmotifs  

(Perle counts at least thirteen) is one cohesive factor in a musical environment that has no  

unifying harmonic system to ground it. A result of this, though, is Berg attributing  

primary importance towards the music's relationship with the text. Berg utilizes  

consistent atonal sets to stabilize the opera, but because there are no opera-spanning  

musical systems to structure its form, he focuses on the drama as a source from which he  

can draw cohesive principles. This is comprehensively illustrated by Janet Schmalfeldt in  

her analysis of Wozzeck's atonal language. She demonstrates, “the essential vocabulary of  

the harmonic language of Wozzeck in terms of the interaction of three distinct [pitch-

class] set-complex 'families' that underscore a central dramatic issue – the conflict  

between Wozzeck and Marie.”123 

The question of Berg's musical language, his decision to step away from his  

revered teacher and the success of the resulting work, is a first foray into a topic centrally  

important to this period: the relationship between the composer and the reaction of a  

fickle, diverse public who, because of new technology, were in the midst of a changing  

122For more on this, and comprehensive analysis of the opera, see George Perle's “The Operas of Alban  
Berg, Volume 1,” and Janet Schmalfeldt's “Berg's Wozzeck: Harmonic Language and Dramatic Design.”

123Schmalfeldt x. 



public relationship to music. The public of the Weimar Republic was certainly receptive  

to new and difficult music in a fairly unique way, but the scandalous nature of these  

ground-breaking operas produced a corresponding tabloid-esque coverage. Berg  

experienced great difficulty getting the opera produced until he found an enthusiastic  

partner in the Berlin Staatsoper's musical director, Erich Kleiber. However, Kleiber's  

influential opponents, who wanted nothing to do with an avant-garde opera, began  

circulating rumors that Wozzeck had wasted the opera house an enormous amount of time  

(one rumor whispered it had needed 137 rehearsals) and that it was “unperformable.” 124 

Kleiber was being repeatedly assaulted in the press. Perle writes:

The reviews of the open dress-rehearsal that preceded the premiere show  
to what an extent Wozzeck had become a touchstone of attitudes on 
various intersecting ideological, aesthetic, social, political, professional,  
and personal issues. The critics who wished to use Berg as a club with  
which to beat Schoenberg described him as 'the most intransigent of all the  
Schoenbergians.' . . . Parallels were drawn between the political and the  
musical situation: 'Where anarchism in political life will take the nations  
may be a question of the future for politicians. Where it has taken us in art  
is already manifest. The young talents have had their fling and left us a  
rubbish dump, on which for years henceforth nothing will grow or  
prosper.'125

Berg's Vienna and Karl Kraus

Berg was born in the city of Vienna, and he died there at the age of fifty in 1935.  

He remained ardently Viennese throughout his life despite the troubles that its  

conservative musical establishment would come to give him. Pre-WWI Vienna  was a 

place of political stagnation and cultural vibrancy. In her portrait of Schoenberg's Vienna,  

Joan Allen Smith writes:

124Perle, “The Operas of Alban Berg,” 196.
125Perle, “The Operas of Alban Berg,” 197.



Perhaps because the monarchy seemed secure and unambitious and the  
military spending uninspiring, the Viennese preferred to devote  
themselves to the goal of artistic supremacy. Thus, the means for cultural  
experimentation were at hand at a time when a sense of coming chaos  
provided a unifying stimulus. In pre-war Vienna, the cultural atmosphere 
encouraged an exchange of information in a closely knit intellectual  
community. . .126

The pursuit of art and culture as an antidote to political numbness stands as an  

opposite extreme to Weimar-era Berlin, where artistic and political fervor recursively  

built on each other. Vienna's relatively small size and cultivation of an artistic-intellectual  

environment around its coffee houses created a situation where the greatest  

revolutionaries from various intellectual and artistic pursuits could come together for a  

chat and bemoan the staid, conservative establishments of their respective fields. 127 

Central to the cultural life of early-1900s Vienna was Karl Kraus – a social satirist who 

founded the journal Die Fackel [The Torch] in 1899 and ran it into the 1930s. In Die 

Fackel's first decade of existence Schoenberg was among its contributors, along with  

other notable figures including Oskar Kokoschka 128, the architect Adolf Loos, Paul 

Altenberg129, August Strindberg, Frank Wedekind 130 and Franz Werfel.131 Still, during this 

time Kraus wrote most of the magazine himself, and after 1911 it was entirely his own  

creation.132 Benjamin gives an evocative impression of Die Fackel: 

126Smith 18.
127Joan Allen Smith describes how Oskar Kokoschka, Karl Kraus, and Peter Altenberg would see often  

see each other at the Café Central, while Café Herrenhof's regular patrons included Max Oppenheimer,  
Adolf Loos, and Alban Berg. She writes: “Prior to World War I, the coffee house served as the principal  
meeting place for the exchange of ideas, the reading of newspapers, and for conversation stimulation.”  
(Smith 27)

128A playwright and renowned expressionist painter. His Mörder, Hoffnung der Frauen [Murder, Hope of 
Women] was the source for Hindemith's 1919 short opera by the same name; in 1923, he collaborated  
with Ernst Křenek on a mythic opera, Orpheus and Eurydike.

129A bohemian poet; Berg set five of his poems in Fünf Orchesterlieder nach Ansichtkartentexten von  
Peter Altenberg (1913)

130A playwright; two of his plays provided the libretto of Berg's opera Lulu (1930). 
131A renowned novelist and playwright; he collaborated with K řenek on Die Zwingburg (1924). 
132Smith 21. 



In old engravings there is a messenger who rushes toward us crying  
aloud, his hair on end, brandishing a sheet of paper in his hands, a sheet  
full of war and pestilence, of cries of murder and pain, of dangers from 
fire and flood, spreading everywhere the 'latest news.' News in this  
sense, in the sense that the word has in Shakespeare, is disseminated by  
Die Fackel.133

Schoenberg and Kraus were personal acquaintances, and Schoenberg readily  

admitted the enormous influence Kraus' views had on him. 134  Berg was a particularly 

huge admirer of Die Fackel, and Kraus' writing was enormously important to his political  

development, particularly the satirist's sharp social criticism and belief that one's  

interaction with language has deep moral and political implications. In the  

correspondence between Berg and Schoenberg, Kraus comes up frequently. They ask  

each other about new issues of Die Fackel, discuss their feelings on him, quote him, and 

often invoke him as a yardstick for the work of other writers. 135

Concurrent with Kraus, Ludwig Wittgenstein was developing his seminal theory  

of language as the fundamental building block of thought and perception, while Freud  

was exploring language with regard to the clues it held about the functioning of the  

human mind and its potential as a means of breaking through the defenses of psychic  

repression. Kraus, addressing a wider audience, assimilated elements of these new  

perspectives. His writing strove to be exactingly precise and always thought-provoking.  

Along with tackling everyday issues of widespread corruption and the media's profitable  

negligence, he argued his intriguing, not-fully-formed theories on such topics as the  

connection between the degradation of language and political corruption. He detested the  

133Benjamin, “Reflections,” 239.
134“In the inscription with which I sent Karl Kraus my Harmonielehre , I stated: 'I have learned perhaps  

more from you than one may learn from anyone if one still wishes to remain independent . . .', or words  
to that effect. Even if this assuredly does not describe the extent of my esteem for him, it nonetheless  
testifies to the level of that esteem.” - Schoenberg, quoted in Joan Allen Smith, 41. 

135Brand 16, 60, 73, 79.



superficiality of the press and journalists as a whole. He confronted the neglected  

sociological dimensions of art and language, albeit in a convoluted and often self-

contradictory body of work. Benjamin was fascinated by Kraus: “The trinity of silence,  

knowledge, and alertness constitutes the figure of Kraus the polemicist.” 136 

Benjamin's essay Karl Kraus is a finely crafted piece delineating the various sides  

of Kraus' intellect in an ultimately ambiguous portrait. He writes of “the strange interplay  

between reactionary theory and revolutionary practice that is met everywhere in  

Kraus.”137 In the following excerpt, we can see the influence of Kraus merging with  

Benjamin's own developing idea of juxtaposition as a dialectical method and aesthetic  

technique:

Significant literary work can only come into being in a strict alteration  
between action and writing; it must nurture the inconspicuous forms that  
better fit its influence in active communities than does the pretentious,  
universal gesture of the book – in leaflets, brochures, articles, and  
placards. Only this prompt language shows itself equal to the moment.  
Opinions are to the vast apparatus of social existence what oil is to  
machines: one does not go up to a turbine and pour machine oil over it;  
one applies a little to hidden spindles and joints that one has to know. 138

Kraus' prescient writing on the inextricable but no longer invisible threads  

between social and aesthetic concerns was claimed as an influence by the next  

generation, who became preoccupied with many of the questions he'd enigmatically  

raised. The judgment he forms is a tempered recognition that places him between the  

elevated aestheticism of Eduard Hanslick, the spiritual grandiosity of Wagner, and the  

Weimar world-view responsible for Gebrauchsmusik  and Zeitoper. Both Benjamin and 

Smith connect the architectural vision of Adolf Loos, an acquaintance of Kraus', and the  

literary space of Die Fackel.  Loos' unconventional, ahead-of-his-times views on 
136Benjamin, “Reflections,” 243.
137Benjamin, “Reflections,” 247.
138Benjamin, “Reflections,” 61.



architectural functionality led to a virtual unemployability – his commissions were  

infrequent and uneven in value. His time instead became focused on articulating an  

architectural modernism, eventually coming to the conclusion that architecture was not an  

art – by which he meant, it should not privilege aesthetic artifice and structural  

ornamentation. Rather, it should be a creative enterprise striving towards maximizing the  

living space, for example privileging social spaces within the home's layout while also  

including hidden nooks for private contemplation. His novel emphasis on functionality  

extended into the psychological realm. As Smith summarizes: “Loos felt strongly that  

architecture and interior design should serve both the physical and spiritual needs of the  

people living in it and using it rather than the abstract demands of art and taste.” 139 

Connecting Loos and Kraus, Benjamin writes: “It was therefore Loos' first  

concern to separate the work of art from the article of use, as it was that of Kraus to keep  

apart information and the work of art.”140 This insight can be extended to the 

compositional work of Schoenberg and its influence on his students. The purity of his  

artistic endeavor, the significance of a technical musical question that would lead him to  

spend the better part of a decade developing his twelve-tone method, complements Loos'  

'unartistic' architecture and Kraus' ongoing polemic against the supremacy of superficial  

facts in newspapers (which, after all, contained the overwhelming majority of daily  

interactions with written language). The aestheticism of Schoenberg forms a whole with  

the renunciation of art in Loos, as they are united by a belief in purity of form. When  

Schoenberg wrote to Kraus that he had “learned perhaps more from you than one may  

learn from anyone if one still wishes to remain independent,” 141 it is clear that this 

139Smith 45.
140Benjamin, “Reflections,” 240.
141Smith 41.



extended beyond just an influence on the composer's writing. It is no coincidence that  

Berg, on behalf of Schoenberg, requested the publisher of Schoenberg's Harmonielehre to 

send free copies to Loos, Kraus, and Alma Mahler, among others. 142

The thesis of Smith's Schoenberg's Vienna is that Kraus, Loos, Kokoschka and 

Schoenberg – contemporaries and acquaintances – are united across disciplines by certain  

shared beliefs shaped by the socio-political experience of early-20th-century Vienna.  

Kokoschka recalls their commonality: 

It probably was because we all were on the edge of society. We didn't  
belong to society. We were well-known, well-known – too well-known  
maybe – but on the edge. We didn't belong. So we were like a disease, you 
know. Don't touch. So of course that makes a bond. We stuck together.  
Karl Kraus was a frightening man in Vienna. No one would have dared to  
talk to him . . . They were frightened by his edition the Fackel.143 

Throughout her study (heavily informed by oral interviews), Smith implies that some sort  

of shared world-view is present in Kraus' writing, Loos' architecture, and Kokoschka's  

paintings, and that the  ultimate realization of this project was Schoenberg's development  

of the twelve-tone method. A useful generalization, perhaps, in that we can a common  

thread in these figures' beliefs on the relationship between politics and aesthetics. 

Schoenberg believed in a spiritual dimension to music and believed in the  

legitimacy of his aesthetic pursuit. However, due at least in part to Kraus' influence on  

him, a political awareness surfaces in his work. The tensions of his philosophy are  

encapsulated in the pseudo-political language he used to describe his new twelve-tone  

method: “The emancipation of the dissonance” and ending the hierarchy among tones.  

His language is implying the fact that there are extramusical, even social, implications in  

music; simultaneously, Schoenberg's focus on the inner relationships of tones only to  

142Brand 79.
143Smith 33.



each-other recapitulates the isolationist view of music (as exemplified in the  

contemporaneous formalism of Heinrich Schenker's method of musical analysis). The  

master of atonality was very clear that he did not see his art as a social endeavor – of his  

early, ephemeral acceptance by one facet of the political Left, he was, if anything, bitter.  

He wrote,

After the upheaval, there were in every major city those certain few hundred  
young people with just no idea what to do with themselves. They therefore  
tried hard to put it on record that they had a philosophy – by supporting all  
lost causes. About then, when that great variable, their philosophy, included  
even me – blameless party that I was – optimists asserted that I now had a  
public. I challenged this; I did not see how people could suddenly have come  
to understand me overnight. (My works had not, after all, become any more  
stupid or shallow overnight.) The rapid decline of the radicals – still not  
knowing what to do with themselves but finding other things to meddle with 
– justified my view: I had not written anything shallow. 144

His defense of the structural deviations in his third and fourth String Quartets are  

drawn from the romantics' language of inspiration: 

Profundity does not require methodical procedures. With the subject to be  
expressed undisruptedly in mind, a composer might 'copy' from his vision  
like from a model – one detail after another. Finally the finished work  
will be as rich in contents as it is in details, and perhaps even richer – it  
might bear a touch of creation.145 

This language of inspiration and creation – a definite iteration of Dahlhaus' “art religion”  

- represented the dominant position in his thinking throughout his life. 

The Second Viennese School

In 1904 Berg was accepted as a student of Schoenberg's at no cost, as the young 

man had no money to pay for lessons. His iconoclastic teacher later recalled Berg during  

144Schoenberg, “My Public,” 584. Originally published in Der Querschnitt  in 1930.
145Schoenberg, liner notes “Neue Wiener Schule” CD, 58. 



their first meeting, “a very tall youngster and extremely timid . . . I recognized at once  

that he had real talent.”146 Of their relationship, Donald Harris writes:

Berg's attitude towards Schoenberg was one of hero-worship . . . What  
Schoenberg expected of any student went far beyond what we would expect  
of students today . . . The subservient tone of Berg's early letters reveals  
characteristics of a traditional Central European teacher-student relationship  
which were not uncommon at the turn of the century. Berg was convinced  
that Schoenberg was as important a musical giant as J.S. Bach, to whom he  
happily compared him in an article written twenty-five years after he had  
completed his studies.147

Berg faithfully followed the directions of his esteemed teacher, from running rehearsals  

for Schoenberg's premieres to drafting the prospectus of his teacher's Verein für  

Musikalische Privataufführungen  [Society for Private Musical Performances] to  

overseeing the logistics of his teacher moving apartments from Vienna to Berlin. 148 149 

Musically, though, he developed an individual and unique style, in which he freely  

intermingled post-tonal and tonal idioms. 

Berg's Piano Sonata no. 1 (1907-8), his first opus number, already displays the  

tension between lyricism and harmonic conflict, over which so much has been made in  

his mature works. Glenn Gould describes the sonata as “the language of collapse and  

disbelief of musical 'weltschmerz' . . . the last stand of tonality betrayed and inundated by  

the chromaticism which gave it birth.” 150 And yet, listening to it, I hear no “betrayal” of  

tonality; on the contrary, Berg already seems comfortable with a loosely tonal language  

arrived at, not out of some superficial desire to be modern or radical, but rather because it  

is the best means of expression (and, of course, because of the influence of his teacher).  

From its first notes the tonal areas of the piano sonata go through significant periods of  

146Perle, “The Operas of Alban Berg,” 1.
147Harris xiii.
148Smith 82. 
149Harris xiii.
150Stegemann.



ambiguity, but there are still cadences that Berg leads the listener towards; its extended  

chromaticism is more reminiscent of the building of fourths present in Claude Debussy's  

work than the tension-heightening techniques of German late-romanticism. 151 There is a 

clear establishment of two contrasting thematic areas, the defining feature of a sonata.  

Perle traces the piece's roots in Schoenberg's Chamber Symphony (1906), a piece written 

as part of the composer's turn “away from programmatic content, extravagant timbral  

resources, and grandiose dimensions of Gurrelieder and Pelleas toward a more classical 

conception of formal design and tonal structure.” 152 Ironically, “it was this very attempt to 

preserve the articulative and integrative possibilities of the traditional tonal system that  

led Schoenberg to introduce structural elements external to and eventually destructive of  

that system.”153 

In the years of Berg's tutelage, his teacher was in the process of overthrowing the  

system of musical tonality. It was an exciting period for Schoenberg and his two prize  

students, though tempered by repeated disastrous premieres of their music and pervasive  

critical disdain. Famously, the 1913 premiere of Berg's Five Orchestral Songs on Picture-

Postcard Texts by Peter Altenberg “ended in a wild struggle in which blows were 

exchanged,”154 as Egon Wellesz, another of Schoenberg's former students, explains. As a  

result of the violence, the event found its way into court hearings. “A practicing doctor  

declared that the effect of the music was 'for a certain section of the public, so nerve-

racking, and therefore so harmful for the nervous system, that many who were present  

151Perle confirms: “The whole-tone scale and series of perfect fourths are thus exploited as additional  
means of defining and characterizing the harmonic material of [Schoenberg's] Chamber Symphony. The  
musical language of Berg's Piano Sonata is unmistakably derived from this work.” (“The Operas of  
Alban Berg,” 4)

152Perle, “The Operas of Alban Berg,” 4.
153Perle, “The Operas of Alban Berg,” 4.
154Smith 65.



already showed sings of severe attacks of neurosis.'” 155

In a later essay entitled How One Becomes Lonely, Schoenberg bitterly discusses 

how his very early composition Verklärte Nacht [Transformed Night] has made the public  

complain: “'If only he had continued to compose in this style!'” 156 He describes how, 

while now his early piece is appreciated and the public hate his newer compositions,  

when Verklärte Nacht was premiered it “ended in a riot and in actual fights.” 157 He 

discusses his validation in the successful 1913 Viennese premiere of Gurrelieder, when 

“the audience affirmed my stubbornness by applauding at the end of the performance for  

about half an hour.”158 But, he goes on, “As usual, after this tremendous success I was  

asked whether I was happy. But I was not. I was rather indifferent, if not even a little  

angry. I foresaw this success would have no influence on the fate of my later works.” 159 

Schoenberg became disillusioned with Vienna and its musical atmosphere, and developed  

a deep resentment towards the public. In a bitter essay responding to the scathing  

response to his String Quartet, Op. 10 (which premiered December 21, 1908),  

Schoenberg wrote: 

On December 21st a new method of determining market-value burst upon 
the world. It is indeed the custom hereabouts to evaluate without being  
competent to do so. But to prevent the object under evaluation from being  
even considered – to bar its entry into the world – to approach an unknown  
work with one's judgement already prepared: that, surely, is to simplify the  
juridical process too radically.160 

Wellesz recalls:

[I] witnessed the tragedy of persistent attack on every new work that  
appeared. I saw also the disappointment of the composer and his circle of  

155Smith 65.
156Schoenberg, “Style and Idea,” 30.
157Schoenberg, “Style and Idea,” 36.
158Schoenberg, “Style and Idea,” 41.
159Schoenberg, “Style and Idea,” 41.
160Smith 67-8.



friends . . . They never could explain the fanatical antagonism of the critics  
and of a section of the audience towards Schoenberg's music. They  
thought the seriousness and forceful expression of his music were  
sufficiently compelling at least to command respect, when on the contrary  
it met with ill-considered and malicious rejection . . . In wider circles and  
among the younger generation now growing up, no idea can be formed of  
the attacks to which Schoenberg was subjected, and of the suffering he had  
to endure.161

This set of circumstances led Schoenberg to the formation of his private music  

society. An executive committee was proposed by the composer, and it consisted in large  

part of his favored students. At its founding, Webern and Berg were appointed  

Vortragsmeister [Rehearsal Directors] and members of the nine-person Music  

Committee. An idea that seems, at first glance, diametrically opposed to the views of  

Weill and his peers, was novel in its emancipation from the traditional economic supports  

of composed music. Schoenberg and Berg invested enormous amounts of time into the  

Society - with logistics and never-ending financial concerns - but also with the  

preparation of many arrangements and transcriptions of large-scale works so that they  

could be performed by the “small combinations of performers” - as large ensembles  

couldn't be accommodated by the Society's limited resources. 162 The group's “Statement 

of Aims” was written by Berg: “The Society was founded in November, 1918, for the  

purpose of enabling Arnold Schoenberg to carry out his plan to give artists and music  

lovers a real and exact knowledge of modern music.” 163 The group's creation was more 

than a spurned but self-assured and egoistic composer withdrawing into a niche of  

individuals that would appreciate him. The goal of allowing “difficult” or “avant-garde”  

works to be performed in an environment free of attack and misjudgment necessitated  

three things, according to Berg.
161Smith 66.
162Smith 84.
163Smith 245.



1. Clear, well-rehearsed performances.
2. Frequent repetitions
3. The performances must be removed from the corrupting influence of  
publicity; that is, they must not be directed toward the winning of  
competitions and must be unaccompanied by applause, or demonstrations of  
disapproval.164

Performances would only be attended by members – guests other than “foreign  

visitors” were not allowed, and “members shall be obligated to abstain from giving any  

public report . . . especially to write or inspire no criticisms, notices, or discussions of  

[the performances] in periodicals.” 165 This stance is, one one hand, an extreme of music's  

removal from society; on the other hand, it's an explicit acknowledgement of music as a  

socially-inscribed practice whose reception is determined by outside context, rather than  

immanent aesthetics. The society – whose 2 nd statute clarified it as non-profit – was a  

bourgeois phenomenon insofar as it attempted to fully wrest its art from Vienna's musical  

establishment, with its lingering traces of pre-capitalistic aristocratic patronage. It  

endeavored to remove music from the realm of material exchange. Berg explains the  

society's rule against outsiders: 

This rule . . . is made necessary by the semi-pedagogic activities of the  
Society and is in harmony with its tendency to benefit musical works  
solely through good performance and thus simply through the good effect  
made by the music itself. Propaganda for works and their composers is not  
the aim of the Society.166

The Society was closed in 1921, as Austrian capital inflation made an already  

precarious financial situation completely untenable. Berg remained in Vienna – with the  

collapse of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and the World War, the city transformed from  

the center of an empire into the demoralized capital of a small new state. Adorno became  

a composition student of his, and the theorist would remain dedicated to Berg's aesthetic  
164Smith 245.
165Smith 247, reproducing Berg.
166Smith 247, reproducing Berg.



vision. In the introduction to their translation of Adorno's memorial volume, Alban Berg, 

Juliane Brand and Christopher Hailey describe the setting:

Post-war Vienna was a world apart. Divested of its polyglot empire, its glory  
grown musty, this metropolis of just under two million was a helpless giant  
mired in the past. But it was a giant blessed with an ironic awareness of its  
despair. In that ironic awareness of contradictions – anticipated in the music  
of Mahler and ever present in the works of Berg – Adorno found a metaphor  
for the piquancy and ambivalence of memory, a signifier for one of the larger  
issues with which he wrestled his life long. Is it any wonder, then, that  
Adorno's personal allegiance went not to Schoenberg, who thrice left Vienna  
for Berlin, but to Alban Berg, who thrice declined the opportunity? 167 

It is interesting to note, nevertheless, that the city to which Berg was so attached  

never showed him any loyalty or appreciation when he was struggling with his music,  

deemed by the general public as too radical. It was following his famous Berlin Wozzeck 

premiere that Berg rose to recognizable status. It was precisely Berg's struggle to find an  

audience, his esotericism, that appealed to Adorno at the time when he wrote his  

commemorative study of Berg. While Adorno flirted with political functionality in music  

during the late-'20s Weimar-era hey-day, in the wake of the 2 nd World War and the 

Holocaust Adorno rejects such superficial and potentially dangerous grasping towards  

political relevancy. He believes in the necessity of an intellectual relationship to music  

requiring the listener to penetrate deeply into the aesthetic layers of the work in order to  

appreciate it. He values twelve-tone as an alienating music that illuminated aspects of the  

struggle to live in late-Capitalist society. He describes a rarely-acknowledged aspect of  

Wozzeck: “Not the virtuoso application of the latest achievements to the long since  

dubious genre of grand opera, but rather the first paradigm of a music of genuine  

humanism.”168 Interestingly, Adorno's reification of the most internal aesthetic  

167Adorno, “Alban Berg,” ix.
168Adorno, “Alban Berg,” 6.



dimensions moves to resonate, albeit inversely, with the Christian, spiritual conception of  

music.169 He writes: “Evanescence, the revocation of one's own existence, is for Berg not  

the stuff of expression, not music's allegorical theme, but rather the law to which music  

submits.”170 

The composers of the Second Viennese School mediate between post-romantic  

transcendence and Weimar-period social utility. Through exploration of technical  

concerns, they exposed aesthetic questions that would gain primary importance to  

Křenek, Weill, and Eisler. Adorno's identification with the music of Berg and Schoenberg  

illustrates a deep split in Marxist aesthetic interpretation; the other pole is well-

represented by Brecht. As we explore the music of the Weimar Republic, we can observe  

the centrality of this dialectic between aesthetic immanence and political function. 

Křenek and Jonny spielt auf

Ernst Křenek was born in Vienna fifteen years after Berg, in 1900. Rather than  

remain in the   city, with its imposing sense of tradition and conservative audience,  

Křenek moved to Berlin in 1920 to study under Franz Schreker, who received the  

directorship of Berlin's Hochschule für Musik and convinced his best students, including  

Křenek and Alois Hába,171 to join him in the thriving metropolis. As an unknown 

composer, fortuitous circumstances led him to collaborate with older, brilliant and  

recognized artists. As a student in Berlin, K řenek fell in love with Anna Mahler – Alma 

and Gustav Mahler's daughter. After Mahler's death, Alma was a notorious socialite with  

169He could very well have been consciously drawing this influence through Hegel.
170Adorno, “Alban Berg,” 2.
171Hába was an innovative Czech composer, born 1893. He “may justly be regarded as the originator of  

the use of quarter- and sixth-tones in Western art music.” (Vysloužil)



an impressive list of lovers that included Oskar Kokoschka and Franz Werfel. K řenek and 

Anna began dating, which carried the advantages of shared vacations and family affairs  

that, through the intermediary of Alma, put the composer in close proximity to  

Kokoschka and Werfel. Křenek captured the interest of neue Musik enthusiasts with his 

post-tonal Second Symphony. Alma Mahler even asked K řenek to complete her dead 

husband's tenth symphony, which he attempted to edit but ultimately abandoned. 

Křenek completed an opera with Werfel, Die Zwingburg (1922), and, the next 

year, collaborated with Kokoschka, who penned the libretto to their opera Orpheus and  

Eurydike (1923). He developed connections to the leading artists of the time and gained a  

reputation as a brilliant enfant terrible. Rainer Maria Rilke dedicated a song-cycle, O 

Lacrymosa, to the composer in the hopes that he would set it to music. He joined the  

thriving theater world in 1925 as an assistant director of the Staatstheater Kassel , where 

he also composed incidental music for new productions. 

It was the premiere of Jonny spielt auf in Leipzig on February 11 th, 1927, that 

would raise him to the status of international celebrity in the world of musical theater. He  

was only twenty-six at the time. Despite a frosty critical reception, the “jazz-opera”  

became a hugely popular work. In the 1927-1928 season “it appeared on fifty different  

stages and was translated into Russian, Hungarian, Slovene, Serbian, Polish, and  

Flemish.”172 Křenek's close friend Eduard Erdmann introduced him to the music of  

George Gershwin, Irving Berlin, and Vincent Youmans. These popular composers, along  

with the impressions from seeing Paul Whiteman's touring jazz band and the black revue  

Chocolate Kiddies,173 was the extent of Křenek's exposure to jazz at the time he chose to 

172 Stewart 87.
173The music to Chocolate Kiddies  has traditionally been attributed to Duke Ellington, although it's a  

matter of controversy between his biographers over whether he was, in fact, its composer.  



make it a major musical element of his new opera.174 Jonny spielt auf, with its playful 

elements of parodistic neo-romanticism and pseudo-jazz, was a drastic stylistic change  

from his earlier, more serious, works. The opera confronts new technology head on - a  

wireless radio and a stage locomotive find their way into the dramatic action. Despite its  

unlikely formulation, the opera became his only enduring commercial success. 

The titular character is a jazz violinist. The primary plot concerns Max, a serious 

composer of opera, and his love interest, the dancer  

Anita. The dramatic action begins with Max speaking  

to a glacier; there he meets Anita, who has wandered  

away from a nearby mountain resort. Soon, they are  

living together. Yet, it is Jonny, a black American and  

jazz musician, who is the real subject and interest of  

the opera. Max and Anita’s yearning duet, the first  

number, is immediately supplanted by the bouncy,  

percussive jazz of “A Hotel Room in Paris” that 

introduces Jonny. While Max and Anita’s melancholic romance begins, Jonny is  

introduced as the musical ringleader of a raucous party at the nearby mountain resort  

where Anna is staying. To accompany Jonny's dramatic entrance, the horn melody of the  

opera's beginning is recast in a cheery major rendition.

In the second act, while Anita is being seduced by the sneaky Daniello, a famous  

virtuoso violinist, Jonny has an affair with Anita’s maid, a white woman, and steals  

Daniello’s priceless Amati violin. Max learns of Anita’s betrayal through a trick of  

Daniello’s, returns once again to consult the dead glacier, and while trying to find Anita  

174Stewart 31. 
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he comes into possession of the stolen violin. He’s arrested, but convinces the police to  

take him to the railroad station in desperate search of Anita. In a wild climax, Daniello is  

run over by a locomotive carrying Jonny towards Amsterdam for his transatlantic boat  

ride home. He’s accompanied by an adoring throng to see him off, and before he leaves  

he’s reunited with Daniello’s Amati violin. The opera ends with Max jumping onto the  

departing train in pursuit of Anita – there is no certainty that they will be reunited. The  

roaring finale, however, is given to Jonny, aboard the boat, playing the priceless violin  

while the crowd below him sings:

The bell has tolled, the old time goes, a new time begins now. Don’t miss the  
glorious path. The crossing is announced into the unknown land of freedom.  
The crossing has begun, and Jonny plays for us to dance. For now the new 
world comes across the ocean with might and overpowers old Europe through  
the dance.175

The music begins bombastically, with its first two chords resounding across the  

orchestra's horn section (example 1). A note-cluster that embeds B and D-flat inside an  

A-minor chord (with C in the bass) resolves to a six-note chord that adds an F in the bass  

and a cluster of notes – A, B-flat, D, and E – arranged symmetrically around an absent  

middle-C (while the C from the first chord is still present a fifth above the bass F). The  

next two chords of the opening fanfare are quieter, more repressed. A B-flat seventh  

chord (missing its 5 th - the F) resolves to an enigmatic cluster – the bass moves up a half-

step to B-natural, while the melody moves from an unstable A-flat to E, an A-flat and D  

in the middle register remain. In a seemingly arbitrary cadential gesture, this resolves to  

an F-major first inversion chord; pianissimo tremolo strings enter (trading D-flat across  

octaves) and a melancholic horn melody emerges – tracing a G-flat minor chord  

repeatedly over the next four bars, a half-step above the preceding F-minor resolution.  

175 Stewart 83. 



When the male voice enters with “Du schöner Berg” [You beautiful mountain],  

the absurdity of the first line (and the rest of his soliloquy) has been foreshadowed in  

Křenek's short overture. Max is singing to a glacier of elevated subjects – artistic  

inspiration and dripping descriptions of the glacier. The music's grandiose  

meaninglessness – its five- and six-note chords with half-step motion in the bass imitate  

the “maximalism” of late-romanticism, but the absence of a grand structural plan that  

could artistically justify the non-tonal eccentricities is a musical cue to the impossibility  

of Max's yearnings, not to mention the pompousness of his character. The scene  

continues with the entrance of Anita, who's wandering lost from the hotel she was at, and  

a duet between Max and Anita that concludes with the composer descending to rescue  

her. Charlotte Purkis writes: “The bland Romantic clichés of Max’s hymn to the glacier  

ally him with Oswald Spengler’s apocalyptic ‘abendländische Kultur’.” 176 Spengler's 

176Purkis. 
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conservative nationalist views privileged culture – literally, “evening-land culture” - as a  

concrete example of the Germanic race's superiority. Křenek's opera was an unsubtle 

rejoinder to this ideology. His very use of the operatic form as the vehicle of his plot of  

“new world triumph” and controversial recasting of roles from traditional dramatic molds  

further was a further insult to Splengerian views – he was taking the musical language of  

Spengler's Kultur and ironically using it in a clear-cut, even didactic, rejection of this  

racist, tradition-bound world-view. 

There is the sensation when listening to Jonny spielt auf that the opera's theme 

and music, with its transition-free juxtapositions of radically different languages, are  

hitting the audience over the head. Rather than just a formal concern, the music's  

complexity becomes an element of signification. The romanticism is closely crafted  

towards its empty grandiosity, and the jazz is more than an ornament. The crassness of  

the musical language correlates with the crassness of the narrative, consciously serving  

an extra-artistic aim. These compositional choices have clear connections to the textual  

content, with the European idiom connected to the pompous and old musical celebrity  

being supplanted by the new jazz, which is given a metonymic relationship to Jonny.  

Dramatic content has long been a means for technical innovation in music – for example,  

Susan McClary convincingly demonstrates the tradition of the figure of “madwoman”  

being a foil that allowed composers a framework where they could expand tonality to the  

limits of chaos without sacrificing their artistic status. 177 Similarly, Jonny's intrusion from 

outside the Eurocentric world of opera justified Křenek's idiomatic expansions. 

Křenek treats Jonny spielt auf's aesthetic dimension in a thoughtful manner, 

insofar as he clearly understands the opera's aims as encompassing more than the strict  

177McClary 80 - 111.



concerns of developing and realizing the motivic seeds to their complete musical  

potential. Nor is it a matter of integrating dramatic and musical concerns fully in the  

Wagnerian sense of the total art-work. Rather, the composer is incorporating into his  

aesthetic vision a fuller cohesion with a politicized dramatic setting (which he had written  

himself, clearly with more-than-aesthetic concerns), as the form and contrast of two  

radically different styles continually comment on the ideas at the opera's heart. The  

prevailing wisdom, expressed by Perle and other scholars, is that the jazz is an  

ornamentation superfluous to the deeper musical structures of the opera. I would contend  

that this reading, coherent with Perle's comment on the “parodistic and shallow musical  

language”178 of the opera, is inconsistent with the reality of Křenek's score. For one thing,  

the jazz sections reveal careful orchestration and, while only hinting at the sound of real  

American jazz, are successful in their invocation of dance-music and a light, catchy  

idiom. Meanwhile, Max's opening aria and the opera's ensuing heavily dramatic moments  

handle many dissonant resolutions without the care of Romantic compositional  

techniques – undoubtedly an intentional choice on Křenek's part. Further, throughout the  

later “European” sections, Křenek buries the melodies of the jazz sections. The  

introduction of jazz is always a brash juxtaposition to the previous scene, while the  

majority of the plot is set to the European-romantic idiom. Yet, the first major cadence we  

get to G-major, the chord that ultimately ends the opera, is at the end of the work's first  

jazz number (examples 3 and 4). 

Use of “exotic” vernacular music and parodistic faux-Wagnerian treatments  were  

common techniques of the Parisian avant-garde – Les Six and Stravinsky being prime 

examples. The state of French music excited Křenek, as he later recalled of his  

178Perle, “Krenek,” 147.



impressions from a 1924 trip to Paris following his difficult breakup with Anna Mahler: 

I was fascinated by what appeared to me the happy equilibrium, perfect  
poise, grace, elegance, and clarity which I thought I perceived in the  
French music of that period, as well as in the relations of French musicians  
with their public. I decided that the tenets I had followed so far in writing  
'modern music' were totally wrong. Music, according to my new  
philosophy, had to fit the well-defined demands of the community for  
which it was written. It had to be useful, entertaining, practical. 179

Often relegated to a footnote in music history as the “first jazz-opera,” it is  

important to recognize that the social radicalism of Jonny spielt auf is inextricable from  

its appropriation of black American music. Inspired by the French avant-garde's  

incorporation of novel aesthetic techniques into a “useful, entertaining, practical”  

understanding of music, Křenek, inadvertently or no, created a deeply political work. By  

linking each of his two main themes with a transparent world-view and, ultimately, 

179Perle, “Krenek,” 147. 
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allowing the new-world to triumph, it wouldn't be unreasonable to call Křenek's use of  

music propagandistic. This is further justified by compositional choices, such as weaving  

his jazz motifs into the structure of the European-music sections in the opera's second act,  

sublimating jazz's eventual ascendancy beneath the level of conscious musical  

comprehension. The jazz is a signifier – of modernity, of America, of virility – but it is  

Example 4: Jonny spielt auf measures 2410 - 2417 (final chorus)



also an aesthetic tool to be incorporated into the opera's form. 

Křenek imagined Jonny as a symbol of the moment:

The idea of this cosmic music maker had been with me as far back as I  
can remember, but it was during my sojourn in Paris that my eyes  
became really opened to the possibilities of this Pied Piper who strikes  
up the notes of the times for mankind. And this music maker must also  
be a child of the times, he must wander amongst us as one of us. 180 

His conception of Jonny is strikingly similar to the image of the flâneur Benjamin was 

contemporaneously creating as a central character for the consummately “modern” city.  

Jonny is amongst the crowd but, because of his race, very much separate in 1920s  

Germany; he observes, both one of them and not. Fundamental to this character, Křenek  

imagined a music-maker. Ultimately, it's clear that the opera's jazz is more than an  

aesthetic flourish – the avant-garde elements of Jonny exist in an operatic context 

celebrating racial miscegenation and the symbolic overthrow of German tradition. This  

highlights the overtly political nature that music and the arts assumed across the  

ideological spectrum during the Weimar years. Recounting the change from an asocial to  

socially-influenced assessment of music's value, Křenek writes:

The increasing awareness of the problematical position of modern  
music in contemporary society generated a desire to reassess the social  
function of music. A preoccupation with social matters dominated the  
Twenties and produced a neoclassicism based on the illusion that a  
return to the stylistic characteristics of Baroque music would somehow  
restore the happy rapport between music and its recipients that had  
supposedly existed in earlier times. Undoubtedly, the contemporary 
attempts to integrate jazz elements into 'art' music were prompted by  
the same desire to establish music as a vehicle of widely intelligible  
communication.181 

The incorporation of jazz – very popular in Germany's cabarets at the time - can  

be interpreted as a desire to be musically accessible, but this fails to acknowledge the  

180Allen.
181Krenek, “A Composer's Influences,” 38. 



controversial politics of his musical choice. Integrating German folk music would  

“establish music as a vehicle of wider intelligible communication”; integrating jazz was a  

divisive political statement. Although what that statement was is an open question, the  

vitriol directed against jazz from Marxists - most notably, Adorno – and the Fascists'  

denouncement of entartete Musik elucidates the provocative nature of Křenek's choice. 

The opera’s enormous popularity and outstanding reception when it reached  

Berlin's Staatsoper caused a heavy backlash from both the conservative musical  

establishment and the growing fascist tide. Performances of Jonny spielt auf were the 

subject of Nazi protests as early as 1928, disrupting its success and effectively shuttering  

numerous provincial stagings. An anonymous review in the influential Zeitschrift für 

Musik called it a “glorification of unabashed roguery,” while Friedrich Schwabe of  

Berlin’s Der Reichsbote wrote, “The Negro Jonny plays on a stolen master violin and all,  

all, all, dance to its tones. The culture of the white race lies on the ground; the Negro  

plays on.”182 183

It was unsuccessful when it premiered in January 1929 at New York’s  

Metropolitan Opera House for very different reasons, including a perfunctory dismissal  

of Křenek's removed, Europeanized treatment of jazz. Jonny was played in blackface,  

showing an American iteration of racism culturally foreign to its composer, and giving  

the opera an understandable stigma in this country that has never been fully eliminated  

(the opera hasn't been performed in this country since). Jonny spielt auf is guilty of a 

certain naively patronizing racism – the exact same brand of racism still socially  

acceptable thirty years later in America when Norman Mailer penned The White Negro - 

182 Stewart 86. 
183 Stewart 87. 



but Křenek’s use of a black American as Germany and the world’s “new man” was a  

radical and dangerous statement against prejudice and stewing notions of racial  

superiority. There is an obvious and cruel irony that Jonny was played by black American  

actors at its major European premieres and by a white actor in offensive black face for its  

American premiere. Its New York staging only lasted three performances before it was  

closed. 

Křenek's Attempts at Aesthetic/Political Reconciliation

Interestingly, Křenek, when recounting his early career, referred to the  

“neoromantic attitudes displayed in Jonny spielt auf” as the result of “my discovery . . . 

of the marvels of Franz Schubert.”184 Discussing the opera's influences, he makes no  

mention of jazz or the ironically grandiose Wagnerian posturing. The influence of  

Stravinsky and “my contacts with the seemingly carefree, unspeculative, straightforward  

music of my French contemporaries” is attributed to a neoclassical phase he says  

preceded Jonny.185 Following Jonny's success, he continued to work prolifically,  

completing a set of three one-act operas, diverse in subject matter but all politically  

conscious: Das geheime Königreich [The Mysterious Kingdom], Der Diktator, and 

Schwergewicht, oder Die Ehre der Nation [Heavyweight, or the Pride of the Nation] . In 

1931, he became the first prominent composer outside of Schoenberg's  inner circle to 

adopt the twelve-tone method. Like its inventor, he saw the method as arising out of  

tradition, rather than repudiating it. He utilized it in a novel manner:

Křenek himself termed the principle of 'serial “rotation”,' in which the  
twelve-note row on which the work is based is divided into four three-

184Krenek, “A Composer's Influences,” 37-8. 
185Krenek, “A Composer's Influences,” 37. 



note segments (or two six-note segments), the specific structure of which  
allowed Křenek to combine Schoenberg's strict note-row technique with 
the harmonic thinking associated with traditional major/minor tonality. 186 

Ernst Křenek embodies the tenuous relationship between the young, socially-

driven composers of the Weimar Republic and the politics they uncomfortably adopted.  

He latter recalled the influence that Karl Kraus' “philosophy of language and poetry” held  

for him in his own “thinking about the autonomy of music, which remained intact even  

during the period of heteronomous Gebrauchsmusik.” 187 He goes on: “In maintaining 

both, apparently contradictory, tendencies, I found support in the German philosopher  

and musician, T.W. Adorno, who stressed the relevance of social criticism as much as he  

promoted independent, advanced musical thinking.” 188 Adorno and Kraus justified for 

him the ambivalent relationship he held towards classical aesthetics – an ambivalence  

common among this generation of composers. He had no desire to fully relegate his  

music as a tool of propaganda, but the Weimar-era trend of political art coexisted  

uncomfortably with the Kraus- and Schoenberg-influenced notion of artistic autonomy as  

a necessary prerequisite to aesthetic innovation. Indeed, K řenek perceived political 

dimensions in the twelve-tone method that its creator would surely have denied; this was  

central to his choice in 1932 to compose a historical opera about the life of Charles V  

using Schoenberg's method. Tregear explains:

“We can return to [Křenek's Karl V's] musical construction and see once 
again how the significance of the twelve-tone technique extends far  
beyond strictly musical considerations. Krenek thought he had discovered  
in the technique a parallel musical allegory, no less, for this notion of  
freedom situated within a transcendent order . . . As Krenek saw it, not  
only was the relation of the individual to the group 'closely analogous to  
the relation of a tone or similar small unit to the whole composition,' but  
the technique itself, as a manifestation of aesthetic authority, also could be  

186Stegemann.
187Krenek 39. 
188Krenek 39. 



shown to have a thoroughly ethical basis. That is, the libretto's  
preoccupation with religious absolutes had its parallel in an intransigent  
application of the rules of serial composition, which, like religious laws,  
demanded an absolute loyalty, the total submission of moment-to-moment 
subjectivity to an externalised authority. In effect, the row itself became  
an allegory of the idea of God.189

We see again and again in the Weimar period uncomfortable attempts by  

composers and artists to reconcile within themselves two desires: the first, to be socially  

relevant and/or produce adamant, courageously political art, standing by issues of social  

and economic justice (at a time when such views were becoming more and more  

dangerous to hold); then there is the second, incompatible wish to realize a personal  

aesthetic vision - to take refuge in the spiritual possibilities of art and give oneself over to  

the all-encompassing demands of Creation. As Křenek's biographer John Stewart writes:

Krenek had regarded himself as a fierce radical on social matters. He had  
welcomed the overthrow of the Habsburgs and had listened enthusiastically  
to reports from Russia, although he considered himself a Social Democrat,  
not a Communist . . . [the radicalism] was all of ideals, of drama, of poetry.  
Neither [he nor Erdmann] took the least direct interest in any political  
group or movement active in Berlin at the time [1920-23] . . . During the  
Berlin general strike of February 1922, when all utilities were cut off and  
transportation came to a halt, he wrote about the difficulties he had in  
getting on with his composing without heat or light but said nothing about  
the condition of the Berliners or the issues being fought over. 190 

This disconnect has been an enduring feature of the political artist. During the first  

phase of his career, until his escape to America, K řenek ceaselessly attempted to 

strengthen the difficult, perhaps quixotic, position of “questioning the reified apolitical  

status of the traditional operatic work” without giving up the belief that “the function of  

music could be more than crudely ideological” - that music “also had an ennobling  

aesthetic power.”191 With further examination of Weill, Eisler, and Hindemith, it becomes  

189Tregear 69.
190Stewart 26.
191Tregear 58-9.



increasingly clear that the troubles Křenek was facing were commonplace for the time,  

and that there was no tension-free resolution for these questions. In  Křenek's attempt to  

reconcile worldly and transcendent attitudes, he was explicitly separating himself from  

Brecht, who collaborated with all three of the other composers I will explore – three of  

Křenek's most prominent peers. 

Tregear writes: “Krenek asserted the the raison d'étre of artistic endeavour should 

be the presentation of underlying spiritual, or abstract intellectual values. In Brecht he  

observed that 'the education and agitating tendencies' had been made paramount, a  

function he thought best left to educators and agitators.” 192 Křenek's criticism of Brecht is 

noteworthy insofar as it's coming from a composer responsible for Jonny spielt auf, Karl  

V, and numerous other explicitly political works. For  Křenek, these projects were always  

coherent with an ever-present spiritual dimension within the aesthetic. It seems likely  

that, when Brecht and Weill's fruitful collaborative relationship disintegrated, Weill was  

thinking something very much along the lines of Křenek's written criticism.

192Tregear 59.



Chapter Four

Kurt Weill and Die Zeitoper

In retrospect, looking back on many of my own compositions, I find  
that I seem to react very strongly to the suffering of  
underprivileged people, of the oppressed, the persecuted. When my  
music involves human suffering, it is, for better or worse, pure  
Weill. - Kurt Weill, “Opera News on the Air” feature broadcast  
from the Metropolitan Opera, in answer to a question asking, “what  
brings out the Weill in Weill.”193

Today I’m going with Kaiser to the premiere of Wozzeck, an  
ultramodern opera (by Alban Berg). There was already a scandal  
during the dress rehearsal. In three months I’ll be ready for one too.  
– Kurt Weill, in a letter to his parents Emma and Albert Weill, 14  
December 1925194

Weill's Musical Childhood

Kurt Weill is an emblematic composer of the Weimar Republic. The music he  

composed, along with his personal biography, form a strikingly representative portrait of  

the Weimar-period artist. His work is an exemplary exploration of a composer  

reevaluating the questions - of ideology and music, technology and accessibility, politics  

and aesthetics - whose various interpretations formed the artistic debate of the time. For  

myself, he represents more than any other single figure the pluralistic musical culture and  

flexible boundary between art and life present in Weimar-era Berlin. Weill had a plethora  

of compositional influences drawn from his provincial childhood, varied musical  

193Farneth x. 
194Farneth 48.



education, and the frenzied, diverse environment that accompanied life in 1920s Berlin.  

Through exploring Weill's development, I hope to provide a solid portrait of that elusive  

“Weimar spirit” that historians of the period reach to define. Tracing the history of his  

unique musical vocabulary reveals a great deal about the origins of his political beliefs. 

Weill's father was chief cantor195 at the Dessau synagogue and he grew up 

surrounded by the music of Judaism. The religious music of Central European Judaism  

bears little similarity to the Catholic Church musical tradition that, as is briefly explicated  

in chapter one, had such a heavy mark on the development of the Western compositional  

tradition. The Torah uses a system of vocal notation that creates microtonal  

ornamentation and the Jewish Cantor uses a variety of scales - some of which are modal,  

some diatonic, and some fall outside the range of musical notation. Weill's religious  

upbringing, toward which he assumed a lifelong ambivalence, influenced him with  

musical connotations very different from the Christian religious influence that was  

musically predominant in the lineage of Central Europe's composers. 

His childhood in Dessau inadvertently exposed him to the tradition of Der 

Küchenlied [The kitchen song] – rural Central European folk music whose melodies  

tended to be extremely simple, content macabre, and rhythm driving. During the time he  

was growing up, Küchenlieder were an extremely popular type of folk music among 

Germany's rural farming-based population, and became one of the only enjoyments and  

comforts to millions of young soldiers during the first World War. Weill readily absorbed  

this ever-present but culturally foreign (to his Jewish, non-farming family) music. His  

exposure to this type of “non-art music” did not stop his move to Berlin. “The urban  

195In Judaism, an esteemed position; he is a singer and the foremost musical authority of his community.  
During religious services, he shares the bimah with the Rabbi, melodically incants Torah verse and  
leads the song portion of the service. 



environment that typified Central Europe in the wake of its all-embracing  

industrialization and concomitant proletarianization also ensured the propagation of a  

once primarily rural art by those whom economic forces beyond their control had  

displaced from their traditional habitat.” 196 

The U-shaped design of Berlin apartment buildings created a fascinating  

sociomusical phenomenon. The wealthy tenants occupied the larger front apartments  

while the wings hugging the courtyard were crowded with tenement-style dwellings; both  

the wealthy and poor apartments opened onto the courtyard. The architecture created  

exceptional acoustics in the courtyard, with sound from any one apartment – rich or poor  

– projected into the central Hof and then out again, mixing with other sounds from 

various apartments. Alexander Ringer explains:

Social intercourse between the two classes of apartment dwellers was either  
non-existent or limited to absolute essentials. But sound travels easily across  
such artificial barriers erected by social conventions and prejudice, especially  
where the architectural design ensures gratuitous additional amplification. In  
summertime, with all windows open, it would have been virtually impossible  
to avoid daily exposure to the sad balladry of the typical apartment building  
courtyard.197

This acoustical anomaly meant that from his extremely poor early years in Berlin to his  

better-off days after Die Dreigroschenoper's  success, Weill was never far removed from 

the folk music traditions of the German lower class. 

Küchenlieder were a concrete form of proletarian music, a concept that became an  

ideal for Berlin's young generation of socially-conscious composers, particularly Hanns  

Eisler. The search to create a model of proletarian music - a compositional goal that, with  

the perspective of historical distance, seems like it was approached in an overly  

196Ringer 38.
197Ringer 38.



theoretical and heartbreakingly quixotic fashion – would perhaps have been aided if  

Weill's peers had shared his  creative openness and absence of musical snobbery. For  

Germany's rural peasants and urban underclass, Küchenlieder, in addition to being the 

primary source of musical entertainment, were a firm tie to the past, a connection to  

history neither perverse nor manipulated. In many ways, the Küchenlied was ripe to be 

abused by the Nazi's propagandizing: it had the potential to evoke and represent the  

nostalgic German Spirit and idyllic völkisch Utopia, the imagery that was so effectively 

manipulated by Goebbels in his mission of converting the population of rural Germany,  

with their naïve naturalism and staunchly apolitical existence, to Nazism. Instead, these  

Lieder of yearning and desperation and (to impose a term) class struggle became a source  

of inspiration to Weill, and an early influence that preceded his formal musical education.  

In his insightful essay, Kleinkunst and Küchenlied,  Ringer continues:

Even if he had wanted to, Weill, the scion of a modestly middle-class  
family, could have avoided the Küchenlied no more than the quasi-
operatic strains and pseudo-folk tunes heard at the time in many a  
German synagogue like the one in Dessau where his father officiated.  
For all we know, though, the young Weill had no desire whatever to  
withdraw from what his unprejudiced musical mind must have perceived  
to be as genuine in its disarming simplicity and naïve sentimentality as  
the poor souls who indulged in it. Unlike many a budding musician  
caught in the ideological web spun by anointed as well as self-appointed  
custodians of the Wagnerian inheritance, the cantor's son evidently  
listened attentively and with lasting consequences to the host of litanies  
bewailing the fate of the helpless victims of a system responsible only to  
power and status . . . To the post-romantic arbiters of public taste, such  
songs represented at best abgesunkenes Kulturgut, defective drippings of 
high-class cultural goods that had somehow caught the feeble  
imagination of the masses. And yet, as a musico-poetic mirror of the  
physical suffering and social malaise associated especially with the rapid  
process of urbanization which so radically transformed the socio-
economic and political base of nineteenth-century Germany, the  
courtyard repertoire offered a proletarian alternative to the celebrated  
romantic collection of folk poetry that had struck such haunting chords in  
Weill's other lifelong model, Gustav Mahler. Though considerably less  



sophisticated in both form and content, the ubiquitous urban Küchenlied  
also rested on a principally oral tradition bewailing man's inhumanity to  
man in all its myriad guises and disguises: enforced poverty and  
undeserved confinement; harsh, involuntary servitude, whether by  
deceitful conscription into some warlord's army or at the mercies of  
civilian taskmasters; ill-rewarded trust, relieved only by that pervasive,  
simple popular belief in the inevitability of eventual salvation. 198

Along with absorbing unusual influences from his family, religion, and  

surroundings, Weill also found himself drawn to an eccentric array of moments in the  

Central European concert tradition. Weill moved to Berlin in 1918, enrolling in the  

Musikhochschule , where he received a typical compositional education for the time, with  

the specter of Richard Wagner looming over the curriculum. His professors included  

Engelbert Humperdinck, a prominent composer remembered for the children's opera  

Hänsel und Gretel, as well as the former assistant to Wagner himself at Bayreuth. 199 As a 

teen, Weill was initially impressed by the Wagnerian tradition and, when he enrolled in  

the Musikhochschule, he was not only familiar with Humperdinck but fond of his work. 200

Growing up in rural Dessau in a bourgeois Jewish family, receiving his musical  

education from teacher and family friend Alfred Bing, Weill developed an extensive  

knowledge of and fondness for numerous post-Wagnerian Germanic composers that his  

later self would reject so emphatically. Through the effects of time and maturation,  

composers that provincial Weill described as modern and daring morphed for urban Weill  

into atrophied conservatives. Discussing Hans Pfitzner's Palestrina at the age of 

198Ringer 39.
199According to a letter of Weill's from the time (to Hanns Weill, 17 April 1917), his teacher Alfred Bing  

“tells me that [Humperdinck] actually belongs to Bayreuth's most enthusiastic supports and  
collaborators is Cosima's best friend, and supposedly has even written most of Siegfried Wagner's  
concoctions.” (Farneth 13) Cosima refers to Cosima Wagner, née de Flavigny. She was the daughter of  
Franz Lizst, second wife of Wagner, and director of the Bayreuth festival for 31 years after her  
husband's death. 

200In a letter to his brother Hanns Weill from the spring of 1917 Weill writes: “ Hänsel und Gretel was 
simply wonderful. Although Humperdinck is working faithfully according to the Wagnerian model in  
his development of themes as well as in the orchestration . . . he is entering entirely new paths in the  
choice of themes and overall structure.” (Farneth 13)



seventeen, he wrote to his brother that the opera “seems to be pointing in an entirely new  

direction: away from exaggerated, modern chromaticism and back to the Wagner of Die 

Meistersinger!”201 The exclamation point speaks volumes and stands in stark contrast to  

his later view of Wagner, a musical Goliath who could not be ignored. A month before  

writing that letter, Weill had given a lecture at school on Felix Mendelssohn, focusing on  

“the subjects of: 'Mendelssohn-Wagner' and 'Mendelssohn the Jew.'” 202 At a performance 

of Strauss conducting his opera Salome the next year, he wrote that “Salome is the 

greatest musical work of genius you can possibly imagine.” 203 Two years later, although 

Weill's temperament had softened somewhat and his musical tastes were undergoing a  

transformation, he still regarded Strauss in the highest of terms. After watching Elektra 

performed in the spring of 1919 in Berlin, again conducted by the composer himself,  

Weill writes that:  “[Elektra] definitely is the climax of Strauss's stage works, not just a  

music drama, not even merely music, but music . . . only as a means to an end, as a  

heightening of the dramatic effect, but – as seen from this point of view – the masterful  

work of a genius.”204 

Student Years: Compositional Influences and Messy Politics

  Initially ecstatic to be studying at the Musikhochschule  with Humperdinck and 

others whose influence extended well beyond the limited possibilities of musicians in the  

provinces, he quickly came to feel fenced in and uninspired. Shortly after arriving to  

201Farneth 13. Letter to Hanns Weill, June 1917. 
202Farneth 13. Letter to Hanns Weill, May 1917. His mention of “Mendelssohn the Jew” is followed by the  

parenthetical aside: “of course, musically [Mendelssohn] is no more Jewish than Mozart.”
203Farneth 14. Letter to Hanns Weill, 19 March 1918. 
204Farneth, 22. Letter to Hanns Weill, 27 March 1919.



study, during May 1918 he writes in a happily stunned tone of going to Humperdinck's  

“idyllic Wannsee” villa for a lesson, where “the maid already knew my name” and “the  

manuscript score of [Humperdinck's] new opera [Gaudeamus] was lying on the piano.” 205 

Or studying from “Professor Koch,” whose opera Die Hügelmühle “is causing the 

Deutsche Opernhaus quite a few problems.” 206 And going to “magnificent lectures at the 

university. In [Max] Dessoir's 'Philosophy and Art' every single word is a revelation for  

me.”207 

While the Republic was being born, Weill was watching and forming political  

opinions that, like his musical tastes, would undergo a radical shift in the following years.  

In a letter following on the heels of several that he frantically wrote his brother in  

November of 1918 (some of which are excerpted at the beginning of chapter two), he  

sketches out a broadly centrist – anti-Spartacist (a.k.a. Communist), anti-Royalist –  

position; he worries that “here in Berlin, the parties in the middle have allowed  

themselves to become so totally bereft of any kind of influence that it will be very  

difficult to repair the damage.” 208 While his letter contains the politically fraught  

statement (echoing monarchists like Bernard von Bülow) that “we might now get a  

dictatorship of the proletariat,” it is clear that his most fundamental concern stems from  

his Jewishness and a pertinent fear of persecution. 209 In a chillingly prescient passage, 

Weill writes: 

If [the centrists] don't insist energetically on a convocation of the national  
assembly . .  and on the middle's participation in government, we can  
expect Russian conditions and pogroms, which, as an effective means of  
attracting the masses, will be recommended warmly in pamphlets carrying  

205Farneth 18. Letter to Hanns Weill, 9 May 1918. 
206Farneth 19. Letter to Hanns Weill, 9 May 1918. 
207Farneth 18. Letter to Hanns Weill, 9 May 1918. 
208Farneth 21. Letter to Hanns Weill, 15 November 1918. 
209Farneth 21. Letter to Hanns Weill, 15 November 1918. 



the endorsement of both the independents and ultra-conservatives. And Mr.  
[Hugo] Haase is not going to change that, despite his two orthodox songs  
in Königsberg. Under pressure, the Jews will be used as an effective means  
of distraction by each party. Of course, we can be working against all of  
this, especially by voting for the middle or, at the most, for a socialist  
majority. The kind of politics exercised by the German citizens of Jewish  
faith, who merely want to stand by in a state of indifference, is impossible .  
. . the mob is only waiting for a cue to pillage and mutiny, aiming  
preferably at the Jews.210

As Weill's political consciousness was rapidly developing (whether or not he  

might have preferred being one of those “citizens of Jewish faith, who merely want to  

stand by in a state of indifference”), his musical development was simultaneously pulling  

him away from the neo-Wagnerian curriculum of the Hochschule. He was nominated for 

and voted into the student council of the renowned conservatory. He writes: “I accepted  

only in order to fight against Risches [anti-semitism].”211 (italics his) Less than a year 

after being completely and totally impressed by, even infatuated with, his professors  

Humperdinck and Koch, Weill now found himself moving beyond their Wagnerian  

extended tonality. He writes: “I notice that a 'modern clique has sprung up around me at  

the Hochschule, strangely so, because the teachers themselves are definitely not  

modern.”212 He continues that, despite the tonally-oriented tutelage of Humperdinck,  

Koch, and Kahn (“for whom every augmented triad is like a box on the ear”), “a small  

circle of students has formed a group in which you have to feel ashamed if you don't  

know all the music of Richard Strauss and [Max] Reger213, and also Korngold, Debussy, 

Schreker . . . That is, of course, very exciting.” 214

210Farneth 21. In another one of those characteristically flip turns, the next sentence of the letter is: “But  
enough of it! . . . I've had one tremendous concert impression: [the virtuoso pianist Emil von] Sauer.” 

211Farneth 21. Letter to Hanns Weill, 3 December 1918. 
212Farneth 21. Letter to Hanns Weill, 7 December 1918. 
213German composer born 1873 in Bayreuth. “His musical style, which combines a chromatic harmonic  

language with Baroque and Classical formal procedures, situates him as both a successor to late 19th-
century Romanticism and a forerunner of early 20th-century modernism.” (Williamson)

214Farneth 21.



Despite doing well at the conservatory, Weill was increasingly finding the musical  

education and conservative atmosphere stifling. When he heard the first stirrings about  

“one of the most modern of all the moderns: Busoni” being a candidate for the Director  

position, he became extremely excited, ranting that: “Of course, the old Teutonic, behind-

the-times, idiotic flock of asses, the Hochschule teachers and students, are fighting this  

tooth and nail.”215 He concludes mordantly: “I think it quite out of the question that he'll  

be accepted. They're already spreading the rumor that he is a Jew, and when a student  

says that about you, then God help you.”216 

It was during these years that Weill found himself in the process of rapidly  

discovering and developing the concerns over social function and political implication of  

music – concerns that would centrally inform his work. Although he'd always worried 

himself over questions of 'the modern' -  finding words like modern and progressive high  

compliments in describing composers – his time at the Hochschule saw his aesthetic 

tastes change from Wagner and Humperdinck to Debussy and Sch oenberg. There was one 

classical composer that remained an important influence for Weill: W.A. Mozart. Mozart  

became a symbol for Les Six and Stravinsky's neo-classicism, but the iconic composer  

occupied a place close to Weill's heart for different reasons. In May 1919 he writes: 

Last night I experienced the ultimate bliss: Figaro under Strauss. 
Although I had really studied this work quite thoroughly, I hardly  
recognized it. For the first time in my life I really understood what  
Mozart is all about, the meaning of Mozart. It was a great joy to discover  
that I'm now mature enough to understand this. 217 

Of this adoring relationship, Ringer believes that, “like his favorite model, Weill never  

lost sight of the essentially symbolic nature of art.” 218 The recognition of an essential 

215Farneth 22. Letter to Hanns Weill, 18 February 1919.
216Farneth 22. 
217Farneth 22. Letter to Hanns Weill, 9 May 1919. 
218Ringer, “Kleinkunst and Küchenlied," 37.



symbolism allows a composer to consciously embrace “metaphorically generated  

intensifications of reality” over musical “specificity of the scientific sort,” which is  

sacrificed.219 It is through prioritizing this extreme rhetoric that “the genuinely creative  

individual speaks with a voice at once unique and universal.” 220 

Interestingly, it is exactly this recognition of the aesthetic as symbolic that  

Taruskin applauds Strauss for in the musicologist's analysis of Elektra's ending. He 

discusses the composer's decision, after oscillating between the tonics of B and C, to  

conclude the opera on the “properly speculative” C, instead of on B. Taruskin says  

Strauss is stressing the dramatic point that, although the opera is concluding, “the tragedy  

of the house of Agamemnon has not come to an end.”221 Ending on C is an 

“acknowledgement that the last questions will never be answered, the final word never  

said.”222 Taruskin writes:

Rather than an ending in two keys, we are dealing with a registrally  
distorted, interrupted, yet functionally viable cadence on B. All right. A lot  
of philosophical music (like a lot of philosophy) may look like flimflam  
when subjected to a close grammatical analysis. But that is a logical  
objection, not an 'esthetic' one. The effect of 'polytonality,' artificial though  
it may be, gives the music an uncanny – that is, a 'sublime' – aura in  
keeping with advanced contemporary views of art and its value in life.  
That is the effect achieved at the end of Elektra as well – a suitable  
atmosphere for the modern revival of a myth. There can't be anything  
wrong with artifice in art.223 

Perhaps it is in this connection that we can understand the mature Weill's affinity  

for the romantic Strauss and the classical Mozart. Mahler came to replace Strauss in  

Weill’s thoughts. It was Mozart and Mahler that Weill carried with him, from his early  

student pieces through his avant-garde experimentation and eventual musical-theatrical  

219Ringer, “Kleinkunst and Küchenlied," 37.
220Ringer, “Kleinkunst and Küchenlied," 37.
221Taruskin, Vol IV., 53.
222Taruskin, Vol IV., 53.
223Taruskin, Vol. IV, 54.



medium. As a student struggling with his own compositions and life, and not yet properly  

exposed to the emerging post-tonal idiom, he expressed concern that: “I'm not yet the  

thoroughly modern person that Mahler exemplified so well. I still carry the smell of the  

provinces; I'm not sufficiently saturated with the culture of the present.” 224  Apart from 

Mahler’s evident symphonic genius, we can imagine Weill being drawn to Mahler’s  

impressive range of compositional subjects, including an eccentric adaptation of semi-

mythological folk poetry, Des Knaben Wunderhorn. 

By the summer of 1919 Weill had grown tired of the conservative Hochschule and 

yearned to study with Schoenberg in Vienna, but because of monetary concerns found it  

impossible. He wrote: 

I’m looking for new things and understand what it means to be ‘new.’ Strauss  
is fading away. Think of everything in Strauss that is false, trivial,  
whitewashed, and far-fetched and replace it with the ultimate in modernism –  
in Mahler’s sense – with deepest penetration into a great personality: then  
you have Arnold Schoenberg . . . I must get to Vienna – sooner or later.  
Schoenberg brings something so new to me that I’m entirely speechless. 225 

Although his plan to become a student of Schoenberg's never materialized, the 

exceptionally divisive composer became another important influence to Weill. Instead of  

Vienna, the young man returned home to Dessau. It was there, five years later in 1925,  

that his breakthrough Violin Concerto was premiered. Scornfully referring to the archaic, 

provincial tastes of his birthplace, Weill wrote in a letter to his then-girlfriend Lotte  

Lenya: “[My Violin Concerto] will be unanimously rejected. You have to have willingly  

digested a portion of Schoenberg before you can understand this music.” 226 In a letter the 

next week to his parents, he continues: 

Never before have I experienced such a haughty, disapproving atmosphere  
224Farneth 22. Letter to Hanns Weill, 21 February 1919. 
225 Farneth 24. Letter to Hanns Weill, 27 June 1919.
226Farneth 48.



as among these riff-raff. Since they responded with complete silence to the  
Tanzweise by Bartók – one of the most worthwhile, easily understandable  
contemporary works, which has received stormy applause in sixty cities –  
I couldn't possibly expect any success for my concerto. 227

In these early, emotionally sensitive letters - from his student years until he found  

a niche in the  world of musical drama - the tension between Weill's disparate influences  

erupts in an often unflattering manner. Just developing his own modern compositional  

voice, he had yet to come to terms with the plethora of high- and low- musical influences  

in his life, nor the relationship between the private/aesthetic and public/political spheres  

of music – a question that, in his general-audience essays for Der deutsche Rundfunk  

[The German Broadcast], was already becoming important to him. The following years  

would see a great deal of experimentation and development from Weill (aided by an array  

of talented collaborators) on the development of Die Zeitoper – what it would mean 

politically, and how it would exist aesthetically. 

After the unbelievable success of Die Dreigroschenoper, Weill's commitment to 

popular accessibility, social commentary, and incorporation of musical vernacular into his  

work became absolute. As far as his former adoration of Humperdinck goes, he came to  

scorn everything his old teacher had stood for. By the time he was twenty-eight, in a letter  

concerning a theoretical essay he was in the process of writing for Universal Edition's  

journal Musikblätter des Anbruch,228 he went so far as to request: “I would only ask that 

in your letter . . . you leave out the sentence: 'Weill as Humperdinck' since I have a very  

personal aversion to this composer.” 229

227Farneth 48. 
228Vienna-based Universal Edition, under the directorship of Emil Hertzke, was the chief proponent in the  

publishing world of neue Musik. Composers whose sheet-music they published included, among others,  
Schoenberg, Busoni, Berg, Webern, Weill, K řenek, and Hindemith. In Anbruch, they published essays 
by many of these composers, as well as criticism by the likes of Adorno and Stuckenschmidt. 

229Farneth 83. Letter to Universal Edition, 17 October 1928.



Throughout his life, from his experimental atonal phase to his collaborations with  

Brecht to his success on New York City's Broadway, Weill playfully embraced the array  

of musical influences harbored within him and discovered around him in, first, Berlin  

and, later (after his forced emigration), New York City. Although his compositional style  

changed fluidly, there is a mark in his work of never trying to seamlessly synthesize  

discordant musical influences; rather, he utilized numerous techniques of juxtaposition,  

layering, and innovative instrumentation to carefully but brashly integrate styles and  

ideas. Many of the ideas that Křenek struggled with in Jonny, like an integrated use of 

musical style and harmony as both structural and signifying devices, became, for Weill,  

the artistic enterprise that subsumed his life. Ringer writes,

[Weill] enthusiastically explored and exploited the ever-expanding  
historical and sociological dimensions of the vast musical resources  
available to early twentieth century composers willing and able to attune  
their hearts and ears to the highly stratified society that nurtured and  
challenged them.230

All these strains of disparate music orbiting around one man begins to explain the  

complex plurality of Weill's mature compositional style. In his early absorption of Judaic  

music and continual exposure to Küchenlieder, perhaps we can see the seeds of his 

exceptional skill for mimicking vernacular musical styles - even those based in  

improvisation or taught through practice and not traditionally notated. 

The Romantic Modernism of Busoni's Aesthetics

Weill's foremost influence was the tutelage of Ferrucio Busoni, with whom Weill  

230Ringer, "Kleinkunst and Küchenlied in the Socio-Musical World of Kurt Weill," in The New Orpheus,  
39.



returned to Berlin to study under in 1920. The composer, theoretician and pianist  

pioneered an innovative pedagogy, incorporating the expanded technical demands of  

musical modernism into the core musical education of his students. Busoni's novel  

method of teaching harmony – his approach fell outside traditional tonality, but didn't  

approach the type of procedure-based clarity present in Schoenberg's twelve-tone method  

as an alternative to the tonal system - was enormously important to Weill's development.  

As Weill had hoped, Busoni was appointed director of Berlin's Akademie der Künste 

[Prussian Academy of the Arts] – a position he had been invited to fill by Leo  

Kestenberg.231 Weill moved back to Berlin to study under Busoni in an extremely selected  

master class. In addition to Busoni's enormous influence on Weill, he would shape the  

development of many of the young eager students flocking to Berlin. He'd hold open  

houses for young composers at his house – its attendees came to include Hába,  

Hindemith, Křenek, and Erdmann. 232 

Busoni's influential essay Sketch of a New Esthetic of Music laid out his 

quintessentially modernist aesthetic, wherein, “Art-forms are the more lasting, the more  

closely they adhere to the nature of their individual species of art, the purer they keep  

their essential means and ends.”233 Thus, his vision of music - “a virgin art, without  

experience in life and suffering” - is driven by what he, influenced by the tradition of  

Hegel and German Romanticism, sees as the natural place of music among the artistic  

mediums.234 He speaks of music as “transparent. It is sonorous air. It is almost Nature  

herself. It is – free. But freedom is something that mankind have never wholly  

231Kestenberg was a former pupil of Busoni's; he became an official in the Weimar Republic's Ministry of  
Culture and one of the most influential advocates of neue Musik. 

232Beaumont.
233Busoni 76.
234Busoni 76.



comprehended. Never realized to the full. They can neither recognize nor acknowledge it.  

They disavow the mission of this child; they hang weights upon it.” 235 Thus, Busoni 

creates a theory of aesthetic modernism and technical innovation that never relinquishes  

the ideological underpinnings of Romanticism, wherein “All arts, resources and forms  

ever aim at the one end, namely, the imitation of nature and the interpretation of human  

feelings.”236 He polemically mocks “hallowed traditions” and urges further technical  

development in music, asking us to acknowledge the absurdity that “we apply laws made  

for maturity to a child [music] that knows nothing of responsibility.” 237 

For Busoni, the reason capital-m Music will break away from classical technical  

restrictions is because it yearns to return towards its Natural Freedom. This conception  

has much in line with Schoenberg's and differs markedly from the one that Weill would  

evolved in association with Brecht. Busoni's essay baldly illustrates the split underlying  

aesthetic modernism, and recalls my initial distinction between a truly secular music –  

one existing outside of any meaningful relationship to divinity – and the aesthetic beliefs  

of Busoni and Schoenberg, which bore the marks of theosophism and art religion. Busoni  

writes:

Music was born free; and to win freedom is its destiny. It will become the  
most complete of all reflexes of Nature by reason of its untrammeled  
immateriality . . . It realizes a temperament, without describing it, with the  
mobility of the soul, with the swiftness of consecutive moments; and this,  
where painter or sculptor can represent only one side or one moment, and the  
poet tardily communicates a temperament and its manifestation by words. 
Therefore, representation and description are not the nature of music;  
herewith we declare the invalidity of program-music, and arrive at the  
question: What are the aims of music? 238

He goes on to attack proponents of “Absolute Music,” which he sees ossifying the  

235Busoni 77.
236Busoni 76, italics his. 
237Busoni 77.
238Busoni 77-8.



psychologically Modern music of eras past (for the Modern is a state of mind - nothing  

more and nothing less) and, then, “being powerless to recreate either the spirit, or the  

emotion, or the time, have retained the Form as a symbol, and made it into a fetish, a  

religion.”239 

Busoni rebelled against the restrictions of form, which stood in the way of music's  

true nature.240 Of Mozart, he says “Mozart! the seeker and the finder, the great man with  

the childlike heart – it is he we marvel at, to whom we are devoted; but not his Tonic and  

Dominant, his Developments and Codas.”241 Even as he condemns absolute music, what 

he is really condemning is a prioritizing of the structural dimension of music, an  

obsession with formal considerations to the detriment of Creativity, the middling pedant's  

preference for rule-abiding anachronistic tonality over the form-defying necessities of  

modern genius. With his dismissal of “program music” and his belief in music as the  

incommunicable realization of temperament and nature, Busoni's theory adheres to a  

different conception of “Absolute Music,” which is maybe best defined negatively: Music  

without social function.242 

Busoni's teachings left a deep mark on Weill and the pupil retained a lifelong  

adoration of his mentor, yet Weill grew beyond certain inherent contradictions present in  

Busoni’s influential essay. If modern music is to suit its age, we can imagine Weill and  

his peers asking themselves, then surely nothing created in this terrifying period of  

industrialization and urbanization, violence and poverty, could renounce the social realm  
239Busoni 78. 
240“All composers have drawn nearest the true nature of music in preparatory and intermediary passages  

(preludes and transitions), where they felt at liberty to disregard symmetrical proportions, and  
unconsciously drew free breath . . . But, the moment they cross the threshold of the Principal Subject, 
their attitude becomes stiff and conventional, like that of a man entering some bureau of high  
officialdom.” (Busoni 79)

241Busoni 79. 
242Here, I'm including religious, ritualistic, edifying, political, and propagandistic uses of music under the  

gestalt of the social. 



and seek refuge in an Arcadian fantasy of nature that no longer existed. The technical  

freedom Busoni and Schoenberg imbued the Central European tradition with is very  

much responsible for opening up the doorway of aesthetic-political radicalism that the  

younger generation of composers explored. Yet, Schoenberg and Busoni's incorporation  

into establishment positions – the former would succeed the latter as director of the  

Akademie der Künste – and failure to reject a concert hall conception of music's nature  

and purpose would make them the object of criticism from younger Marxist composers.  

To put it another way: “The cultural avant-garde . . . is by no means identical in  

composition with the advocates of political revolution.” 243 It was this tension that fueled 

Eisler's rejection of Schoenberg, which I'll return to in chapter five. 

Schoenberg and Busoni's aesthetic modernism made them the targets of incessant  

criticism from traditionalist critics, while it was their failure to reconcile aesthetic and  

political radicalism that ultimately placed them in the old guard of late-Weimar musical  

circles. Schoenberg wrote Weill a kind postcard when the student expressed interest in  

studying with him in 1919. He appreciated Weill's thoroughly modernist Violin Concerto  

to the extent that he recommended him for membership in the Akademie der Künste, only 

to withdraw the recommendation after Weill began collaborating with Brecht (which  

Schoenberg saw as a sign of surrendering to a philistine impulse). Later, the master of  

atonality even went so far as to begin using examples from Die Dreigroschenoper in his 

master class to demonstrate “craftsmanlike trash.” 244 

243Laquer 41.
244Kater 69. This anecdote was recounted by a former student of Schoenberg's. 



Musico-Political Reappraisals

While Weill's techniques and aesthetic were developing, so were his views on  

contemporary politics and philosophical systems of belief.  Coming to artistic maturity  

within a broadly linked network of artists, activists and intellectuals, the composer came  

to understand his music as containing a political dimension, but the specific aesthetic  

ramifications of a dedication to socially-engaged art would change numerous times over  

his career. Weill's compositions reveal a continual process of attempting to reconcile an  

aesthetic radicalism best exemplified by Schoenberg – an essentially elitist pursuit – with  

a changing political consciousness that refused to place his artistic activity outside of the  

socio-political sphere. This politicization, which has a corollary in the experience of his  

peers, has its roots in multiple places. These include his experience living in the violent,  

nihilism-inducing environment of 1920's Berlin where he was forced to constantly  

confront the brutal reality of social injustice, and his identity as a secular Jew with a  

religious background in an increasingly hostile, anti-semitic environment. Recalling  

Weill, Lenya wrote,

Kurt felt strongly that serious composers had withdrawn into too rarefied  
an atmosphere. He insisted the widening gap between them and the great  
public must be bridged at all costs. 'What do you want to become, a Verdi  
of the poor?' scoffingly asked his teacher Busoni. 'Is that so bad?' Kurt  
had replied, deceptively mild. 245

The first important premiere of Weill’s work was his Streichquartett (op. 8) , 

performed in front of members of the Novembergruppe - it helped establish his reputation 

as an experimental composer. Weill's well-received Violin Concerto and Der Protagonist, 

his first operatic collaboration with Georg Kaiser, cemented his reputation as a rising  

modernist composer. The set of Der Protagonist was in the German Expressionist style  

245Brecht vi-vii.



(illustration 6), and in the score Weill explores unusual orchestration (perhaps inspired by  

the split orchestra of Mozart’s Don Giovanni) and Schoenberg-influenced vocals. In a 

favorable review, the critic Oskar Bie explains: 

There are two orchestras, the one below representing 'real life' . . . the  
other above, on stage . . . But this is no longer the traditional division  
between orchestral and stage-music. It now has two souls. After an  
announcement, the stage musicians (in costume) descend to a podium in  
the orchestra pit, participating in the general symphony, since the stage at  
first is real life. For the performance itself they climb up and accompany  
the first, merry, pantomime without the lower orchestra. For the second,  
tragic, pantomime, they play with the orchestra in the pit. Real life 

reenters. Since only one of them is victorious, they grow silent only to  
re-appear at the end of the piece to announce real life with mockingly 
solemn fanfares from the stage. Up to now, there has never been an opera,  
where a multitude of orchestras has been so spiritually, so symbolically  
conceived.246 

From very early in 

his career, Weill approached 

his compositional work as 

an intellectual (as opposed 

to inspirational) endeavor. 

What began as vague 

notions of social music and 

the desire to be a relevant 

composer – vague notions 

broadly shared by Hindemith, Eisler, K řenek, and many more Weimar-period composers  

– crystallized for Weill through both his musical works and written articulation. Weill 

always placed high value on music's signifying potential and never shied away from  

246Farneth 284. “Der Protagonist: Dresdner Opernhaus,” originally published in Berliner Börsen-Courier, 
29 March 1926.

Illustration 6: Photograph of Der Protagonist from its  
Dresden Production (Courtesy of Farneth 50)



using the written word in the desire to elucidate music. As such, the contemporaneous 

discourse on modern music – what it meant, and where Weill situated himself within it –  

is a useful tool to have in analyzing Weill's ideology and musical works. Anbruch  

published the composer's first article in May 1924, and the next year he accepted the  

position of chief Berlin musical correspondent for Der deutsche Rundfunk.247 He saw 

radio as one of the substitutes for “the vanishing patronage of a concert-going elite,” and  

“as a formative factor in the development of a new (and presumably better) society.” 248

His position at Rundfunk, which he held until 1929, gave him a pulpit to present 

his criticisms of the Wagnerian operatic tradition and to more fully develop his theoretical  

permutations of Zeitoper and Gebrauchsmusik . It's evident that Weill still believed in the 

spiritual dimension of music; however, he saw music as an enterprise that needed no  

subject but did need a social awareness. Discussing the possibilities of an “absolute radio  

art,” he writes:

Already a great deal has been accomplished by the possibility of carrying  
art to the masses, of allowing existing art to having an impact on the widest  
level, of broadcasting to the man on the street as well as the member of the  
propertied class not only the greatest creations of music and theater, but  
also their master performers. Even nature is being acoustically represented:  
the London station transmits the singing of nightingales and the breaking of  
waves on England's coast . . . The dilettante view that one has to 'think of  
something while listening to a musical piece, that the enjoyment of music 
is linked to some sort of dramatic or idyllic notion, is proven false in  
practice time and again . . . Now we can imagine very well that the sounds  
and rhythms of music will be joined by new sonorities, sonorities from  
different spheres: calls from human and animal voices, voices of nature,  
rushing of winds, waters, trees and then a host of new, unheard sounds,  
which the microphone could create artificially . . . such an opus is not  
supposed to represent an atmospheric picture, no symphony of nature  
striving for the most realistic usage of all existing means, but it should be  
an absolute, spiritual work of art floating above the earth, with no other  
goal than the goal of every true art: to provide beauty, to turn mankind good  

247Farneth 37, 45. 
248Willett 163.



with beauty, and making it indifferent toward the trivia of life. 249 

It's fascinating to see the utopian possibilities Weill imagined in this new  

technology, almost as if it alone could restore social function to music and allow the  

composer to return to purely aesthetic demands. This essay is from June 1925, shortly  

before he entirely abandoned composing instrumental music without a dramatic setting.  

However, although he did compose radio music, 250 it would be projects for the theater that 

would occupy the vast majority of his artistic energy and, eventually, form his lasting  

public image. Theater had a broader means of expression and audience than the concert  

hall, and by 1925 the Berlin theater scene had already embraced itself as a social and  

political medium in a way that the concert hall had consciously rejected. In 1926, he  

wrote an essay entitled Bekenntnis zur Oper [Commitment to Opera], in which he laid out  

his developing theory about embracing the dramatic medium on its own terms and  

creating music uniquely suited to the form demanded by the stage. Rather than remaining  

“fanatics of absolute music,” he called to his fellow composers that “we must make  

music in opera with the same abandon and imagination as in chamber music . . . the  

dramatic impetus demanded by opera can be an essential component of all musical  

creation.”251  

Weill’s next important work was the one-act opera Royal Palace, which premiered 

at the Berlin Staatsoper in the spring of 1927.  With libretto by the Alsatian poet (and  

Weill's neighbor) Yvan Goll, the work, which was conceived as a ballet before  

249Farneth 282. From “Möglichkeiten absoluter Radiokunst,” originally published in Der deutsche  
Rundfunk 3, no. 26

250He provided incidental music for a production of Herzog Theodor von Gothland in 1926, which is lost.  
(Drew and Robinson) He also collaborated on Der Lindberghflug with Brecht and Hindemith in 1929,  
which I'll return to. 

251Farneth 284. From “Bekenntnis zur Oper,” originally published in Blätter der Staatsoper Dresden,  
April 1926. 



transforming into an amorphous revue/opera comprised of 38 scenes and running under  

an hour, confronts the subject of “the modern woman.” Weill’s score contains the first  

hints of jazz in his work. Like Křenek’s jazz of Jonny spielt auf, it only has the most 

general similarities in sound with what one might consider the authentic New Orleans-

based jazz of the time; both composers only had exposure to an Europeanized touring  

dance-hall brand of jazz, and neither were interested in simple imitation, preferring to  

craft their own version of the vernacular music. Beyond the influences from Busoni,  

Judaism, Mozart and Schoenberg that formed Weill's musical foundations, it becomes  

evident that he was constantly absorbing further musical stimuli. 252  In the first minutes of 

Royal Palace, Weill disrupts the chiming of church bells with a car horn in the orchestra.  

A critic wrote: “After Krenek’s Jonny, one step closer towards ‘Opera of Today.’” 253 

It was Weill's collaborations with Brecht, a little-known but already controversial  

playwright and poet when their working relationship began, that would spawn a unique  

synthesis of political consciousness, social accessibility and aesthetic modernism within  

the medium of musical theater. Before they knew each other, Weill had called Brecht's 

Mann ist Mann “the most novel and powerful play of our time.” 254 After seeing this play 

the critic Herbert Ihering wrote of “a link between Chaplin, Piscator and 'the  

objectivizing trend in music'” and called Brecht “the first German playwright who neither  

acclaims nor attacks the mechanisms of the machine age but takes them for granted and  

thereby overcomes them.”255 

The historically fortunate collaboration between Weill, Lenya, Brecht, and  

252 Sanders 74.
253 Farneth 285. From “Kurt Weill: Royal Palace: Uraufführung in der Berliner Staatsoper.” by Karl Hall.  

Die Frankfurter Zeitung  4 March 1927. 
254Fuegi 185.
255Willett 153.



Elisabeth Hauptmann had the effect of, simultaneously, radicalizing Weill’s politics and  

unifying Brecht’s previously divided missions: his politicized aesthetic sense best  

exemplified in his poetry, and his interest in a socially accessible proletarian theater. One  

can see the influence Brecht had on Weill immediately. In a letter to Lotte Lenya from  

June 1927, after describing his first airplane flight (“One actually feels amazingly safe,  

and much less nervous than on a train”), he discusses the practical element of his trip to  

the Ruhr Valley with Brecht:

In the evening when we [Brecht and Weill] walked every which way  
through the factories, some overwhelming acoustic impressions suddenly  
gave me an entirely new concept of sound for the play . . . We again 
emerged from the mines into daylight; then it became clear – the terrible  
horror down there, the boundless injustice that human beings have to  
endure, performing intolerably arduous labor seven hundred meters  
underground in complete darkness, in thick, smoldering air, just so that  
Krupp can add another five million to their 200 million a year – this needs 
to be said, and in such a way, indeed, that no one will ever forget it. But it  
will have to come as a surprise, otherwise they’ll shut our mouths! 256

 

Mahagonny Songspiel

The first collaboration between Brecht and Weill was the Mahagonny Songspiel. 

“Komm nach Mahagonne,” which provided the title of the work and melodic quotations,  

was a popular song, an “Afrikanischer Shimmy” by the popular cabaret composer Krauss-

Elka. The Songspiel assumed the form of six loosely interconnected songs revolving  

around the mythical American city of Mahagonny, “an imaginary city on Florida's Gold  

Coast.” 257 It was inspired by, and a commentary on,  “a spurious Anglo-Saxon 

mythology. The symbols of this mythology were jazz, sports – boxing, wrestling, racing –  

the Salvation Army, the negro, the Virginia cigar, whiskey, and ale. The hero was the  

256 Farneth 58. Letter to Lotte Lenya, June 19267. 
257Brecht vii. From Lotte Lenya's Foreword.



gangster or the tough.” 258 There was a craze among Berlin artists and the city's general  

public for signifiers of American mass culture during this time “precisely because it  

represented the epitome of what conservative cultural critics called Zivilisation.”259 

The crass, entertaining and materialistic caricature of American culture provided a  

radical and much desired counter-model to both progressive and conservative – always  

eminently serious - trends in German culture. Like with K řenek's Jonny, this 

Americanism symbolizes a decadent yet naïve modernism, standing in stark opposition to  

Germany's aristocratic history. The Charleston was the most fashionable and popular  

dance in Germany by 1926 and, with nine operating venues, cabaret-revues were the  

most successful form of live entertainment in Berlin. The Mahagonny Songspiel  and 

Dreigroschenoper both appropriate these fashionable trends in Berlin and, 

simultaneously, present a critique of them. Comparatively, Jonny spielt auf's relationship 

to these trends was less critical and more enthusiastic. 

The cabarets followed a revue format, presenting a mélange of “theatrical skits, 

recitations, music, songs, and comedy” filled with politically aggressive satire and  

literary references.260 Max Reinhardt reinvigorated the idea of the “literary cabaret” - an  

ephemeral experiment of 1880's Paris - reopening his cabaret Schall und Rauch [Sound 

and Smoke] in 1919, for the first time since its short run in 1901. 261 To churn out satirical 

lyrics and skits, cabarets employed high-quality writers. 262 These cabarets fail to adhere to 

the knee-jerk critical response that views their form of culturally- and economically-

258Lewis 27.
259Kaes, “The Roaring Twenties: Cabaret and Urban Entertainment,” 551.
260Kaes, “The Roaring Twenties: Cabaret and Urban Entertainment,” 552.
261Kaes, “The Roaring Twenties: Cabaret and Urban Entertainment,” 552.
262Including, at various times, Kurt Tucholsky, Walter Mehring, and Erich K ästner (Kaes, “The Roaring  

Twenties: Cabaret and Urban Entertainment,” 552.)



accessible entertainment as pure escapism. 263 Frank Warschauer saw unique potential in 

the form: 

Theater makes itself autonomous in the revue; it emancipates itself from all  
convention, breeding, custom, and tradition and organizes its existence, so  
to speak, on its own. Free of the reins and bridle of literature, free too from  
the disruptive consistency of playwrights, it henceforth leads a life of  
magnificence and joy by entering into wild, truly wild marriages with the  
varieté, panopticon, cabaret, operetta, and even film – in short, with  
everything that could conceivably be thought to serve its purpose. 264

In addition to borrowing melodic ideas from cabaret tunes, we can see Weill and  

Brecht's creation of their unique Songspiel form as a nod to the efficacy of the revue. 

Their Songspiel was combined elements of theater, cabaret and programmatic music. The  

word “Songspiel” is a neologism combining the English word 'song' - with its populist  

connotations distinct from the high art German 'lied' - and the German word for 'play.'  

The pun is a reference to the eighteenth century light Austro-German form, the Singspiel  

[Singing play]. In an interesting circle, Grove Music credits the popularity of John Gay's  

English The Beggar's Opera (which would, coincidentally, become the inspiration for 

Brecht and Weill's most famous collaboration, Die Dreigroschenoper) on the increased 

mid-17th-century popularity of the Singspiel, which had initially been an uniquely 

Viennese form.265 

The Mahagonny Songspiel  premiered in July 1927 at the New Music Baden-

Baden German Chamber Music Festival (alongside compositions by, among others,  

Darius Milhaud and Hindemith). In Weill’s words, the premiere was a “sensational  

success,”266 although the young Aaron Copland was unimpressed, writing: “Weill is the  

new enfant terrible of Germany. But it is not so easy to be an enfant terrible as it used to 

263The same problematic representation present in the fictional Kitty-Kat club from Bob Fosse's Cabaret. 
264Warschauer, “Berlin Revues,” 555.
265Branscombe and Bauman.
266 Farneth 60. Weill in a letter to Universal Edition, 4 August 1927. 



be and nothing is more painful than the spectacle of a composer trying too hard to be  

revolutionary.”267 The work was an experimental, multi-media piece - the stage is a  

boxing ring that was designed by Caspar Neher, with film projections providing the set's  

background. Although Brecht was credited with the lyrics, at least one of the six songs  

was written by his collaborator and lover Elisabeth Hauptmann and other material was  

borrowed (through Hauptmann's translation) from François Villon and Rudyard Kipling. 

At one point in the loose narrative tying together the songs, extras representing  

the decadent American masses seduced and then betrayed by the capitalistic gangsters at  

the work’s heart held up signs like at a political rally with messages including: “Gegen  

die Civilis [Against Civilization],” “Für die natürlich Unzucht [For natural fornication],”  

and “Für die Sterblichkeit der Seele! [For the death rate of the soul].” The work mixes a  

loud but muddled political message, a surreally overwrought stage, and shocking  

juxtapositions of catchy jazz-cabaret and harsh atonality. It culminates in a strong  

ideological cry against criminal nihilism and, intrinsically linked to it in the world of  

Mahagonny, capitalism. Yet, one is never sure when the singers’ text is ironic satire, when  

it is material from old sources being appropriated in a new musical context, and when the  

text is sincerely reflecting the beliefs of Brecht and Weill. There was much to be  

expanded upon, and it isn’t hard to imagine that Weill and Brecht had a grander plan in  

mind when one listens to their Songspiel. 

The German critic Eberhard Preussner was far more impressed than Copland by  

Brecht and Weill’s collaboration, writing of Brecht that: “He is a folk singer in the Age of  

Skyscrapers, who has the bad luck not to have a receptive nation or public behind him.” 268 

267 Farneth 60. “Baden-Baden 1927,” Copland writing in Modern Music 5, Nov.-Dec. 1927.
268 Farneth 286. “Deutsche Kammermusik 1927,” from Die Musik 19, September 1927.



Preussner goes on: 

While we assiduously search for new and old folk songs, here we have  
songs from our times . . . It is possible that in all of this, the operatic  
stage may already have been abandoned while cabaret is making its  
happy entrance; yet there still appears to be a new and serious movement  
in all of this . . . the singer as solo virtuoso has been dethroned, the  
music-making is now done by a fully engaged ensemble of two female 
and four male voices instead, where each voice nonetheless is offered  
great autonomy. A new form of theatrical presentation is evident. 269

The most brilliant moments of the score result from Weill's exceptional ear for capturing  

catchy, singable melodies and danceable rhythms, which he'll often set against dark and  

tangled harmonies, as in “Alabama Song.” Indeed, when preparing the popular sheet  

music piano-vocal reduction of “Alabama-Song,” Universal Edition wrote to the  

composer asking him to authorize certain changes to make the piece more consonant and  

accessible.270

In addition to quoting Krauss-Elka's cabaret tune, analyzing the Songspiel reveals 

transparent quotations from Carl Maria von Weber’s Der Freischütz (1821) and the 

Communist anthem “Die Internationale.”271 From his first collaboration with Brecht  

onwards, Weill’s compositional mission has become the creation of accessible music  

informed by a range of vernacular, tonal, and avant-garde influences. “Quoting” past  

music - burying clue-like references to other composers and musical traditions - is a  

practice with a centuries long history in western music, and yet Weill is imbuing the  

tradition with consciously political significance. Excerpting from “Die Internationale” is 

the most explicit example of this, but referencing jazz is no less of a statement, albeit an  

269 Farneth 286. “Deutsche Kammermusik 1927,” from Die Musik 19, September 1927. 
270 Farneth 62. Letter from 23 August 1927. The interesting passage reads: “As far as we are concerned, 

we feel that the first part (up to the refrain) should be made simpler and more playable, especially in the  
left hand, since the second in the chords of the first and third quarter-notes sounds bad throughout. We  
would suggest doing without the sharp dissonances on the first and third beats . . . The grotesque  
character of this part still comes through.”

271 Farneth 59. 



ambiguous one that can be read in a variety of ways (just as with Jonny spielt auf): as an 

aesthetic rejection of the concert hall tradition, as a political protest against the racism of  

Germany’s political right, or as an anti-Wagnerian gesture wherein utilitarian dance  

music stands dialectically opposed to Wagnerian absolutism. Der Freischütz, an 

important opera of German Romanticism, was itself heavily indebted to Germanic  

mythology and folk music. 

As a sequence of six songs, the Songspiel’s instrumentation and certain recurring  

rhythmic and stylistic devices achieve a level of structural interconnection that’s audible  

to the listener without relying on explicitly recurring motivic material. Weill manages to  

instill a coherency in the work that all of Brecht's previous, fragmentary work had lacked.  

John Fuegi writes, “it was Weill's use of a linked, sophisticated fabric that would  

magically transform a series of fragments into a coherent and performable whole. . . Weill  

was working now both with and against musical convention in a style at times serious  

and then suddenly mocking and bitingly ironic.” 272 Still, there’s something to Copland’s 

criticism about Weill sacrificing his “musical gifts” for the sake of “dramatic  

effectiveness,”273 which need not be understood as an insult (although it was certainly  

intended as one). Weill and Brecht's unique form runs a middle-ground between being  

narrative and non-narrative, just as it skirts the line between the political demand of  

accessibility and the aesthetic demand of structural cohesion and a feeling of wholeness. 

Both musically and dramatically, it obtains some level of structure and  

interconnectedness but does not incorporate the songs into a tight sense of completeness.  

At less than a half hour in length, though, a tightly-contained form is hardly a requisite  

272 Fuegi 187.
273 Farneth 60.



for the audience’s patience, and the choice to retain a level of anarchy and not create a  

closely knit totality can also be read into the intentions of Brecht and Weill. Olin Downes,  

writing for The New York Times, called it “a clever and savage skit on the degeneration of  

society, the triumph of sensualism, the decay of art . . . the triumph of the festival.” 274 

Regarding its depiction of America, he sees “a suspicious resemblance . . . to New  

York.”275 Lotte Lenya, presumably recalling the actual intents of the creators, set it on  

Florida’s “gold coast,” while the contemporary revival I saw of the full opera at the  

Komische Oper in Berlin unmistakably evoked, through costumes and sets, Las Vegas.  

The flexibility of the work - its ability to speak to different times and different places - is  

impressive, and problematizes the impression that this initial seed of the full opera is  

narrow and ideologically didactic. Discussing the operatic version, which develops the  

Songspiel's themes more fully, Adorno describes Mahagonny's ideological symbolism:

The city of Mahagonny is a representation of the social world in which we  
live, projected from the bird's-eye perspective of an already liberated  
society. Not a symbol of demonic greed or a dream of desperate fantasy,  
absolutely nothing that might signify anything other than itself: it is instead  
the precise projection of present-day circumstances onto the untouched  
white surface of things as they should be in the image of translucent  
banners. Mahagonny does not present a classless society as a positive  
standard against which to compare the depraved present; instead, from time  
to time this society shimmers through just barely – as unclear as a movie  
projection over which another has been superimposed – in accordance with  
a recognition that is capable, with the force exerted by the future, of  
splitting the darkness of the present with beams of light, but which has not  
been authorized to paint out a picture of that future. The power of the  
future is revealed, on the contrary, in the constellation of the present. 276

The audience's reaction to the sexual frankness of the Songspiel was yet another 

indication of the deep split between aesthetic radicalism and social open-mindedness  

274 Farneth 62. From 14 August 1927.
275 Farneth 62. From 14 August 1927.
276Adorno, “Mahagonny,” in The Weimar Republic Sourcebook , 588. The essay was written in 1932 and is 

discussing the full-length opera based on the songspiel, but the description of the city of Mahagonny is  
perfectly valid for either incarnation of the work.



within Weimar culture. Otto Klemperer loved the show. Weill's score continues his  

compositional evolution, as he uses an array of disparate musical influences, deftly  

incorporating trends from Berlin's popular cabaret style and the other quotations  

discussed above. Jazz is lightly hinted at in the depiction of this mythical American  

dystopia. His use of action-linked motivic gestures and ironic musical commentary on the  

text's content can be seen evolving in this work. It had a small audience, no widespread  

recognition, and failed to cultivate additional performances (its next production not being  

until 1932 in Hamburg, after the success of the complete opera), but it laid the  

groundwork for the incredible popularity of the duo's next collaboration. 

In Der Protagonist, Royal Palace, and Mahagonny Songspiel, one can clearly see 

Weill shifting from an aesthetically avant-grade temperament as he struggles to find a  

way to incorporate post-tonal harmonic parameters into accessible works. They are clear  

steps towards the fully developed post-avant-garde style of Weill’s Zeitoper, as 

epitomized in Dreigroschenoper and the full-length Mahagonny opera. Indeed, Weill 

immediately recognized the creative spark of his relationship with Brecht. In a letter to  

Universal Edition shortly after the Songspiel premiered, he wrote:

The reason I am drawn to Brecht is, first of all, the strong interaction of my  
music with his poetry . . . the close collaboration of two equally productive  
individuals can lead to something fundamentally new. There can certainly  
be no doubt that at present a completely new form of stage work is  
evolving, one that is directed to a different and much larger audience and  
whole appeal will be unusually broad . . . In long discussions with Brecht I  
have become convinced that his idea of an operatic text largely coincides  
with my own. The piece we are going to create won’t exploit topical  
themes, which will be dated in a year, but rather will reflect the true tenor  
of our times . . . The task is to create the new genre which gives  
appropriate expression to the completely transformed manifestation of life  
in our time.277

277 Farneth 63. 25 August 1927.



When he wrote this, Brecht and Weill were conceiving of the full operatic  

adaptation of Mahagonny. However, this wouldn’t materialize until 1930. Weill’s next  

project was another one-act opera collaboration with Georg Kaiser, Der Zar lässt sich  

photographieren . A somewhat forgotten project, it’s memorable for incorporating  

recorded music -  Weill’s original song Tango Angèle is played on-stage using a 

gramophone. Piscator expressed interest in directing the Berlin premiere and Klemperer  

in conducting, but both prospects fell through. During this time, Weill wrote incidental  

music for the Piscator-directed Volksbühne production of Leo Lania’s Konjunktur, as 

discussed in chapter two. Simultaneously, Der Zar was becoming a subject of debate with 

an intriguing attempt to perform it at the Moscow State Opera. Their legal advisor wrote  

to Universal Edition that: “Kurt Weill’s opera is an outstanding work . . . but the ideology  

of this opera makes a performance in Soviet Russia out of the question. The composer is  

only satirical. He doesn’t take any sides. He sees the Czar just as satirically as the  

revolutionaries . . .”278 In a short time, Weill had become a well-known, overtly political  

composer; the contentiousness of his Soviet censorship was a small foreshadowing of the  

problems his music would later cause him. 

A Beggar's Opera in Berlin

Die Dreigroschenoper has proven to be both Brecht and Weill's most remembered  

and performed work. Just ten weeks after the collapse of the first Volksbühne, this 

unrepentantly modern and politically radical musical play achieved great popular success.  

It ran for over a year at Berlin's newly-opened Theater am Schiffbauerdamm, selling out 

278 Farneth 68. From an Universal Edition letter to Weill, 29 March 1928.



months of its run in advance before going on tour throughout Germany; in the next few  

years, it would be produced all over the world. 279 Die Dreigroschenoper tells the story of 

Polly, the daughter of the respectable Mr. and Mrs. Peachum. Mr. Peachum runs a  

business where he controls and outfits the city's beggars - providing costumes, biblical  

passages to recite and advice at the cost of fifty percent of their earnings. Polly runs off  

with the dangerous murderer and pimp, Macheath, who is old friends with the chief of  

police, Brown. But when Mr. Peachum blackmails Brown, the policeman's loyalties turn  

and he goes after his old gangster friend. There is an arrest, an escape, and then another  

arrest, in which he is set up and betrayed by Polly, who's participating in the sting as  

revenge for Macheath's amorous liaisons with other women. Macheath is eventually  

sentenced to be hanged, only to be inexplicably saved at the last moment by a messenger  

from the Queen carrying his pardon. The play ends with a speech from Mr. Peachum  

before the final ironic chorale:

Therefore all remain standing where you are now and sing the chorale of  
the poorest of the poor, of whose difficult life you have shown us  
something today. In reality their end is generally bad. Mounted  
messengers from the Queen come far too seldom, and if you kick a man  
he kicks you back again. Therefore never be too eager to combat  
injustice.280

Weill, working with Brecht and Hauptmann, discovered through Die 

Dreigroschenoper the potential that irony, parody, and intentional alienation hold in the  

bisensual (aural and visual) medium of musical theater. Using a wide stylistic net, Weill  

musically explores these possibilities. Both the idea of adapting The Beggar's Opera and 

the translation of Gay's libretto into German came from Hauptmann; in addition, she  

wrote the majority of the first draft, working closely with Weill and Lotte Lenya, who  

279Willett 154.
280Brecht 96.



would eventually star as Jenny. Hauptmann was severely under-credited as a creative  

collaborator. When the actor Josef Aufricht approached Brecht requesting a play for his  

new commercial theater, he became excited when Brecht mentioned the play, which was  

no more than some early plot sketches by Hauptmann at the time. Aufricht wasn't aware  

of music's centrality to the play's concept - when Brecht eventually mentioned that Weill  

would be involved, the actor was terrified of the inclusion of “the alarmingly avant-garde  

and, as far as he knew, totally inappropriate composer,” “that little boy with a reputation  

as an enfant terrible of atonal music.”281 282 Even as Aufricht compromised with Brecht  

on Weill's part in the production, he secretly engaged Theo Mackeben to prepare the  

original Pepusch score to replace Weill's if need be. His impression of Weill was clearly  

ignorant - completely unaware of the accessible developments in Weill's style. 

Die Dreigroschenoper became an unprecedented mixture of jazz instrumentation  

and rhythm, modern 

harmonies, and cabaret 

élan. The music's vocal 

lines employ, at various 

times,  operatic singing, 

spoken dialogue over 

music, and a technique 

similar to Schoenberg's 

Sprechstimme. 

281Willett 165.
282Brecht x.

Illustration 7: Dreigroschenoper Set Sketch from Caspar Neher  
(Courtesy of Farneth 72)



Addressing the specific musical aspects of the play, Weill wrote:

This reversion to a primitive operatic form brought with it a far-reaching  
simplification of musical language. It was a question of writing music  
that could be sung by actors, that is, by musical amateurs. But what  
appeared initially to be a limitation proved to be a huge enrichment in  
the course of the work. Only the realization of a comprehensible,  
palpable melodic structure made possible what was achieved in The  
Threepenny Opera, the creation of a new genre of musical theater. 283

The music's relationship with the text is complex. One key concept employed by  

Weill is that of gestische Musik, or gestic music – in this approach, he would create a 

small musical motif that captured the active character of the dramatic moment and  

expand it into a song. It strove to be dramatic and closely linked with the text “without  

resorting to conventional and overly emotional poses and formulas.” 284 This is 

exemplified in the “Kanonen-Song”  [Cannon Song], which uses a propulsive saxophone 

melody abstractly resembling a cannon's arc and momentum - the motif is a chromatic 

downward neighbor propulsion of staccato dotted note, sixteenth-note, quarter note and  

283Weill, “Correspondence about The Threepenny Opera ,” 578.
284Morley, “'Suiting the Action to the Word': Some Observations on Gestus and Gestische Musik,” 187.
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then a jump upwards a perfect fifth. 

Dreigroschenoper is filled with music, including frequent incidental usage, an  

overture and a finale – while the score divides the work into twenty-one songs, the play's  

sly name is basically correct: it formally resembles an opera more than musical theater.  

Although initially a matter of contention, it’s musicological classification has come in  

line. Both Alfred Loewenberg’s Annals of Opera and Margaret Ross Griffel’s Operas in  

German include Die Dreigroschenoper, despite the fact that it was orchestrated for a jazz  

band of only seven musicians and contains significant stretches of spoken dialogue.  

Indeed, Weill is singled out for exception a number of times in the preface and brief  

history of German opera provided by Griffel. 285 In her “brief history of German opera,” 

she writes: “A genre that gained importance in the 1920s and 1930s was the political  

opera. Among its representatives was Kurt Weill . . . also interested in politically  

meaningful plots were Hanns Eisler, with Dantons Tod; and Ernst Krenek . . .” 286 

During its gestating period Dreigroschenoper continued growing, incorporating  

inspiration from many of the Weimar's great artists and intellectuals – the artist George  

Grosz, a master of satire, was creating drawings to help inspire Brecht's lyrics, Caspar  

Neher designed the sets, the contagious Karl Kraus would come to rehearsals and slip  

lines to Brecht, and Lion Feuchtwanger came up with the show's title. The expectation in  

the theater world was that Dreigroschenoper, with its harsh critique of Weimar society 

and violent cynicism, was dooming itself to fail – Rosa Valetti, starring in the role of  

Polly, had signed a contract with The Berlin Comics' Cabaret to appear in their show if  

Dreigroschenoper closed on its opening day. Instead, its success has become legendary. 287 

285She also makes exception in her German history of opera for the Italian-born Busoni, “all of whose  
operas were written to German texts and received premiers in German-speaking cities.” (Griffel vii)

286 Griffel xxvi.
287Fuegi 203.



The critic Walter Steinthal writes:

No two ways about it – this was a great victory . . . These two authors 
approach theater with a new (pre)supposition. Their dramaturgy resolutely  
rejects a one-track grouping of humor versus seriousness, or of tragedy  
versus comedy. They offer a new cross-section for the theater. The  
ridiculousness of the tragic, the unimportance of any single existence, the  
tight closeness of contrasting sentimental values in life: all of this lets  
them discover a new form of art . . . this overwhelming in-your-face  
formulation of life’s problems, this immoral heresy of expression. It is  
Brecht’s style that he says everything that convention of the last one  
hundred years has not permitted to be said on any stage, and shows  
everything that shouldn’t be shown. Together with his musico-dramatic  
buddy he goes back to the roots of the sentimentally dramatic theater, back  
to opera, and on from there to horror-tale-ballads, and from there on to a  
liberating, courageous grip to unadulterated Kitsch . . . It is almost scary 
the way poet and composer complement each other. Kurt Weill is just as  
inartistic as Brecht, he goes after effects wherever they are to be found, he  
will not be scared by either the pathetic nor by the sentimental. He purifies  
the various ingredients of Kitsch and uses each single one in full  
conscience and with magnificent impudence . . . In the course of a season,  
only a few evenings like this take place in Berlin. On the outside, a success  
of totally unexpected impact.288 

Underlying the comic satire, there is a harsh critique of both society's power  

structure and the apathetic masses - in other words, the theatrical audience watching the  

show, who allow an unjust and abusive society to remain, its structural deficiencies  

unchallenged. In his notes to the English edition of the play Brecht writes,

The Threepenny Opera deals with bourgeois conceptions, not only as 
content by representing them, but also by the way in which they are  
presented. It is a sort of summary of what the spectator in the theatre wishes  
to see of life. Since however he sees, at the same time, certain things that he  
does not wish to see and thus sees his wishes not only fulfilled but also  
criticized (he sees himself not as a subject, but as an object), he is, in theory,  
able to give the theatre a new function . . . the spectator must not be misled  
along the path of empathy; instead, a form of intercourse takes place  
between the spectator and the actor, and basically, in spite of all the  
strangeness and detachment, the actor addresses himself directly to the  
spectator.289

288 Farneth 288. Walter Steinthal, “Die Dreigroschenoper: Uraufführung im Theater am  
Schiffbauerdamm,” published in 12-Uhr Blatt.

289Brecht 97, 103.



Perhaps the key to the play's popularity existed in its successful fulfillment of the  

bourgeois Weltanschaaung fantasy. Dreigroschenoper ironically removed itself from 

Berlin's gritty reality by acknowledging to the audience the fundamentally fallacious  

nature of theater. Though there is an apparent critique within and atop the layers of  

intentional artifice, room is available for audience misinterpretation. The techniques of  

alienation employed so heavily in the play are far more ambiguous than Brecht imagined  

them to be. The play, with its immediate conceit as an “opera for beggars,” “provided an  

example of an art form that was no longer elitist in its subject matter or its implied  

audience.”290 Its satire runs deep and has many prongs, attacking the liberal notion of  

charity predicated on assigning a labour to suffering (epitomized by Mr. Peachum, who  

shows the fundamental sameness of the Lumpenproletariat  and petit-bourgeois); the 

conventional bourgeois values of marriage, love, and justice; the deep parallels and  

fundamental societal friendship that exists between the purveyors of justice (Brown, the  

chief of police) and the criminal underworld (Macheath); and the bourgeois mythology of  

the gangster outlaw that the entire play draws its energy from. Weill's musical language,  

particularly his imposition of tonality as a signifying device rather than a structural  

necessity and aesthetic paradigm, parallel the satirical themes explored in the play's  

content (for more on this, see my musical analysis of the finale in appendix 1). 

The harmonic movement of the music in the play's finale, superficially tonal,  

reveals itself to be unnecessary to the piece’s structure and an intentional imposition. The  

finale’s text both satisfies dramatic conventions and supplies Aristotelian catharsis while,  

simultaneously, “breaking the fourth wall” and satirically confronting/challenging the  

audience and their bourgeois conventions. In much the same way, Weill’s music supplies  

290Kaes, “Music for Use,” 569.



a harmonically tonal shell while using simple musical signifiers (e.g. a fanfare) to ironic  

effect and a layered post-tonal texture to disrupt the tonal progression and disturb the  

listener’s expectations. Dreigroschenoper explores musical irony in novel ways, 

frequently ironically juxtaposing the music and the text. For example, in “Morität von 

Mackie Messer” (example 6), the oom-pah beat, laconic rhythmic swing in the voice, and  

tonal harmonies create a comfortable, nostalgic environment, anachronistically clashing  

with the modern, violent, and cynical lyrics. These ironic and gestic uses of music are  

woven into a larger, coherent framework in which scalar and motivic ideas are more  

fundamental than an overarching tonal structure. 

For Weill, the musical play's success was a major source of pride; he wrote: “we  

addressed a public that either did not know us at all or denied us the capability of  

interesting a circle of listeners that far exceeded the boundaries of the musical and  

operatic audience.”291 Additionally, it represented a “successful penetration of a consumer  

industry which until now had been the exclusive preserve of an entirely different sort of  

musician and author.”292 The unique collaborative blend that led to the spontaneous  

success of Die Dreigroschenoper also created a work with lingering historical interest.  

Thanks in large part to a successful New York City revival starring Lotte Lenya in 1954,  

four years after Weill's death, it is the best remembered theatrical work of the Weimar  

Republic. Gay writes:

When we think of Weimar, we think of modernity in art, literature and  
thought; we think of the rebellion of sons against fathers, Dadaists against  
art, Berliners against beefy philistinism, libertines against old-fashioned  
moralists; we think of The Threepenny Opera, The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, 
The Magic Mountain, the Bauhaus, Marlene Dietrich. 293 

291Weill, “Correspondence about The Threepenny Opera ,” 577.
292Ringer, “Kleinkunst and Küchenlied," 43.
293Gay xiii.



Growing Dangers, Limited Time

Following their massive success, Weill and Brecht collaborated on the short opera  

Happy End, whose libretto was, in actuality, primarily written by Hauptmann. Their next  

Example 6: "Morität von Mackie Messer" measures 1 - 24



large project, however, would be to turn their earlier Songspiel into a full-length opera.. It 

would not enjoy the success of Dreigroschenoper – for one, the growing Nazi Party 

demonstrated heavily against it. Riots broke out at its premiere in Leipzig on March 4,  

1930; when it was brought to Frankfurt, stink-bombs were thrown onto the stage by SA  

men. Stuckenschmidt responded: “It is a long time since a dramatic work has met with  

such passionate opposition; a long time too, since the first performance of a new work  

has been awaited with such tense excitement.” Subsequently, all of Weill's works were  

interfered with and sabotaged to various degrees in Germany, Austria, and France by the  

rising fascist tide.294 

Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny follows three American gangsters, two  

men and a woman. It begins with them on the run from the law; shortly, they stop and  

decide to found a city. At first things are idyllic and care-free, but economic depression  

quickly follows, along with natural disaster. During the wide-spread panic of the typhoon,  

Jimmy decides on a Dostoevskian law that will change the city forever: “Everything is  

permitted.” As long as one has the money to pay for it, that is. The typhoon passes and  

the city revitalizes itself: Boxing, gambling, and dancing ensue. But, when Jimmy finds  

himself out of money, he is sentenced to death. As he's walking towards the gallows to be  

hanged, the people of the city rise up in protest. The imminent execution of their society's  

founder is only an excuse for mass demonstrations against the widespread ills of the city,  

including hyper-inflation and poverty. Jimmy is saved, and the city's predicted 'fall' is  

realized. 

Mahagonny left behind the song-based structure of Dreigroschenoper and the 

Songspiel for a thoroughly operatic treatment. There was a clear attempt to clarify the  

294Kater 58.



relationship between music and text as one element in a wider move towards eliminating  

potential misinterpretation and political ambiguity. They transformed the work in a  

direction that made it nearly impossible for the audience to not grasp that they are, in  

some way, implicated by association in the drama. A specific example of this is Brecht  

and Weill's choice to change the stereotypically American names of the protagonists in  

the Songspiel – Fatty, Jimmy Mahoney, and Jack O'Brien – to Germanized equivalents  

(Willy, Johann Ackermann, and Jakob Grün, respectively) for its premiere in Leipzig. 

Weill asked for the following notice to be included in the disseminated performance  

score: “Since the human pleasures which are to be had for money are everywhere and  

always the same and since the pleasure city of Mahagonny is international in the widest  

sense, the names of the protagonists can be altered to suit the appropriate locale . . .” 295 

The music, in part due to masterful orchestration, is far more fluid in form than in  

their previous collaborations, although Weill is just as willing to utilize shocking musico-

dramatic effects that interrupt the structural cohesion. To put it in the composer's own  

words:

In Die Dreigroschenoper an attempt was made to renew the prototypical  
form of musical theater. The music no longer advances the plot. Rather,  
wherever the music occurs it interrupts the plot. The epic form of theater is  
a cumulative juxtaposition of situations. For this reason, it is the ideal 
form of musical theater: only situations can be set to music in a closed  
form, and a juxtaposition of situations according to musical principles  
produces the heightened form of musical theater called opera. 
In Die Dreigroschenoper the plot had to be unfolded between the musical 
numbers; the result was a form of 'dialogue opera,' a mixed genre  
combining play and opera.
The subject-matter of [Mahagonny] made possible a construction 
according to purely musical laws. The form of a chronicle that we chose is  
nothing less than a 'juxtaposition of situations.' 296

295Farneth 103. Letter to Universal Edition, 31 December 1929.
296Farneth 291. “Vorwort zum Regiebuch der Oper Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny,” Musikblätter  

des Anbruchs January 1930. 



Further illustrating their new emphasis on clarity, Mahagonny doesn't utilize ironic 

juxtapositions of music and text, as in their earlier work. Weill is now employing his  

fully-formulated theory of gestische Musik, coupled with his new enthusiasm for Brecht's 

concept of epic theater. For all the surface brevity of its subject matter – the boxing, the  

gambling and dancing – Mahagonny was conceived and executed as a much more 

“serious”297 work than Dreigroschenoper. In his foreword to the opera, Weill pontificates:

Presenting the work with either an ironic or a grotesque slant is to be  
discouraged . . . At no point is this music illustrative. It attempts to  
reproduce people's attitudes in the various situations brought about by the  
rise and fall of Mahagonny. That attitude is already captured in the music  
in such a way that a natural interpretation of the music itself indicates the  
style of presentation . . . The style of the work is neither naturalistic nor  
symbolic. Rather, it could be described as 'real,' since it depicts life as  
presented in the sphere of art.298 

The confused politics of the Songspiel transform into a coherent critique of, not  

just capitalism, but the pervasive nihilism of the time. In order to become serious, Weill  

and Brecht's clarification of the relationship between music and text give in to certain  

elements of Wagner's Gesamtkunstwerk. Gestische Musik, in one sense, is a refined, 

dehumanized leitmotif – instead of granting specific signifying motifs to different 

characters, the signifying motifs are granted to “attitudes.” Weill's attribution of the opera  

as “real” insofar as “it depicts life as presented in the sphere of art” is not far removed  

from Wagner's microcosmic operatic visions. Obviously, Weill and Brecht are arriving at  

their dramatic form through a series of beliefs largely opposed to Wagner's. What is  

interesting is that, in their desire to go beyond the type of urbane, ironic critique  

presented in Dreigroschenoper – which, as they found out, was at least as good a work of 

entertainment as of propaganda – Weill and Brecht arrived back at the propagandizing  
297In Weill's own words, from a letter to Hans Heinsheimer, 14 October 1929. (Farneth 100)
298Farneth 291. “Vorwort zum Regiebuch der Oper Aufsteig und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny,” Musikblätter  

des Anbruchs January 1930. 



grandiosity of epic opera. 

Mahagonny's ideological transparency appealed to Adorno at the time of its  

premiere. Always wary of tonality in new music, the theorist approves of Weill's self-

conscious utilization of it:

The surrealistic intentions of Mahagonny are borne out by the music,  
which, from the first note to the last, is dedicated to the shock that the  
sudden representation of the disintegrated bourgeois world engenders. First  
of all, it clarifies the gloriously misunderstood Threepenny Opera, which  
exists as a paragon between the first version of Mahagonny and its  
definitive form, and shows how little the easily comprehended melodies  
ultimately have to do with successful entertainment and rousing vitality –  
these qualities, certainly present in Weill's music, are only a means for  
carrying through in the consciousness of man the horror of the  
acknowledged demonology. . . This music, pieced together from triads and  
off-notes with the good beat of old music-hall songs that we hardly  
recognize anymore but are nonetheless remembered as an heirloom, is  
hammered and glued together with the fetid mucilage of  soggy potpourri  
of operas. This music, made up of the debris of past music, is completely  
contemporary. Its surrealism is radically different from any New  
Objectivity or new classicism. Its intention is not to restore a ruined  
bourgeois music, to 'bring it back to life,' as people love to put it  
nowadays, or to freshen up the preterit with recourse to the pluperfect.  
Rather its construction, its montage of the dead renders it evident as dead  
and illusory and extracts from the horror that emanates from it the power  
of a manifesto. Its improvisation, rambling, homeless élan originates in  
this power.299

Brecht and Weill's collaboration had always been tempestuous – their last  

collaboration together before a four year hiatus was the Lehrstück [Teaching Piece] and 

children's opera entitled Der Jasager.  Lehrstücke were one realization of 

Gebrauchsmusik; in the case of Jasager, the idea took an overtly political form . Jasager, 

which Weill composed to be performable by children, transformed into a morality tale  

with a clear Communist message. The triumphant moment of the opera occurs when a  

child, who has broken his leg on a treacherous journey to discover a medicine that will  

299Adorno, “Mahagonny,” 592.



save their village, tells his peers to go on and leave him to die. He sacrifices himself for  

the greater good. 

Despite differences in their theoretical underpinnings and political beliefs,  

repeatedly Hindemith, Křenek, Weill and Eisler would have their musical-social vision  

align during this time. After their dissipation across America, each of them went in very  

different directions. There is a clear testament here to the power of historical and  

geographical context in determining artists' views towards aesthetics and politics. For  

Hindemith, an intentionally edifying musical piece geared towards children was one  

possible fulfillment of the social and aesthetic, multi-faceted gestalt of Gebrauchsmusik. 

For Brecht the same concept was driven by a Marxist understanding of art as a tool that  

can penetrate proletarian “false consciousness.” The revolutionary pedagogic potential  

Brecht saw in theater is articulated in Walter Benjamin's discussion of a “Children's  

Theater:”

In this children's theater lies a power that will overthrow the  
pseudorevolutionary behavior of the recent bourgeois theater. For what is  
truly revolutionary in effect is not the propaganda of ideas that here and  
there excites actions that cannot be consummated, and which are  
dismissed at the theater exit in the first sober moment of reflection. What  
is truly revolutionary in effect is the secret signal of what will come to be,  
which speaks from the gesture of children. 300

In addition to their mutual work composing entertainment-education hybrids for  

children, Hindemith and Weill's musical practices lined up in other situations. They  

collaborated on the music for a radio play dramatizing Charles Lindbergh's flight over the  

Atlantic, Der Lindberghflug, with text provided by Brecht. Weill became quickly fed up  

with what he perceived as Hindemith's compositional sloppiness and lack of finesse; in  

his letters from this time, he colorfully insults Hindemith to his publisher. Originally,  

300Benjamin, “Program for a Proletarian Children's Theater,” 234.



Eisler was intended to collaborate with Weill, but unknown complications arose and  

Hindemith replaced him.

By 1930, Weill and Brecht both saw that their collaborative relationship was  

doomed. Weill had grown frustrated with Brecht's dictatorial attitude towards their  

collaborative work and repeated shorting of Weill on money-related contractual issues.  

Additionally, Brecht's projects were moving in a more and more aesthetically sparse  

direction as he increasingly prioritized a didactic ideological message. This was coupled  

with Brecht's insecurities about Weill's musical approach overwhelming his text and  

subverting its message. Their inability to reconcile Brecht's more and more staunchly  

militant conception of didactic art with Weill's desire to continue writing provocative,  

thought-provoking works in his fleshed-out conception of the Zeitoper led to the final, 

bitter dissolution of their relationship. By 1931, there were clear signs that the National  

Socialism was becoming a viable political party, and anti-semitic violence was already on  

the rise. Weill knew his time in Berlin was coming to an end - he completed an opera  

with text by Caspar Neher entitled Die Bürgschaft [The Pledge] and a musical play with 

his old collaborator George Kaiser entitled Der Silbersee [The Silver Lake]. 

Weill was alerted by friends that his name was short-listed for arrest and fled the  

country, spending six months in Paris where he completed his final collaborative work  

with Brecht, an allegorical ballet called Die Sieben Todsünden [The Seven Deadly Sins]. 

He left France and settled in New York, where his second career as a socially-conscious  

Broadway composer began. Although his American period falls outside the subject of  

this thesis, it's worth mentioning how he adopted many of the Weimar-era breakthroughs  

– dramatically setting modern music, incorporating vernacular, integrating politics with  



musical reinforcement – into his American work. His Broadway plays would come to  

include a 1937 epic about the struggles of the Jewish people,  The Eternal Road, and an 

anti-Apartheid musical, Lost in the Stars (1949), whose plot revolves around a black man 

wrongfully convicted of murder. After moving to New York, Weill had no interest in  

academia. He refused to write or speak German once he was fully fluent in English. He  

was a successful Broadway composer, although he never again composed a musical near  

Die Dreigroschenoper's  level of sensational success.  He died of a heart attack in 1950, 

fifty years old. 

Eisler, Hindemith, and Křenek all share with Weill some elements of the iconic  

composer's biography. Though none of them were from the city, they all spent a sizable  

chunk of the Weimar Republic's fifteen-year span living in Berlin and were notably  

influenced by the period's cross-media artistic vibrancy. They experimented with the  

fashionable possibilities of collaboration and extra-musical expansion amid the city's  

exciting literary atmosphere, “the old expressionism revived and rekindled by the  

experience of war and revolution.” 301  They independently developed political viewpoints  

broadly aligned under the umbrella of leftist socialism, along with the conviction that  

composed music can and should be a social tool. However, each of them created a  

distinctive permutation of this basic set, differing widely over more specific  

considerations of musical technique, level of political involvement, ideological specifics,  

and attitude towards the audience's general public. After the rise of the Third Reich, all  

these composers would be forced into exile in the United States.

301Sanders 45.



Chapter Five

Ideological Tensions: Hanns Eisler and Paul Hindemith

[Eisler] saw the act of writing music as being in no way separable  
from political awareness. A dirty entry of autumn 1922 is  
instructive: 'I am beginning now to understand that it is no good  
studying the theory of composition with Schopenhauer, nor even  
with Kant, and certainly not with Hegel: how easy to become a  
Marxist. - Albrecht Betz302

Eisler's Youthful Communism and Musical Tutelage

Before concluding, I will briefly consider the two composers most distant from  

each other in their understanding of political music. In the multiple discussions above  

concerning the interrelationship of aesthetics and politics, Eisler's viewpoint has been a  

silent presence. During the Weimar period, he strongly expressed his Communist  

ideology and maintained a relatively consistent set of beliefs on the relationship between  

politics and art. In an exacting, pseudo-scientific manner, Eisler strove to eliminate the  

tensions and contradictions embodied in different ways by K řenek, Weill, and Berg. The 

imperfect fit in these composers between different aspects of their musical ventures was  

part of the formula that led to them creating lasting works of art. But, there is also the  

equally truthful complement of that statement: They did not create effective, mobilizing  

political works; the fact that their socially-engaged music has entered history in  

302Betz 30. The author explains: “Twisted mockingly into a paradox, this aphorism fastens on the  
difference between an aesthetic (Schoenberg's) which goes back to Kant and Schopenhauer and one that  
is – or is to be – founded on Hegel and Marx. Kant's name stands for his teacher's idealistic conception  
of art, which Eisler was beginning to criticize as being undialectical and limited: Kant's aesthetic was  
the first to formulate the extreme attitude of 'art for art's sake.'” (30)



aestheticized, defanged forms would open them up to critique from Eisler. 303 Betz, his 

biographer, summarizes: “Eisler's historical importance lies in the fact that he paved the  

way for a social art in a field which today is still considered rather as a refuge from  

politics.”304 Of course, as I have attempted to illustrate in this thesis, Eisler was not alone  

in this endeavor. On the contrary, this social conception of music is an important lens into  

the Zeitgeist of the Weimar Republic and, specifically, 1920s Berlin. 

Eisler, born 1898, grew up in the changing Vienna I describe in chapter three. 305 

His father, Rudolf Eisler, was a philosopher – an autodidact without steady income.  

Eisler's childhood was one of poverty; because of the influence of his older brother, he  

“came into contact with the progressive youth movement and the socialist school-

children's organization,” and was exposed at a young age to “atheistic and socialist  

literature.”306 Like so many of his generation, his studies were interrupted by the War. His  

aesthetic and political beliefs were firmly established early in his development; this is  

evident in the fact that “his first major work was an anti-war oratorio” from 1916. 307 

Unfortunately, this did nothing to prevent him from being drafted. He was wounded in  

combat and hospitalized “a number of times,” before finally returning to Vienna at the  

end of the War.308 In an interesting microcosm of the period, Hanns' brother and sister,  

both militant Communists, dedicated themselves in the immediate post-war period to  

mobilizing political energy in Vienna; however, they quickly moved to Berlin to continue  

303Who is, it should be mentioned, the least remembered of the four composers in the United States. There  
are multiple (mostly political) reasons for this, including the fact that he was deported from the country  
to the East German Republic during our country's McCarthy trials. 

304Betz 1.
305Betz notes that Eisler was, in fact, born in Leipzig, but his family moved to Vienna when he was young,  

and the composer “always maintained that he was a Viennese at heart.” (15)
306Betz 16. He goes on: “Häckel and Kautsky, the easier writings of Marx, anarchistic texts and  

introductions to philosophy were not simply read; they were above all debated.” (16)
307Betz 18.
308Betz 18.



their revolutionary pursuits, “due to the diminishing prospects offered by the situation in  

Austria.”309 Hanns, too, would end up moving to Berlin in 1923. As these siblings 

illustrate, Berlin acted as a locus of political and artistic radicalism during the 1920s.

In 1919, the young composer enrolled in the New Viennese Conservatory and  

quickly dropped out, finding the instruction “too undemanding and conventional.” 310 He 

was accepted into Schoenberg's master class and studied with the composer for the next  

four years, from 1919 until 1923, precisely during the period in which Schoenberg was  

crystallizing his twelve-tone method. “After Webern and Berg, [Eisler] was the first to  

write in the new technique.”311 Schoenberg considered Eisler one of his best students, and  

he shaped his student's technical development. Eisler grew unsatisfied with the  

contradictions between his ideological beliefs and the esotericism of his compositional  

progress. As I discussed in chapter three, Schoenberg's understanding of aesthetics was  

grounded in Romanticism – the overt spirituality of Schoenberg's relationship to music  

precluded the type of political engagement to which Eisler was becoming drawn. Betz  

writes:

Schoenberg's commitment was by no means solely to his own cause: he  
stood up, subjectively as ever, for the evolution of music. Eisler saw this  
very well; at that time, his own problem was that of uniting artistic  
activity with political activism. The led him to ask questions about the  
composer's public.
For Schoenberg, 'the listener was the listener, and he had few thoughts  
about the class structures of bourgeois society.' In other words, it was  
enough simply to postulate an aesthetic consensus (that of an educated  
musical élite), and its historical and social situation did not enter into the  
question. Short-lived attempts to attract a new public changed little: their  
circle was still extremely narrow.
Only after years of transition was Eisler to discover the broadest circle:  
the masses.312

309Betz 19.
310Betz 19.
311Betz 22.
312Betz 31.



Communist Aesthetics

In 1926, Eisler dramatically rejected Schoenberg on ideological grounds. His  

teacher had withdrawn his art from the social realm: “Called upon to say something bout  

my public, I have to confess: I do not believe I have one,” begins one essay of  

Schoenberg's.313 The scion of Central European musical modernism vocally and  

adamantly maintained the conviction that his music was apolitical. In an essay published  

in Anbruch, Eisler writes: “It is imperative for the musical world to rethink its ideas and  

to see in Schoenberg not a saboteur and revolutionary but a master. . . It is he who is the  

real conservative: he even created his own revolution in order that he could then be a  

reactionary.”314 Schoenberg was hurt by his talented pupil's vitriolic denouncements of  

him. For Eisler, though, there was no way he could continue to co-maintain what  

appeared to him an unbridgeable gap between Schoenbergian aesthetics and his  

Communist politics. Gary Zabel summarizes:

While still in the process of mastering the avant-garde musical language of  
the Second Viennese School, Eisler came to feel that it represented a  
regression into an 'art for art's sake' posture. The inaccessibility of the new  
music, the fact that it was intelligible only to experts, was supposed to be an  
indication of its advanced, revolutionary character. But, for Eisler, this  
elitist isolation meant that Schoenberg and his students had turned a deaf  
ear to the momentous social confrontations that were inexorably  
determining the fate of mankind. Eisler argued that music exists only in its  
reception by an audience. The pseudo-radicalism of the new music would  
be converted into a genuinely revolutionary orientation only if it succeeded  
in making contact with the politically active masses. 315

Eisler's public airing out of his ideological issues with Schoenberg transported the  

master's political ambivalence into a matter of public contention. During the period  
313Schoenberg, “My Public,” 584.
314Betz 8.
315Zabel 622-3.



following World War I, Eisler felt that in the other arts “revolutionary artists have  

appeared who in their works have drawn genuinely revolutionary conclusions from the  

social situation.”316 However, in music this did not happen – if radicals attempted to  

embrace Schoenberg it was because there were no worthwhile examples of legitimate  

revolutionary musical activity. Instead, according to Eisler, “the only thing to have spread  

has been a slushily petty-bourgeois attitude or else worldly-wide nihilism.” 317 

Eisler worked to change the neue Musik associated with Schoenberg into a “new 

social music” capable of using the techniques of musical modernism in a critical  

manner.318 As much as his actual composing, it seems that Eisler's life work was  

ceaselessly endeavoring to politicize the artistic medium that's still considered the most  

rarefied and removed from the political realm. Whereas most composers were desperate  

to avoid directly confronting ideology and, instead, exclusively focus on composition, for  

Eisler his compositions were a means towards the achievement of political ends. He was  

not a fluent performer in any instrument, but he engaged enthusiastically with Marxist  

theory and made it his mission, as an artist rather than a theorist, to incorporate this  

revolutionary thought into realized aesthetic works. Perhaps it is this urge that explains  

his reconciling with Adorno, who critically dismissed Eisler's early music, and their later  

state-side co-authoring of a book. They disagreed fundamentally over the use of “light  

music.” Eisler understood the power of accessible, catchy songs to influence the  

proletarian masses; he used elements of popular music, including jazz, “placing them in a  

politically slanted context.” 319 In this aesthetic choice, as well as in his treatment of  

textual-musical interplay, we can see Eisler's indebtedness to the Weill/Brecht projects of  

316Betz 66. From an essay written in October 1927 for the magazine Rote Fahne.
317Betz 66.
318Betz 1.
319Betz 70.



this time. Eisler coined the neologism Angewandte Musik [Applied Music] after seeing  

the Mahagonny Songspiel.320

After Brecht and Weill split, the playwright chose to collaborate with Eisler. In the  

brief years before their evacuation from Germany, the two Marxists wrote and composed  

dozens of songs, including “Abortion is Illegal,” “Solidarity Song,” “Peace Song,”  

“Praise of Illegal Work,” and “On Suicide.” The titles alone illustrate the relevant and  

practical nature of their subject material. 321 Eisler and Brecht refigured the symbiotic  

relationship between music and text that had characterized Brecht and Weill's  

collaborations. In the Eisler/Brecht songs, music is functionally subordinated to further  

the efficacy of the lyrics. Perhaps it was this willingness to suppress his music in the  

pursuit of their ideological aims that led to a congenial working relationship between  

Eisler and Brecht.

I conducted an analysis of “Praise of Illegal Work” (see appendix 2), one of 

Eisler's longer and more complex songs. The song illustrates Eisler's ability to weave  

complex harmonies into a song whose purpose is to be accessible and even  

propagandistic. “Illegal Work” does not derive its motives or melody from German folk  

music, which was a common technique of Weimar-era political music, both on the  

political Right with the Fascists and on the Left with the Soviet-Communists. We have  

seen a subverted form of this technique of appropriation in Weill and K řenek's use of jazz 

and cabaret. Eisler's approach to composing political songs is very far removed from the  

conventionality and simplicity prescribed for musical propaganda during this time. I  

320Betz 58.
321Forty-two of the songs are collected and translated in a song book compiled and arranged by Eric  

Bentley and Earl Robinson. Bentley writes that Eisler is possibly the only man to have “created a large  
body of admirable political songs.” (8) Robinson adds, “To the Brechtian qualities of sardonic humor,  
didacticism, truth, and humanity, Eisler lends an enormous strength and compassion.” (10)



discuss the ingenuity of his harmonic method in the appendix, but his use of rhythm is  

equally unusual for didactic music. For one, he frequently changes time signature. A  

reliable down-beat is an easy technique of musical signification – it insures momentum  

and clarity, two highly valued dimensions when writing coercive music. 

Eisler robs the audience of their rhythmic expectation, demanding a higher level  

of engagement from his audience (a risky move in the song form). In “Illegal Work,” he  

uses polyrhythms of three to two: Quarter-note triplets against quarter notes, and quarter-

note triplets against one quarter note and two eighth-notes. He employs this technique  

strategically – the polyrhythms are only in the piano, never carried by voices, and they  

only appear in a complex iteration for two discrete measures with no simultaneous  

vocals. He uses a formal phrase structure, which is interesting because, at first glance, it  

seems antithetical to Eisler's intentional rejection of bourgeois forms. However, he  

compensates for the limiting phrase structure, which one might consider an indispensable  

aspect of the song form, by utilizing a fluid time signature. It changes many times: 4/4 =>  

6/4 => 3 /4 => 3/2 => 6/4 => 4/2 => 3/2 => 2/2 => 4/2. The time signature shifts appear  

to be a way for Eisler to maintain a structure grounded in 4- and 8-bar phrases while  

allowing himself the flexibility to shape each phrase as he sees fit. He achieves the  

stability of a phrase structure without the inflexibility of set numbers of beats. Of the  

eight sections that I have divided Eisler's song into, not one of them has the same number  

of beats as another one. Nor do any of them have the same harmonic progression. 

Eisler's compositional style is methodically playful, but in “Illegal Work” this is  

subsumed within the framework of Brecht's non-ironic and politically sincere lyrics. In  

songs that make use of biting satire, for example “Abortion is Illegal,” we see Eisler  



bring to the surface elements of musical levity which are consciously sublimated in  

“Illegal Work.” In many of his collaborations with Brecht, Eisler makes outlandish use of  

instruments and superficially highlights the distanced, even ironic, relationship that his  

aesthetic holds to “bourgeois tonality.” In some songs, including the above-mentioned  

“Abortion is Illegal,” his compositional style begins to sound derivative of Weill's. But,  

by writing songs for demonstrations and public recitation rather than for opera and  

musical theater, Eisler is utilizing Weill's innovations in a context that is more purely  

political. I chose to focus on “In Praise of Illegal Work,” though, because I believe it  

highlights the aesthetic complexity and originality of which Eisler was capable. It shares  

common features, both philosophically and stylistically, with the Weimar-era work of the  

other composers I have examined in this thesis, but it also illustrates another distinctive  

path in the merging of political and aesthetic missions.

In form and function, Eisler's songs are better understood in the tradition of folk  

music than the high art Lied exemplified by Schumann. As mentioned above, rather than  

directly borrowing, instead Eisler attempts to craft his aesthetic to this folk tradition in a  

more organic way. In an article entitled Fortschritte in der Arbeitermusikbewegung  

[Progress in the Worker's Music Movement], Eisler  wrote:

Our aesthetic standards are not inflexible, but when composing we take  
into consideration the revolutionary purpose for which we are writing. 
Further experience induced us to reject the concert form. The concert form  
arose in the epoch of the bourgeoisie and is useless for the purposes of the  
revolutionary working class. It can only offer noncommitted pleasure and  
make the listener passive. In the next few years it will be our task to  
develop further the ideas of the didactic play in practical experiment. 322

Needing to replace the concert hall with a more accessible and necessarily expressive  

322Eisler, “Progress in the Worker's Music Movement,” in The Weimar Republic Sourcebook , 241. The 
piece was written in 1931, ironically already approaching on the doomed end of the open cultural  
period.



musical form, Eisler chose the song as his tool of propaganda. Weill shares the song form  

as his most remembered medium of expression, but his songs are woven into larger  

structures and dramatic forms. Of the song form, Adorno writes:

Music proves its greatness in that moment of its progression in which a  
piece really becomes a composition – in which it is animated by its own 
inner weight, transcending the here-and-now of thematic definition from  
which it proceeds. . . It is the true superiority of the 'great forms' that only  
they are able to create this moment in which music is crystallized in the  
composition. This moment is alien to song as a matter of principle, and  
therefore, according to the most rigid standard, songs are inferior. They  
remain caught up in that instant of creative revelation, while great music  
constitutes itself precisely through the liquidation of this moment of  
inspiration.323

Adorno makes clear the limited, non-immanent nature of the song. For Eisler, this  

is perfect: immanence implies the technical development of the music's inner structures –  

or, full motivic development – an aesthetically intrinsic operation antithetical to the extra-

musical intentions of his songs. Aesthetic immanence is a priority for a different brand of  

radical music – one Adorno sees best realized in compositions of Berg and Schoenberg.  

Eisler and Brecht's songs were, foremost, utilitarian pieces of edifying political content,  

or propaganda. Eisler's songs did not employ Schoenberg's twelve-tone method. Twelve-

tone composition requires a precision and singularity inconsistent with the repetitions  

implicit in the song form. Eisler utilizes post-tonal harmonic language, though, rather  

than acceding to the banal, bourgeois connotations of classical tonality. Like Weill and, to  

a lesser extent, Křenek, we can see Eisler trying to carve out an aesthetic path that could  

be both accessible to the elusive “man on the street” and properly aware of its twentieth-

century historical moment. Anachronism was a horrifying thought for both of the  

incompatible Weimar-period iterations of Marxism that we have repeatedly encountered:  

323Adorno, “Philosophy of Modern Music,” 101



Adorno and the Frankfurt School (academic and focused on alienation); and, Brecht and  

the Volksbühne (crude and actively engaged).

Given his mission of writing accessible, pedagogic material, Eisler displays skill  

in creating a musical environment that is familiar enough to not immediately turn  

working-class listeners off, while avoiding succumbing to what he considered the  

banality of mundane songs and the bourgeois edifice of tonality. Interestingly, we can see  

parallels between the “imposed” tonality in both Eisler and Weill's styles, in which the  

tonal idiom is utilized as a means of expanding the social impact of their music, rather  

than as a structural necessity and aesthetic paradigm. There is nothing satirical in Eisler's  

use of tonality – the lyrics of “Illegal Work” begin: “It is glorious to wield the word in the  

class war! In a ringing voice to rouse the masses to combat!” The song continues in  

earnest gratitude of illegal workers and as a plea to the masses for class consciousness.  

The dissonance of Eisler's style, which still exists in contrast to audible consonance,  

reinforces the combative nature of the song's content. By reworking and re-

contextualizing a familiar musical language, he's attempting to communicate musically  

with a general audience in a manner incommensurable with the paradigm of  

representative alienation, which Adorno sees potent in twelve-tone music. While relating  

differently to Brecht's lyrics, we can see a shared concern in Weill and Eisler's similar  

musical techniques, which tries to reconcile the Marxism of Brecht and the Marxism of  

Adorno. They compose with respect to the immanent, political dimension of musical  

aesthetics (Adorno's concern); simultaneously, they honor the communicable potential of  

music to influence citizens' ideological beliefs (Brecht's concern). Utilizing tonality while  

consciously avoiding it as a fundamental dimension of their music is exemplary of their  



attempts to work out this tension. 

Paul Hindemith

Hindemith's name has already come up a number of times in earlier chapters, but  

there is little in those brief encounters that would indicate they are all with the same  

writer and composer. I quoted him discussing Saint Augustine's views on music 324; 

although critical of the theologian's staid admonition against any emphasizing of music's  

capacity to entertain, Hindemith repeats and validates Augustine's prescription of music's  

moral power and spiritual meaning. 325 His American-period, post-emigration views were  

enormously different from those of his Weimar-era self. It is hard to reconcile the young,  

brash, utilitarian composer responsible for coining the word Gebrauchsmusik  and 

expanding the neue Sachlichkeit movement in painting to include music composition  

with the older lecturer professing admiration for a theologian's crushingly metaphysical  

brand of musical philosophy. 

The seventeen years since the collapse of the Weimar Republic had included  

forced emigration from his homeland and a second world war experienced from foreign  

shores. During that time, Hindemith evidently rejected from the musical realm many of  

the radical ideas he and his peers had toyed with during the days of the Weimar Republic.  

His compositional output was prolific and varied, and he experimented in a range of  

novel forms intended to emphasize music's social purpose. In 1929, he collaborated with 

Brecht and Weill on the already-mentioned radio-play Der Lindberghflug . The next year 

324This was excerpted from chapter one (“The Philosophical Approach”) of A Composer's World, based on 
a lecture Hindemith delivered in 1949. It was one of a series of lectures he conducted in 1949-1950  
after his prestigious appointment as the Charles Eliot Norton Chair of Poetry at Harvard University. 

325Hindemith, A Composer's World, 6.



him and Brecht executed their own directly-named Lehrstück, and Hindemith attempted 

another straightforward example of Gebrauchsmusik entitled Kinderoper [Children's 

Opera], although that project never progressed beyond fragments. During the Weimar  

years, he composed six film scores (all of them, unfortunately, now lost). 326 

The Lehrstück was a conceptually ambitious attempt to subvert the still-present  

boundaries of music and theater. Theatrical innovations like breaking the fourth-wall and  

musical acts of snubbing one's nose at the establishment (for example, incorporating  

sounds from car engines, horns, and chatter into an opera, as Wolp é did in Zeus und 

Elida), were attempting to blur the boundaries of art – both its sphere of production and  

reception. Hindemith's Lehrstück extended this principle a step or two further. According  

to Willi Reich, the piece was “oratorio-like in character;” its plot concerned “a fallen  

aviator who is first questioned by the masses about his intentions and then lectured upon  

the futility of his efforts.” 327 It was intended to break boundaries with its form; the  

composer explains:

This piece is not intended for use in theatre and concert performances in  
which a few people contribute to the pleasure or instruction of the many.  
The public takes part in the performance as one of the actors: it sings those  
parts which are marked in the score for the 'Masses.' Certain 'Individuals'  
from among them, who have practised these passages in advance, first sing  
them under the leadership of a director (or chorus-leader) to the larger group  
which then repeats them . . . for a large assembly it would be well to have  
music and words projected on a screen . . . With this sort of common 
participation it is hardly possible to achieve a perfectly smooth performance  
of every number, but thorough study and practice is preferable to a mere  
playing through. 
Since the only object of the  Lehrstück is to make all those present 
participate in the performance and not primarily, as a work of art, to create  
particular musical and poetic impressions, it is to be adjusted, so far as  

326The films were: In Sturm und Eis (1921); Vormittagsspuk (1928); Musik zu einem abstrakten  
Fischinger-Film (1931); Musik zu einen Trickfilm (1931); Reklamefilm Clermont de Fouet (1931); 
Filmmusik zu einem Fischinger-Film  (1932) (Schubert)
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possible to the purposes of the occasion. 328 

Before Hindemith discovered politically radical collaborators and placed a  

priority on  extramusical considerations in his choices of subject matter, form and  

instrumentation, as a teenager he garnered a reputation for himself as a talented violist  

and violinist. At the Frankfurt Hoch Conservatory he studied composition with Arnold 

Mendelssohn329 and Bernhard Sekles.330 He became a first violinist of the Frankfurt Opera  

Orchestra in 1914, the next year took on the additional role of second violinist in the  

Rebner Quartet, was promoted to first violin leader of the Opera Orchestra in 1917 and,  

later that same year, was drafted into the first world war. Being assigned to the regimental  

band did not protect him from the brutal experience of trench warfare. 331 

After returning home, Hindemith began to compose at an exceptional pace – a rate  

he would   manage to maintain nearly into the 1940's. His one-act opera Mörder,  

Hoffnung der Frauen  in 1919 firmly established him as a unique young compositional  

voice, influenced by the pre-war experiments in expressionism such as Schoenberg's  

Pierrot Lunaire. Like his peers, Hindemith's early period's most consistent feature is the  

unpredictable and rapid progression of musical style - the conservatory rules of strict  

adherence to principles of Tonality had been thrown out the window, the horrors of his  

war experience were fresh, and the post-war world to be musically represented was  

terrifyingly unknowable. His fling with expressionism came to a quick end when he  

became the first open musical proponent of neue Sachlichkeit.332 Hindemith assumed an 
328Reich 491.
329The great-nephew of Felix Mendelssohn and an invested, musically conservative teacher
330An unsuccessful composer of modernist bent who also taught Adorno.
331Schubert.
332As mentioned briefly in chapter one, the term Neue Sachlichkeit or New Objectivity was originally used  

by the critic G.F. Hartlaub in 1923 to describe post-Expressionist trends in German painting. Though  
not nearly as coherent a movement as the term would imply, these painters tended to emphasize  
concrete, unglamorous aspects of everyday existence in a style that was neither realistic nor  
expressionistic. There was no true unifying style to the movement, although their paintings tend to  



iconic relationship with this uniquely Weimar ideal. 

In his Kammermusik cycle, composed between 1922 and 1924, he utilized a 

fundamentally contrapuntal technique to move beyond the limits of romantic harmonies.  

Listening to these pieces, one can identify a new focus on the physical nature of sound –  

in their percussion, in exaggerated interplay between instruments, and in their use of rests  

to emphasize aural resonances. However, David Neumeyer problematizes the usual  

perception of Hindemith and neue Sachlichkeit:

He was put forward by his apologists as the neue Typus, the antiromantic 
urban composer who thrived on clarity, concision, and linear energy rather  
than on the late romantics' diffuse forms, exaggerated emotion, and tortured  
harmonic logic. The dichotomy was useful as fuel for polemic, but it  
obscured the fact that in an important sense Hindemith was also a true  
inheritor of the mantle of Brahms, the romantic conservative . . . In  
common with most composers in this century, Hindemith's methods were  
eclectic, taking advantage of the extraordinarily increased opportunities to  
learn about, hear, and play music of all periods and nations afforded by the  
publication of historical music and such technological advances as radio  
and phonograph.333

Along with the film and radio work, Hindemith experimented with new  

technological possibilities in a number of works, including Musik für mechanische  

Instrumente [Music for Mechanical Instruments] nos. 1 and 2 (1926 and 1927, 

respectively), Grammophonplatten-eigene Stücke [Personal Pieces for Vinyl Records]  

(1930), and Des kleinen Elektromusikers Lieblinge [Of Little Electronic-Music Darlings]  

(1930).334  This last piece was composed for the trautonium, a monophonic electronic  

instrument invented by Friedrich Trautwein the year before (1929) at the music and radio  

lab (the Rundfunkversuchstelle) of Berlin's Musikhochschule , where Hindemith now 

emphasize outlines in sketch-like strokes and only use color sparingly. Also, they're united by an anti-
metaphysical, anti-romantic world-view underlying the broadly-defined aesthetic. Hartlaub divided  
Neue Sachlichkeit into two groups: the 'Verists' and the 'Magical Realists.' Among the Verists he  
included Otto Dix and George Grosz. 

333Neumeyer 2-3.
334Schubert.



served as professor of composition . Despite having no advanced musical degree the  

composer had received the enviable position in 1927 on the basis of his exceptional  

musical success. The Hochschule, which had been the endless object of Weill's scorn for  

its conservatism less than a decade earlier, had now hired a young composer from outside  

academia to fill one of its primary professorships. 

Taruskin has interesting insights concerning the Weimar Republic's musical catch-

phrases: “It was inevitable that Zeitoper and neue Sachlichkeit, together with the related 

notion of Gebrauchsmusik (music for use rather than contemplation), should have arisen  

first in postwar Germany.”335 He goes on:

If, as we have seen, World War I looms as a great divide even in the  
historiography of the victor nations, how much more a cataclysm did it  
seem to the losers, for whom it brought immediate political upheaval and  
economic chaos, the palpable legacy of 'decadence.' Gebrauchsmusik  and 
neue Sachlichkeit were not just a reaction to romanticism, but a reaction to  
all the forces that were seen to have precipitated the war, forces that  
included nationalism. Having experienced ruin, German artists, the  
ostensible heirs of the 'mainstream,' were more suspicious than anyone else  
of the lie of transcendence, any promise of immortality, permanence,  
lasting value. Hence the cult of the perishable, the ephemeral, the transient.  
Hence, too, the notion of an art that was not only to be used but to be used 
up. Obsolescence – blithely planned obsolescence, the considered rejection  
of 'masterpiece culture' – was the price of true contemporaneity. The chief  
standard bearer for all these antiromantic notions was Paul Hindemith. 336

Hindemith bitterly addresses the idea of Gebrauchsmusik  and his intractable association 

with it:

Nobody found anything remarkable in [Gebrauchsmusik], since quite 
obviously music for which no use can be found, that is to say, useless  
music, is not entitled to public consideration anyway and consequently the  
Gebrauch is taken for granted. Whatever else I had written or said at that  
time remained deservedly unknown, and of my music very few pieces had  
reached this country; but that ugly term showed a power of penetration and  
a vigor that would be desirable for worthier formulations. 337

335Taruskin, “The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 4,” 527.
336Taruskin, “The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 4,” 527-8.
337Hindemith x.



Hindemith's desire to not be pigeonholed by a youthful political-aesthetic phase is  

understandable, but his argument is weak. There is a clear distinction to be drawn  

between the utility of a piece of music that can provide entertainment or a cathartic  

encounter with the Sublime at a concert hall and true social utility reaching outside  

musical institutions. Whatever stance he may take in hindsight on the morality of  

politicizing aesthetics in the way that he and his contemporaries did, it is a foolish  

argument to claim the word Gebrauch refers equally to music aesthetically satisfying its  

composer/audience and music serving utilitarian purposes, or even projects like  

supplying the emotional pull for a pedagogic children's opera or a radio play intended to  

enliven a historical moment or political ideology. Hindemith's compositions and essays  

from the Weimar period show that he's perfectly aware of this distinction. 

We can find a path from Hindemith in 1930 conceiving of music in a staunchly  

anti-romantic way to him lecturing in the capacity of visiting Harvard professor on the  

need to resuscitate Saint Augustine's elevated 'moral' prescription of music twenty years  

later. At the midpoint of this transition stands his most enduring work, the opera Mathis 

der Maler (1933-35). It is right on the other side of the failed Republic; in many ways, I  

see the opera as his act of forsaking the Weimar “musical spirit” that he helped create. In  

the opera's harmonic and melodic language he finally realizes certain aspects of his  

theory of compositional craft that he'd been developing for years. His utilization of styles  

and musical languages spanning the breadth of the European traditional since the Middle  

Ages is a magnificent achievement, as he merges so many functionally useless historical  

forms into an operatic whole. In both the ceaseless aestheticism of the music – placing  

innovative harmonic interplay into rigid formal constructions that exist almost completely  



independently of the dramatic setting – and its subject matter, the opera betrays the  

politicization of music that might have been, but wasn't, a lasting influence of the period.

The subject of Mathis der Maler was Matthias Grünewald, a Renaissance painter 

whose creations include the Isenheim Altarpiece, the Karlsruhe Crucifixion, and the  

Stuppach Madonna. Composed during the early years of the Third Reich,  the opera is 

coherent as an extended allegory, but it doesn't preclude a more direct interpretation. In  

his notes for the Zürich premiere, Hindemith wrote of Grünewald: 

Although he knew well the complex artistic fashions of the on-going  
Renaissance, he chose in his own work to develop to its fullest unfolding  
the materials and manners of the past, rather like J.S. Bach two hundred  
years later, who appears as a conservative in the stream of musical  
progress. [Mathis] fit into the still powerful machinery of state and  
church . . . but in his paintings he could report with sufficient clarity how  
the wild tumults of the era, with its suffering, its sickness, and its wars,  
had deeply affected him.338  

The plot follows Mathis as he stands witness to religious strife and political  

tumult. The opera begins right as there are stirrings among the peasants of revolt against  

the region's oppressive feudal lords. Mathis is struggling with his painting in the opening  

scene, but he's interrupted by Hans Schwalb, the peasant leader, and his daughter, Regina.  

He takes them in for the night. Later, Hans, now actively leading the peasant revolt,  

taunts Mathis “with the pointlessness of art in wartime and with the irresponsibility of  

[Mathis] simply standing aside.”339 The revolt escalates as the peasants capture a castle  

and execute its count; then, the federal army arrives and crushes their ill-trained, ill-

equipped army. Schwalb is killed and Mathis barely survives, escaping with the orphaned  

Regina. In a fantastical forest scene, he is surrounded by specters tempting him with a life  

of, one after the other, luxury or desire or the objectivity of science, but over everything  

338Neumeyer 100.
339Neumeyer 100.



he chooses painting. It's revealed that he's been painting a masterpiece of the dying  

Christ. Regina dies, calm at her last moment because of Mathis' presence. As the opera  

prepares to end, the painter politely refuses an offer of lodging, instead traveling off  

towards a life of asceticism and untroubled artistic enlightenment. 

Hindemith creates a complex musical framework, for the first time utilizing his  

agglutinative contrapuntal-harmonic theory of composition on a large scale, bringing it  

into a harmonious relationship with dramatic concerns. Neumeyer writes that the opera  

“drew together elements of the Western musical tradition from the medieval era to the  

present, by no means excluding the nineteenth century.” 340 The correlations between 

Hindemith's situation and the historical situation he presented have been examined  

extensively. The libretto was written by the composer himself and it shows – the plot  

moves forward lurchingly, and the heavy-handed morality of the opera bears none of the  

punch of Brechtian didacticism. I don't think it's a stretch to understand this nostalgic  

vision as Hindemith's own idealized fantasy. The opera retreats into a simpler past,  

thereby circumventing the expectations of modernism. Mathis is presented as a saint – his  

small character flaws are sympathetic and intended to be forgiven. A two-dimensional,  

moral protagonist was, simply, not a viable character option during the Weimar Republic.  

Cynicism and satire were the period's prerogatives. It was no longer the Weimar  

Republic, though, and Mathis' choice wasn't the one that Hindemith and his peers would  

have supported in the time before the Third Reich's oppression. 

The composers that I've considered in this thesis created works of loud political  

protest during a period of weak liberal democracy; after 1933, with a fundamentally  

hateful and clearly dangerous party in power, at a time when political protest must have  

340Neumeyer 3.



appeared more desperate than ever (to those who hadn't yet fled or been arrested), it was  

no longer a possibility. Hindemith, Weill and K řenek, were established celebrities by the  

last years of the republic. Now their works were being banned and their output had to be 

carefully self-censored. A critique of Mathis der Maler as anachronistic, as a work of 

nostalgic fetishization, while justifiable on one level, fails when held up to political  

reality. Retreat into historical representation and allegorical interpretation – these were  

among the few options left to Hindemith in his attempt to artistically present himself. But  

is Mathis a moral work? Is its crude ending, in which art trumps all and is restored to its  

rightful spirituality and the artist departs from the social world in a glow of righteousness,  

really a justifiable message at a time of rising political persecution and clear but  

unspoken preparation for war? Is being aesthetically modern a redemption for a  

thoroughly transcendentalist message (not to mention its pastoral valorization of the  

Volk)? Why stick to Weimar-period politicized musical ideas when, evidently, they had  

failed? These are the questions with which we are left.



Conclusion

Artworks were both meant and taken seriously as political  
expressions in Weimar Germany . . . [The operas and musical  
plays of Berg, Krenek, Hindemith, and Weill] were successful  
and popular in a way that almost no opera has been since 1933.  
For the thriving operatic economy of the Weimar Republic was  
the last truly thriving – that is, consumption-driven – economy in  
the history of opera.
These composers wrote for a ready market. Their work was in  
demand. They strove not for eventual immortality but for  
immediate success. Ephemerality, not immortality, was the order  
of the day . . . But all of this came to an end in 1933, when the  
Nazi regime took power in Germany, and it has never been  
restored anywhere. - Richard Taruskin341

In order for protest to acquire an explicitly political character,  
there must be an organized political structure capable of  
functioning as a channel for transforming individual complaint  
into effective collective protest. At the same time, social protest can  
never be made the exclusive or limiting function of art. Art may  
encourage a critical attitude and urge its audience to challenge  
social conditions, but it cannot establish the terrain of protest by  
itself. In the absence of a popular mass movement, it can only  
encourage a critical attitude. - Angela Davis 342

I see Křenek, Weill, Eisler, and Hindemith as composers who were part of an  

artistic movement snuffed out in its childhood. The radical break that this movement  

sought was a product of its desperate socio-political moment. Spiritual crisis and political  

chaos converged in an environment lacking the impositions of a strong economic system.  

Benjamin, Weill, and many other artists and intellectuals on the political left foresaw the  

dangers in this set of circumstances. Whether is was historical coincidence or  

341Taruskin, “The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 4,” 548.
342Davis 113.



inevitability is useless conjecture, in my opinion. What is indisputable, as far as I am  

concerned, is that the political efficacy of Fascism's triumph does not render meaningless  

the struggles of those who were defeated. The politicized artists of 1920s Berlin created  

organizations and collectives and reinvented the relationship between aesthetics and  

politics, but the political movement they represented could only align itself with fractured  

and compromised political parties. 

Without a stable political system and with no better tools at their disposal, the  

artists of the Weimar Republic, particularly those who flocked to Berlin, used their art to  

fight political battles. This change is intimately tied up with the failure of romanticism's  

“art religion” to provide meaning for a generation of composers struggling with belief.  

For Weill and Eisler, it was necessary to rid music of its vestiges of religion in order to  

apply it to the political realm. For Hindemith and K řenek, a more positive relationship to 

aesthetic spirituality could coexist with the socialization of music. This movement was  

attempting a radical break from its nation's traditions. They strove to reconcile high  

artistic standards – notions of poesis and ineffable Beauty – with an always-articulable  

functionality and social relevancy. Their popularity bespeaks the social uniqueness of  

1920s Berlin – precisely that factor of Zeitgeist that makes the period unassimilable. The 

aspects associated with it were quickly eliminated by the Third Reich, and its iconic  

figures, most of whom ended up in America, adapted to circumstances and moved on  

from their Weimar-period aesthetic. 

The National Socialists effectively focused on the aestheticization of experience.  

This took many forms, including the glorification of World War I's violence, the nostalgic  

invocation of mythic agrarianism, and the scapegoating of the urban, industrialized,  



“dirty” Jew. These were tactics that manipulated aesthetics as a means towards clear-cut  

political goal – a perverse twist on Nietzsche's fantasy of a totalizing aesthetic reality.  

The composers and intellectuals whom I have discussed, figures that inculcated the  

politicization of aesthetics, cannot be held responsible for their failure to manipulate  

political sentiment in the manner of the Nazis. The work of historians like Walter Laquer  

and Gordon Craig, who dismiss the Weimar Republic's social movements precisely  

because of the horrific regime that succeeded them, is morally flawed because, in their  

attempt to take a hard-line view on the Third Reich, these scholars end up justifying the  

Nazi's premier place in history.343 Denigrating the Weimar Republic because it was not  

strong results in an exercise of writing a history of the victors – valuing the strength of  

the Nazis over the aesthetic, ethical, and political integrity that, at their best, the  

composers I have explored represent. It was precisely their refusal to utilize cheap  

techniques of artistic demagogy that separated the political vision of Weill and his peers  

from one capable of advocating the terrors of National Socialism. Through close  

examination of their technical choices, we can see that, even in Eisler's self-professed  

propaganda, he demanded an intelligent engagement from his audience. 

There is an inherent ethics in art that refuses to mysticize or naturalize itself. An  

understanding of aesthetics that recognizes itself as constructed but refuses to concede  

itself to cynical nihilism is all too rare. The politics of Die Dreigroschenoper, Jonny  

spielt auf, and the other works studied in this thesis, while often ambiguous, are never  

343To clarify, I am not suggesting that the politics of the National Socialists and the atrocities they  
committed should be forgotten. Rather, I am simply asking us to problematize a conception of history  
that fetishizes strong regimes and fails to recognize the extent to which their strength is connected to  
demagogy and amorality; whether, perhaps, rather than merely endlessly condemning uncontroversially  
terrible actors in history, we should perhaps spend a little more time searching for models in periods that  
could not compete with the cruelty and militancy of their historical moment. To clarify again, I do not  
think the Weimar Republic provides a good political or social model, but I do think it contains unique  
elements that should not be discounted simply because of their unfortunate placement in history. 



deceitfully concealed. Weill and Eisler matured beyond their early flirtation with ironic  

cynicism without renouncing politics, and by the time that these composers were forced  

to flee Germany each of them had moved to a more sincere relationship to their art. I find  

their essays inspiring because of the hope they professed to see in their work and the  

power they believed it could have. Their work reflects a historically unique synthesis of  

this relevance, which was pushed upon them because of a vacuum in the political sphere,  

aligning with an impulse to create new aesthetic paradigms and new popular relationships  

to art. 

As individuals, these composers often coexist awkwardly with their Weimar-era  

compositions, particularly the overtly political output. Still, in their attempts to break out  

of their socially-prescribed roles as composers, the brashness of their musical-political  

experiments is practically unparalleled. 

I see a dialectical opposition in the neue Musik of the Weimar Republic. On one side, 

there was a renewed attempt to navigate the murky technical waters of post-tonality while  

maintaining an elevated, “serious” relationship towards composition. Vehemently  

opposing this compositional impulse, other works defiantly rejected every aspect of the  

Romantic legacy (which represented everything from aristocratic snobbery to petit-

bourgeois banality to the stupidity of the masses). From our historical vantage point, I see  

the route taken by the Weimar-era composers as just one strategy of the artist wrestling  

with nihilism. During the Weimar period, diving in and directly entangling one's  

compositional production with the world of politics presented itself as a tenable option,  

something it had rarely been before. With the anti-nihilistic purpose and hope that politics  

could hold, we can see how inviting the option to create overtly politicized art could have  



appeared.

Křenek, Weill, and Eisler saw the rising tide of Fascism before the 1920s were  

even over. Nazi groups had rioted performances of Jonny spielt auf in 1928 and 1929, 

effectively closing those provincial stagings. On a 1930 visit to Brecht in Augsburg,  

Weill encountered a Nazi rally where his name was mentioned, alongside Thomas Mann  

and Albert Einstein, as “dire forces” threatening Germany. 344The composers' emigrations 

began shortly, and this unique period of music came to an end.

One at a time, they ended up in America. Ultimately, all of them retreated in their later  

work from a full-fledged attack against spirituality in music; their late-1920s work  

remained apart, a flirtation with a conception of music that contradicted many of the most  

basic and presumptive views on musical perception and enjoyment. This music did not  

create technical innovations of the magnitude before the first war; instead, it addressed a  

social climate bizarre enough to support a successful iteration of music that had discarded  

part of its own engorged, romantic identity in pursuit of explicitly extra-musical aims.  

Avant-garde theater striving to intentionally alienate its audience and deny them the  

pleasure of catharsis – to deny the audience something that's been one of the primary  

intentions of drama since Aristotle – produced, instead, massive and commercially  

successful hits. Taruskin encapsulates the paradox of Die Dreigroschenoper: “Can an art 

dedicated to shocking the middle-class public out of its complacency be said to have  

succeeded when that very public consumes it with delight?” 345 

Like Döblin’s disturbingly cold Berlin Alexanderplatz, Grosz’s grotesque political 

caricatures and Lang’s Dr. Mabuse, the operas I've discussed – Wozzeck, Jonny spielt auf,  

344Sanders 149.
345Taruskin, “The Oxford History of Western Music, Volume 4,” 540.



Die Dreigroschenoper and Mahagonny – are closely linked to their ill-fated moment of 

creation. There is something disturbing in these works functioning as an artistic mirror to  

the cruelness of reality as the artists perceived it. The utilization of expressionist  

resources (which all these works except for Jonny make use of; in the case of the Weill 

and Brecht's works, through the sets and style of acting) to represent Germany’s twisted  

social reality - shifting the aesthetic techniques of  psychological subjectivism to  

comment on sociopolitical  reality – is indicative of Weimar Germany’s desperate  

position. As I mention above, historians have posed the question of whether these works  

were politically destructive; whether, in fact, their harsh depiction of the weak, corrupt,  

and decadent Weimar Republic is not in some way to blame for the successful rise of the  

Third Reich. In the preface to her book on George Grosz, Beth Irwin Lewis provides a  

succinct analysis of concerns that apply equally to the composers I have examined:

What is the responsibility of the artist-intellectual critic within a troubled  
democratic society? . . . how influential is the artist-intellectual upon the  
actual political or social workings of society? . . . I asked to what extent  
Grosz's bitter attacks upon the republic had serve to reenforce the anti-
democratic attitudes of the German middle classes, or whether his acerbic  
portrayal of night life in Berlin had helped to alienate those middle classes  
who, scandalized by such behavior, tended to identify immorality and  
decadence with political democracy. In other words, did Grosz actually  
bear a certain measure of responsibility for undermining the weak  
democratic republic and admitting the horror of the Nazi regime? 346

Lewis goes on to resolve these questions, which crop up again and again in  

historical analyses of the period, with regard to Grosz. My own take on how these  

questions relate to Weill, Křenek, Eisler, and Hindemith is that they are fundamentally  

flawed concerns. No healthy society requires artists to fulfill a political vacuum. These  

composers' social relevancy, which they cultivated and which greatly impacted their  

346Lewis xiii.



work, was, if anything, symptomatic of a failing social system. Their attempts to engage  

with this society – to do more than critique, but actually suggest answers, as each of them  

did in their later Weimar-period compositions – were successful precisely in the sense  

that they were uncynical. Even when they engaged in satire and outright cynicism, they  

were professing sincere critique of the government and class-system. It would have been  

deeply cynical of these composers to compromise their work so as to not upset a fragile  

Republic; a Republic whose fragility, moreover, was legitimately problematic. To say that  

it was better than National Socialism is a specious comparison. Historians that criticize  

the social-artistic movements of 1920s Berlin are scapegoating artists whose very  

politicization was indicative of much more deeply-rooted problems with an imposed,  

unpopular system of government and divisively poisoned political discourse. 

The Weimar Republic experienced an exceptionally high level of social  

engagement and complex discourse over the subject of the proper aesthetic-political  

relationship. The politicization of the arts and the vigorous debate these productions  

inspired might, in other circumstances, speak to a healthy and engaged political life. In  

1920s Germany, it was symptomatic of a frightened state whose government changed  

seventeen times during the Republic's fifteen years, which couldn't maintain economic  

order or keep its city's streets safe, and which came close to being overthrown by military  

putsches multiple times. In this environment, art became a battleground for the Left to  

play out ideological conflict. Meanwhile, the nationalist right violently mobilized against  

this perceived degradation of German culture, opposing it with their own mythos of  

aestheticized violence and self-transcendent ideology of the masses. It is not surprising  

that composers stepped up to the challenges of social engagement. However, for such a  



variety of talented composers to tackle that challenge in different ways created the  

historical oddity of the Weimar Republic's thriving musical-theater and opera scene – the  

last great public for opera responded to works that de-prioritized notions of Beauty and  

Spirituality in favor of social relevance and political intent. 



Appendix 1

“3. Dreigroschenfinale” from Die Dreigroschenoper

Weill redefines operatic music to fulfill functions other than dramatic  

reinforcement. The music provides satirical commentary on the text at times; at other  

times, it is ironically juxtaposed to the dramatic setting. Understanding the finale in  

formal terms allows the technical choices that create an ironic and/or subversive musical  

environment to emerge from the compositional texture. Below is a pseudo-Schenkerian  

analysis and a structural breakdown of the piece. What emerges is that it is not large-scale  

harmonic action that ultimately structures the piece; rather, it is four fundamental scalar  

ideas (elaborated in examples) that provide musical cohesion. The graph highlights that  

the large-scale motion of the piece is not key areas related to each other by fifths; rather,  

it is scalar ideas occurring in microcosmic motifs and macrocosmic large-scale motion. 

The introduction's scalar material – presented as a call and response between two  

horn sections – contains four harmonic ideas. These different ideas, which will form four  

fundamental harmonic areas of the piece, are introduced over a rising action, climax, and  

falling action that span the introduction's 20 measures. 

[A]: (mm. 1-2) Phrygian mode with a mobile 3 rd step – it is the Phrygian 

Dominant mode, when an E-natural is used; the normal Phrygian mode uses Eь here.  

This minor 3rd/major 3rd interplay is a 

basic harmonic feature of jazz. 
Example 7: Phyrgian Mode on C [A]



[B]: (mm. 5-6) The octatonic 

scale beginning with a half-step (with 

the variable 3rd, the first half of scale 

[A] is identical to this). 

[C]: (mm. 8-9)

[D]: (mm. 13 – 19) Initially, scalar material based on Bь first plays over a  

repeated, indecisive (G-minor⁷ => Am) 

progression, before the bass register  

settles on G-minor  ⁷ in mm. 17-18. 

In the introduction and throughout the piece, the scalar material takes one of these  

four shapes in some form, often transposed (my graphic analysis includes examples from  

the introduction and a few more scattered throughout the piece). For example, [B] is 

transposed a major 2nd in mm. 6, a perfect fourth in mm. 9, and a perfect 5 th in mm. 10. 

[C] is transposed a perfect fourth in mm. 11 – 13, and a perfect fifth in mm. 20. There are  

many more examples with all four scalar ideas. The exceptions to this are very  

interesting: in measure 57, an octatonic scale on E is mirrored over its fifth tone, Bь,  

creating a unique 9 tone scale (HWHWWHWH) that's invertible around its middle pitch.  

This activity resolves to an Eь major chord, which ends the piece's expository section.  

There is no cadence resolving to the Eь (although, as I'll explain shortly, the Eь sets up  

the first half a cadence across movements); the harmonic preparation is achieved through  

Example 9: F Melodic Minor Scale [C]

Example 10: G (natural) Minor Scale [D]

Example 8: Octatonic Scale on D [B]



long-form structural movement. Between 53 and 58, the fundamental bass-line notes  

form the latter part of [B], transposed a half-step to begin on Eь. Alternatively, and more  

convincingly, they combine with the octatonic tetrachord ostinato to form [A] transposed  

up a major third to E-natural. This scale contains the notes of an Eь major tonic chord,  

which isn't a shocking harmonic departure when it arrives because, although the tonal  

content has been nowhere near this sudden chord, scalar material has prepared its  

entrance. 

Thus, the Eь major is both surprising and logical, creating a very frustrating  

resolution . . . the intentionality of this becomes clear in the beginning of the Largo 

section. In the pick-up to measure 60 Weill invokes a traditional fanfare, signifying  

entrance. However, the A-flat major chord at the beginning of the Largo section resolves  

a cadential V-I with the Eь major that ended the previous section; here, though, the true  

resolution has an uncomfortable effect as the final chord instead is so obviously the  

beginning of a new section. The light piano chords accompanying Brown’s recitative  

echo the triumphant fanfare, continuing the tonal progression at a barely audible level.  

Brown’s sung part’s final note will trigger the tonic note of the following chordal  

response, but piano’s harmonies and Brown’s melody are otherwise harmonically distant.  

The section ends on a triumphant and tonally distant B-Dom ⁷ chord. This chord, which is  

deflated into a B-diminished during at the beginning of the ensuing transitional section, is  

a tritone above the F major/minor interplay that will characterize the finale’s second half. 

The four scalar ideas outlined above and their initial tonics form the motivic  

backbone of the piece – F major/minor and a flexible C-tonic major/minor are then  

artificially imposed as central harmonic areas, frequently unconnected to melodic  



material or contrapuntal movement.



Example 11: Die Dreigroschenfinale Analytic Chart



Structure and Form:

mm. 1 – 20: Introduction. Characterized by its call-and-response up-and-down  
scales, as well as the pitched and unpitched “Horch!” cries of building intensity.

21 – 59: [C] ==> [D] ==> [A] ==> am ==> dm ==> EM (==> cm ==> DM) ==> 
[A] ==> EьM

60 – 81: AьM ==> DьM ==> Eь7 ==> FM ==> DьM ==> AьM //
(72) CM7 ==> c°7 (==> fm7 ==> cm7 ==> fm7 ==> d°) ==> G7 ==> 
B7

(82-85): Transition. b° ==> c°

86 – 146: cm⁷ ==> G9 ==> Aь (==> a°) ==> gm ==> cm ==> Aь⁷ (==> a°) ==> 
gm (==> bь⁷ ==> c#m7) ==> F⁷ ==> gm⁷ ==> Dь⁷ ==> fm

(122) cm ==> fm ==> Bь ==> cm ==> b°⁷ ==> G⁷

146 – 171: Coda. fm ==> am ==> dm ==> (f#°⁷ ==>) gm ==> CM ==> FM

Thus, the large-scale harmonic movement of the piece could be described as:  

EьM ==>  AьM ==> B⁷ ==> fm ==> G7 ==> C⁷ ==> FM. That progression looks at 

home in the tonality of Romanticism, but what's exceptional in this piece is Weill's ability  

to create a large-form resolution to his song-cycle using thematic atoms, some tonal and  

some not, combining [A], [B], [C], and [D] together into all sorts of dissonant 

combinations, and organizing this all within a structure that, somehow, turns out to be  

tonally logical, despite the frequent flouting of rules regarding suspended notes and using  

“wrong” immediate chordal resolutions throughout the piece. 

There is a definite turning point in the piece during the mm. 82 – 85 transition. It  

divides the finale into a basic A-B structure. The A section corresponds most literally to  

the theme of four harmonic areas expounded through small- and large-form scalar motion  

providing structural cohesion. Part B relegates the piece’s scalar material to the  



background of the musical texture and foregrounds chordal progressions. This musical  

shift is connected to Brown’s recitative that precedes it, in which he explains the good  

news that Macheath has, inexplicably according to everything that has thus far happened  

in the play, been pardoned by the king and will be saved. The hyper-tonal material that  

follows accompanies shouts of “Gerettet!” [Rescued]. The musical material doesn’t  

fundamentally change as Frau Peachum’s solo begins: she explicitly discusses the artifice  

of the drama and its contrived emotionally satisfying ending. This is a satisfying ironic  

juxtaposition with the shallow C-minor musical accompaniment. After Peachum’s solo,  

the finale’s coda brings to absurdity the artifice of the ending through a Gregorian-

imitative choral ending. 

The finale concludes on F-Major, which only follows harmonic logic within the  

coda, and completely dismisses the musical language of the finale and the opera as a  

whole. This corresponds to the textual ending, with its ironically sincere and satisfying  

conclusion that completely contradicts the sharply satirical and biting tone of the entire  

work. Weill’s entire Dreigroschenoper score incorporates many functions of music, and  

this is condensed within the diverse musical language of the finale. It cycles through  

scalar and harmonic ideas in sincere and ironic relationships to the text in a dizzying  

succession. This creates a polysemic final product that in which its aesthetic merit is  

inextricable from its social intentions and political critique.



Appendix 2

“In Praise of Illegal Work”

Hanns Eisler and Bertolt Brecht's “Praise of Illegal Work” is an emblematic  

selection among the duo's prolific body of political songs. Sections of “Praise of Illegal  

Work” are analyzable in terms of tonal harmonies while others are not. When a section is  

not coherent in terms of tonal harmonies, I employ a system of what I am calling  

“Dominating tones” (DT). Eisler develops a method of shifting (or modulating, to adapt a  

term from tonal analysis) the song's “Dominating tone” as a flexible locus that the music  

revolves around chromatically. The DT is the (approximate) spatial and temporal center  

of a phrase.

Close Reading: A Walkthrough of “Illegal Work”

The song begins with a melodic descent in parallel octaves of G-F#-E-Eь with a  

sustained G on the piano, then the time signature changes from 4/4 to 6/4. The G is  

sustained for 11 beats before shifting to E for 3 beats and then to C for 4 beats. Thus, the  

first phrase is dominated by the three tones in a C major chord, but there is no  

synchronistic appearance of this consonance. The second phrase only varies slightly, with  

an emphasis on G for 7 beats, E for 4 beats and C for 2 beats. The downward octatonic  

scale contains those three notes as well as (enharmonically respelled) F#, A, A# and C#,  

which form the other set of important tones in the song. 

In the second half of mm. 8 the first simultaneous recognizable chord arrives, an  



F#-major chord, and the two singing voices become independent. This proceeds to an F#-

minor⁷ chord and then G-minor in mm. 10. Eisler notates a G-diminished chord  

enharmonically in the second half of the measure. Measures 11-12 are a near-repetition of  

9-10; the rhythm 

shifts to 6/4 in 

mm. 13 and 

return to the F#-

minor⁷. On the 

third beat the 

melody C#-A 

transposes itself 

down a whole 

note (B-G), and 

the piano follow 

suit (E-G). An 

F# drone in the 

bass sounds 

throughout this 

phrase. Measures 

13 – 16 are 

harmonically fluid, and I believe the “Dominating tones” idea is the best way to  

understand this phrase. The tenor's part begins by revolving chromatically around B  

while the bass' part is focused on F#. The tenor line moves B-C#-G, and the bass F#-G-

Example 12: "In Praise of Illegal Work" measures 1 - 8



C#: intervocalically, the parts' DTs are always a tritone or inverse tritone apart. The  

phrase's crucial musical event is the dissonance that Eisler creates, while simultaneously  

maintaining the F# drone as always consonant with one of the vocal parts. 

Mm. 17-20 are a continuation of the phrase: On the second beat of mm. 17 (which  

has reverted to 4/4 time), a leap of 17 semitones to B in the bass voice along with a  

dynamic shift to fff overwhelmingly signals the B-minor harmony. A D-Major ⁷ arrives at 

mm. 18; B is touched on as the song moves to another intelligible chord: E-minor ⁷ 

seventh chord (missing its third). The missing third belies the chord's seeming phrasal  

importance, however, because the crucial interaction is a voice exchange in the piano  

between C# and E. The downward passing motion in the melody is secondary to the  

harmonic realm being carved out in the bass: the DTs E, C#, and G#. The cadence on the  

down beat of mm. 20 contains the octatonic scale cluster C#, G, F#, A# (enharmonic Bь),  

or, an F# major chord with an added flat ninth – a common jazz harmony, although Eisler  

would loathe the comparison. 

Mm. 21 quickly cycles through obvious tonal harmonies in the left hand of the  

piano: Gm => Cm => Fm⁷. Mm. 22 shifts to a 3/2 key signature, slows the tempo, and  

introduces soprano and alto voices. A resounding B-minor chord is played and the  

harmony is sustained until measure 24 when another transparently voiced chord a tritone  

away, F#-minor, replaces it. The relationship between F# and its flatted ninth, G-natural,  

Example 13: Measures 8 - 16 Instrumental Bass Motion



returns in mm. 25; the G quietly resolves and the chord becomes F#-major ⁷, arpeggiating 

an A#. Mm. 26 contains a blaring dissonance between D and D# that also quietly resolves  

into a D-major⁷ chord. This pattern is repeated in 27 when a dissonance between B and  

A# resolves into a B-major chord. Mm. 28, shifting time signature to 6/4, delivers an E in  

the bass (doubled twice-over) and a soprano melody line beginning on E but spatially and  

temporally centered on C (with the alto line paralleling it a third lower). The bass and  

tenor voices return for the cadence on mm. 29 with melodic lines to insure that it's only a  

very partial cadence; the C in the bass changes a straightforward E-minor chord into a C-

major⁷ in first inversion. The vocal lines in mm. 29 are transcriptions of the lines in 28  

lowered an octave. Mm. 30 and 31 repeat 28 and 29 with slight simplifications. The  

cadence that finally comes on mm. 32 is a G-major chord in 2 nd inversion. 

After a transitional measure of an A-minor  ⁷ 1st inversion chord being rhythmically 

pounded, mm. 34 shifts time signature to 4/2 and Eisler writes: “Marchlike.” 34 and 35  

provide steady bass quarter notes with the dominant tones B, G and F#. Mm. 36  

introduces a sustained B, reinforcing one of the dominant tones without creating a  

recognizable harmony. 37 and 38 repeat this procedure with C# and G, all over the  

ostinato in the piano's left hand. Mm. 39 harmonizes the bass line with octave doubling  

half notes in the piano's left hand: B-minor => F#m ⁷ + G. The harmony is reorganized 

and sustained until the last beat of measure 41, when the highest voice moves to its  

neighbor G#, dissonantly clashing with the G in the ostinato bass part. Mm. 42 is a  

cacophonous polyphony with the left hand's ostinato clashing against the C#-minor  ⁷ + ь⁹ 

unfolding in the treble part. The last two beats of the measure contain the tones of an E-



minor⁷ + ь⁹ but, like the C#-based chord, in inversion it is questionable if these complex  

chords are aurally recognizable. In mm. 43, the right-hand moves from B-minor to F#-

major  ⁷ + ь⁹; the last beat of the measure finally has the two hands synchronized with  

each other. 

Mm. 44 resounds with the four vocal lines restored on a transparent E-minor  

harmony (a brief A-minor in second inversion is facilitated by neighbor motion before a  

return to E-minor). Mm. 45 moves to B-minor and then passes through A- and E-minor  

before reaching F#-minor (which is filled in with its third on the second beat). The  

melody is in the piano's bass line: the former ostinato transcribed up a perfect fifth. Mm.  

47 introduces the first complex rhythmic interplay of the piece – a polyrhythm of quarter  

note tuplets against quarter- and eighth-notes. The “Dominant tones” of these two  

measures are F#, C# and G. The final beat of the measure lands on F#-major  ⁷ + ь⁹. Mm. 

44 - 47 are then repeated.

Mm. 53 is mm. 44 transcribed up a minor third. The functional harmony becomes  

G-major. There is a single measure in 3/2 and then 2/2 begins in mm. 55. The song  

becomes extremely simple (Am => GM => Bm => Am progression), landing on an open  

fifth, B + F#, in mm. 60. The time signature reverts to 4/2 and the piano's left hand  

returns to its earlier ostinato (now with octave doubling). 

In mm. 62 there is a B-minor chord on the off-beat, followed by an intervalic  

clash of motives  between F# and G. In the next measure, the off-beat provides a G-major  

1st inversion chord, then all the notes of the recurring F#-major  ⁷ + ь  while avoiding a⁹  

synchronistic sounding of the chord. It is as if Eisler has eased the song's audience into  



atonality – in the 

opening phrase, a 

simultaneous 

sounding of a major 

triad was avoided; 

by the last phrase, 

Eisler will no 

longer even provide 

a clear occurrence 

of a convoluted 

ninth chord. In mm. 

64 the vocal parts 

begin employing 

Sprechstimme –  

effectively, a 

further blurring of 

the harmonic 

parameter – and the 

piano repeats mm. 42-43 (doubling octaves). The piece quickly comes to a conclusion  

with a crude tonal progression (Em => Bm => Em => Bm). The piano concludes with  

two measures of 4/2 – there is a final fully-voiced A-minor triad and one last book-

ending use of the bass ostinato. 

Eisler has no qualms about parallelism in his voice leading – the effect of  

Example 14: "In Praise of Illegal Work" ending



parallelism, which includes the feeling of a thin texture, may not have been considered a  

sin given Eisler's ephemeral form. The phrase structure of the piece coupled with  

rhythmic emphasis would encourage one to call the phrasal endings with fully-voiced  

chords often sustained for a whole measure cadences, but harmonically they are poor  

cadential resolutions. The primary reason for this is the lack of proper voice leading for  

the cadences. However, when Eisler is functioning with recognizable harmonies it is  

interesting to note that he resolves the dissonance in chords' sevenths according to  

conventional counterpoint technique. 

Form and Structure

Both tonal parameters and post-tonal “Dominating tones” are integral to the song's form.  

After the measure numbers, italicized in parentheses, are the number of beats in that  

phrase. “Dominating tones” are bolded; important tonal harmonies and cadences are  

underlined.

mm. 1 – 8 (33): C + E + G

9 – 12 (16): F#m⁷ => Gm

13 – 20 (38): F#m⁷ => Em/F# => F# + C# + G => Bm => DM⁷ => F#M  ⁷   +  ь  ⁹  

21 – 32 (52): F#m⁷ => Bm => F#m⁷ => DM  ⁷   => Bm => CM⁷ (1st inv) => 
GM (2  nd   inv)  

33 – 43 (46): Cm => B, G, F# => Bm => F#M  ⁷   +  ь  ⁹   (=> Bm => F#M⁷ +  ь⁹)

44 – 52 (32): Em => Bm => (F#m =>) F#M  ⁷   +  ь  ⁹   (x2)

53 – 60 (21): GM => Am => GM => Bm => Am => B, F#



61-70 (38): Bm => F#m7+b9 => Bm => Em => Bm => Am

Harmonically, one can follow too parallel paths through the song. The song's  

major harmonies that are expressible in terms of tonality are B-minor, A-minor, D Dom ⁷, 

G- variably major or minor, and F#⁷, also variably major or minor and with an optional  

added G. In the song, F#M⁷ resolves first to G-minor, then to B-minor, then to D-Major ⁷. 

It is the most frequent chord and the least stable (especially with the added ninth). It is  

comprised entirely of tones from the octatonic scale that Eisler outlines at the song’s  

beginning. It is the dominant to B-minor, providing the only v-i/V-i traditional tonal  

relationship in the song.  One reason Eisler uses the flatted ninth may be to destabilize a  

chord whose function is cognizant within conventional tonality. At the song's end, the  

closest Eisler comes to  a V-I cadential resolution is to touch the dominant of A-minor for  

one beat before the apparent resolution onto that chord. The song’s final tone, however, is  

an F# quarter note in the bass ostinato motif, which abruptly cuts off. Eisler refuses to  

grant the listener a clear ending. 

The parallel path to understanding the piece is through the idea of “Dominant  

tones.” At the beginning of the song, the DTs are C, E and G. That is the closest the piece  

comes to expressing a major chord in a context that isn't extremely murky. By the third  

section the dominant tones have become C#, F# and G. C rises a semitone and E rises a  

whole tone. The intervalic relationships form a tritone, a perfect fourth, a perfect fifth, an  

augmented fifth, a minor second and a major seventh. The relationship Eisler  

thematically explores most fully is between F# and G a ninth above, which is the  

dissonant foundation of the song's most utilized chord. The song's third set of dominant  



tones is B, F# and G. Taking the original C-major triad tones as our basis, in this case  

Eisler drops C and raises E each one whole step. Given the harmonic orientation of the  

piece, Eisler introducing A-minor as a chord in the last two sections of the piece and then  

ending with it is another means by which he utilizes tonality to disappoint tonal  

expectations. 
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